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NOW!
CHAPTER I

ON
August 3ist, 1904, I started from Helston to

walk round the Lizard to Falmouth by the

coastguard path as a wind-up to my holiday

in Cornwall. I had sent my luggage in advance to

London and carried nothing with me but a tooth-

brush. The day being important in its con-

sequences, I find it convenient to turn to my note-

book for records made at the time of trivial

incidents and impressions. These may or may
not be interesting to the reader; they are

certainly irrelevant, but then the whole thing was

irrelevant or seemed so at the time and at

any rate they set the scene for me and illustrate

the casual way I was "let in" to the story

better than any composed description I could

write from memory.

"August 3ist, 1904. N.W. wind; very pale

sky. On Loe Bar I found yellow sea-poppies,
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lavender sea-holly and rest-harrow in flower. The

Bar is chiefly of shingle covered with sand. Here

I saw many small blue butterflies."

For some reason nothing that happened before

I got to Loe Bar seems to belong to the story ;

while everything that happened afterwards, though

apparently irrelevant, is more or less connected

with it in my mind. The curtain goes up on Loe

Bar, so to speak, and the opening of the story is

always associated for me with small blue butter-

flies and the prickly feel of sea-holly.

I remember, as one remembers getting to the

theatre, that on leaving Helston I missed the path
and got into difficulties among reeds and water-

fowl on an arm of the Loe Pool called Carminow

Creek. Loe Pool, by the way, affectionately

called "The Loe," is one of the lakes wherein

Excalibur was thrown. It is a seven-mile sheet

of still, fresh water, reflecting hanging woods, well

stocked with trout, fed by the tumbling, tin-

stained Cober and separated from the sea by the

narrow strip of sand and shingle called Loe Bar.

South of the Bar you open out the coast of

Mount's Bay. I find in my note-book references

to Porthleven huddled in shelter and backed by

Tregoning Hill, Trewavas Head, Cudden Point,

Penzance, Newlyn ;
to that ubiquitous landmark of

West Cornwall, the tower of St. Buryan Church ; to

Chapel Carn Brea, which is the last hill in England,
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and Tol Pedn Penwith, the buttress beyond which

the coast runs northward to the Land's End.

After leaving the Bar I must have dawdled, for I

got lunch at the dreary little Halzephron Inn.

.Of this amazing name I have never been able to

get any satisfactory explanation. The woman at

the inn told me that it was called after a big red
"
gentleman's house

" which in turn was called

after a cliff. If I remember rightly
"
Q

"
connects

the name Halzephron with a visit of Apollo to

Cornwall. To anybody who knows Cornwall and

particularly the Lizard this explanation is as

probable as any other. I forget whether or not
"
Q

" makes any connection between the visit of

Apollo and the obviously Pagan celebration which

survives in the Helston "
Furry Dance "

at which

a Lord Mayor of London has danced in a top hat.

On entering the inn I was encouraged by the

smell of roast meat and the sight and sound of

the family at dinner in a dark room behind

the bar. But the landlady told me that she had

nothing but bread and cheese in the house, and

led me into a chill front room with bare benches,

bleached photographs of ships and miners, and

the yellowing cards of commercial travellers. The

cheese turned out to be very stale Dutch and

the dry heel of a loaf was "
all the bread we

have till the baker comes."

Gunwalloe, where Spanish doubloons as many
3 i*
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as half a dozen in a year are still found on the

beach, lies in a hole. There is a little old church

with a separate bell-tower built right against the

cliff. Here I first noted the soundless moving of

tamarisk and the way meadowsweet breaks up
the light round it so that its outline is blurred

with the effect of a visible aura of fragrance.

At Gunwalloe you are already disturbed by the

Marconi station on Poldhu. I have come to the

conclusion that the triangular promontory known

as the Lizard or better as Meneage owes its

uncanny character to the fact that it is com-

promised by the fourth dimension. Whether this

is entirely caused by the Marconi station on

Poldhu I cannot say, because I did not know the

Lizard before the Marconi station was built there.

It seems possible, however. Quite solid Helston

people if you can call people "solid" who in

the twentieth century dance in top hats at a

Pagan festival say that Marconi has spoilt their

weather, and the more subtle effects of his enter-

prise are described in a story of another place

by the late Marion Crawford.
'

Here a man pre-

cipitated Julius Caesar, Pascal, Heine, and others

into the present by upsetting the balance be-

tween terrestrial and aerial electricity. But apart

from the Marconi station, the Lizard is made im-

pressive by Lloyd's Signal Station at its southern

extremity, where ships from the ends of the earth

4
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are first spoken, and by the Manacles to the east-

ward. Wrecks on the Manacles are different in

character from wrecks on any other part of the

coast ; there is always something mysterious about

them ; vessels are not driven upon the Manacles,

they find themselves there on clear, windless

nights.

The Marconi towers there are four of them

give a Wellsian look to the landscape. The tall

towers of latticed metal each with a spiral stair-

case are in a palisaded waste of ground, which

throbs with engines, and spread aloft a net of

wires. The belly of the net is woven into a funnel,

not unlike the web of some kind of spider, ending
in a stout ring which is connected with a little

hut. One gets the impression that it must need

rare courage to sit in the hut and record the re-

sults of this trawling in the unknown. For, oddly

enough, it is only the reception and not in the

least the sending-out of messages that the mon-

strous apparatus makes you think of. In spite of

a board bearing the words "
Strictly Private

"

affixed to the palisade I asked a smart-looking

man if it were possible to gain admission. He
said coldly that under no circumstances whatever

could permission be granted.

From these baffling towers with their irresistible

effect of blind hauling in another dimension it was

a comfort at Mullion Cove to come upon a " huer
"

5
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lying out in the deep grass of the cliff. Down be-

low were the seine boats like water beetles wait-

ing for their prey. The moving purple stain of

pilchards had been sighted that morning and a

seine
" shut

"
but without result. It was a chance

or
" Heva "

shut and so a dead loss of time to

all concerned, as the company's men were not yet
"
in pay." Now the seine must be taken out and

dried. The huer said that the men got twelve

shillings a week per man and half the fish to

share between them, and added in parenthesis that

it was a pity I had missed seeing the fine wood-

carving in Mullion Church which lies about a mile

inland from the Cove. There are no drifters at

Mullion ; the fishermen there live by crabbing, long-

lining and seining. Down on the quay I found

the crew of the morning patiently unshipping their

seine the colour of wet November bracken while

two depressed looking visitors angled for pollack.

The cliffs beyond Mullion Cove are of serpentine,

very tall, flat-topped and grassy. There is no

bracken, very little gorse, and the characteristic

Lizard heath is not yet in evidence. Standing in

a rudely horseshoe shaped enclosure of stones like a

grouse butt, I found an elderly tourist with field-

glasses at his hip and a red guide-book in his hand.

He hailed me in a friendly way and told me that

the enclosure was called
" the Devil's Apron." I'm

afraid I answered him coldly, for nothing bores

6
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me more than the recital of legends or traditions

particularly Cornish legends or traditions. With

the Marconi towers, the Lizard Lighthouse, Lloyd's

Signal Station and the sinister edge of Goonhilly
Downs before my eyes and names like Halzephron
and Landewednack in my ears I have no use for

legends or traditions. My imagination starves on

predigested food. A good story-teller could turn

out at the rate of six a day better stories than

any I have ever heard of Cornish giants, saints or

smugglers, but no story-teller can add to or take

away from the imaginative appeal of the Marconi

towers or Goonhilly Downs. "
Goonhilly Downs !

"

there is a saga in the words.

But though the tourist was clearly of the

unimaginative tribe that kill romance with legend
and find satisfaction in tracing the features of

Dr. Syntax at the Land's End, I could not help

liking him. There it is ;
I could not help liking

him. Even though undeterred by my coldness

he went on to point out "
features of interest,"

Trencrom, Castle-an-Dinas, Chapel Carn Brea,

Buryan tower, with the blighting legend of each,

I could not help liking him. To this day I can-

not help liking him ; he is so much better than

what he fancies to be his pleasure and duty.

But I go too fast. He was a sturdily-built

man between fifty and sixty, with very blue eyes

and a fresh colour and a grey moustache, dressed

7
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in the fluffy, reeking tweeds and bright stockings

that the countryman seldom wears.

"Yesterday," he said, his eyes dancing as he

held out his hand for the field-glasses I had per-

functorily used to please him,
"
I stood on the

steps of the Royal Exchange !

"

To-day and for the next month, he explained

in less emotional language, he was stopping with

his family at the Lizard Hotel. Was I bound

thither ? If so with my permission he would

accompany me.

His name, he said, was Kenwyn-Brown. Mine

I confessed was Pinfold Gregory Pinfold to get

the full absurdity over and done with. As we

steered our way by the white stones of the coast-

guard path over the close-bitten heath my com-

panion talked about ozone, plain wholesome food,

God's good sunlight and the glorious Cornish sea.

He also spoke, with engagingly obvious pride, of

his family. His eldest son, George Cobden, was

just down, with some distinction, from Oxford ;

we should pick him up on the links. He was

going into the business. William Ewart and

Philippa went to St. Paul's. Then, in a slightly

different tone, there was Julia.
" A good girl, a

very good girl." I assumed that Julia was not

bright. I believe Mr. Kenwyn-Brown was a little

disappointed that I did not comment upon the

names of his sons, for he said presently with an
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apologetic laugh
"

I suppose you are on the right

side in politics ?
"

"
Oh, of course," I hastily assured him, mean-

ing outside or underneath or wherever an ignorant

man can escape to when the subject is being

talked about, and then Mr. Kenwyn-Brown told

me that he had once had the pleasure of shaking
hands with Mr. Gladstone and had learnt from

his own lips that he could add up four columns

of figures at a time.
" But we've moved since then, haven't we ?

"
he

said with a boyish chuckle, as if to draw me out.

When you come up out of Kynance Cove,

which is vulgarized with Lion rocks, Devil's Bel-

lows and Letter-Box, tea-gardens and the mischief

of serpentine workers it is astonishing what

horrors they can turn and polish out of a material

beautiful in the rough, Lizard town makes a long,

forbidding line upon the horizon. It is low-

browed and always paling and darkling under

a rolling sky as if with a guilty conscience. But

your approach is made innocent and honey-scented
with the most beautiful of all heaths, peculiar to

this neighbourhood, and presently the path is

carried out of all foreboding upon a "hedge" or

dyke among the toy greens of a golf links.

Here Mr. Kenwyn-Brown stood Britannically,

with widely planted feet, and waved and
" Hallooed

"
: and a youth came running up with

9
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head politely bared at sight of a stranger and a

smile of admirable dentistry. He had "done it"

in I forget how many, and after our introduction

shall I ever forget George Cobden's hand grip ?

there were disparaging remarks about bogey or

dummy or scratch or whatever the gentleman

might have been called.

George Cobden, embarrassed with clubs, walked

behind us along the dyke in the flowing air and

I felt him questioning the combination of grey

flannel coat, cord breeches, gaiters, and a deer-

stalker while he pleasantly hoped that I had

enjoyed my walk. His intelligent asides upon
local colour and character showed that he had

charitably mistaken me for a painter or a writer,

and wanted to be friendly in either case. Let it

be said that my immediate liking and admiration

abject admiration for George Cobden Kenwyn-
Brown survives to this day. He is so intelligently

single-hearted ; so brightly respectful to his elders

even where his judgment compels him to dis-

approve them.

The Lizard Hotel was full, but the people found

me a bedroom at a cottage across the road, whence

I presently returned to the hotel for dinner. Mr.

Kenwyn-Brown had paid me the compliment of

keeping a place for me at the table in a corner

of the low-ceiled, irregular dining-room reserved

for him and his family. I was pleased, for the

TO
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presence of his wife and daughters gave the

advance to him, but also a little ashamed because

I could not help feeling that he had taken to

me on a misunderstanding. So far as I could

make out his soft spot was politics, and here I

had certainly "hedged." Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown,
who came into the room while I was trying to

remember who was Premier, evidently thought
her husband had been a little rash, though there

was nothing uncordial in her manner beyond the

slight hesitation of a woman of orderly social

habits to whom is presented a chance acquaintance

without preliminary classification. She was a

well-kept woman of about fifty, taller than her

husband, with soft warm hands, kind brown eyes,

and the slightly roguish manner of a wife who
knows that after many years she is still the pride

of her husband's eye and undisputed queen of his

heart. She was in evening dress of black net,

with yellow roses at her high breast and George
Cobden had got into a dinner jacket; but Mr.

Kenwyn-Brown had gracefully kept his tweeds for

my benefit.

William Ewart and Philippa Willie and Phil

for practical purposes detached themselves from

a group of young people who entered the dining-

room together, and were presented to me with

the disparagement that commends. They were

well-mannered, healthy-looking children, the boy
11
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thirteen, the girl eleven. They had spent the after-

noon in the vain quest of asparagus on the island

of that name in Kynance Cove.

We sat down to the little botanical discussion

for me a good opening, since I was able to

assure the children that asparagus did grow
" wild

"

on the island that followed. I'm afraid I was

more conscious of the .vacant place on my left

than Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown's conversation she en-

nobled the end of the table to my right, while

George Cobden beamed at me across deserved.

With his second spoonful of soup Mr. Kenwyn-
Brown said,

" Where's Julia ?
"

but not in a tone

of any concern, and Phil said vaguely, "Oh, she

went off somewhere the other way," which I

understood to mean towards Cadgwith. Evidently

Julia's going off somewhere and being late for

dinner was common enough, and I liked George
Cobden a little less than before when, as if sensitive

about the family reputation for orderliness, he

laughed apologetically to me and said,
" Poor old

Julia!"

She came in a moment later with an abrupt-

ness that did not give the effect of haste; a tall,

black-browed girl of about eighteen, who had im-

patiently "changed" by the look of her into a

white silk evening frock of a " maid's
"

type that

did her young womanliness an injustice. Her

sidelong and by no means welcoming glance at

12
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me as I rose to let her sit down struck me as

less inquisitive than was natural to a girl of her

years at seeing a stranger adopted by her family.

At the same time I received the impression that

George Cobden's compassionate
" Poor old Julia !

"

had been a piece of bluff, and that in reality he

and the others were all a little afraid of her.

Julia was the only one of the young Kenwyn-
Browns that resembled their mother in looks,

though she had the making of a still better-

looking woman. At the moment character

rather than beauty was the remarkable thing in

her face. Her expression was rather heavy, her

underlip even a little sullen, and her eyebrows
needed a three years' maturing of the rest of her

to keep their proper value. At present they in-

sisted.

To avoid starting the wrong hares, I may as

well say now that I did not fall in love with

Julia Kenwyn-Brown, nor she with me. There is

a quarter of a century between us, and there is

Anastasia. Indeed almost my first thought on

meeting Julia was a wish that Anastasia had been

there, with her wonderful sympathy and intuition,

to act as interpreter between us. We were not

getting on a bit, and I was more interested in

Julia than in the rest of the Kenwyn-Browns put

together.

Nothing was said to reprove Julia for being

13
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late for dinner, which she attacked in a business-

like way. Her mother, leaning her folded hands

on the table in an interval between pollack and

mutton, said in a propitiatory tone,
" Where did

you go, Julia ?
" and Julia said, not rudely but

indifferently, "Up the coast." I asked her how
far she had been, but she didn't know, and George
Cobden said, "It's no use asking Julia names or

distances."

A little thing helped me with Julia. Our waiter

had been previously employed at St. Ives, where I

had spent many holidays, and we exchanged a few

words about the place. After he had gone Julia

said, with a quick side-glance of interest,
" Then

you know Cornwall well ?
" an inference that her

father, with his young enthusiasm, had not yet

made. I said that I came to Cornwall nearly

every year, and then Julia said :

"What is the name of the place away from

everywhere where there is a little ruined house

close down by the sea ?
"

The description, the longest sentence she had

spoken, was vague enough, but my knowledge of

where she had been that afternoon enabled me to

name the place. George Cobden said to his sister,
" What about it ?

" and she said :

"Nothing, only I sat and looked at it."

The others laughed, though I didn't see any-

thing to laugh at in the remark. A little ruined



house on a grassy spur jutting out from an

amphitheatre of cliff three miles from anywhere
is just the sort of thing you do "

sit and look at
"

if you have any imagination. Did a man and

woman live there ? Was a child born there ?

I had noticed George Cobden looking at my
acid-bitten finger tips with some concern, but after

the allusion to St. Ives a Sherlock Holmes ex-

pression came into his eyes and he began to talk

intelligently about Whistler etchings. He was

wrong in his deduction, but it amused me to talk

about Whistler etchings in such a way as to

leave him still uncertain of what I
" did." For

the rest of the meal I was a mere guide-book.

Julia took little interest in the arrangement of

excursions, and I guessed that she could find what

she wanted anywhere if she were let alone. I

can't remember that my growing impression of

her unusual character was advanced by anything
she said. There was a bowl of sweet peas on the

table, and once with a sudden movement she

pulled it to her and buried her face in the flowers,

as if in a passionate escape from the boredom of

discussing whether to go to the Logan Rock on

Wednesday or Thursday.
From chaffing remarks, which she received good-

humouredly, I gathered that Julia had just finished

a strikingly inglorious career at one of the most

famous High Schools in the country. Apparently

15
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the main difference between her and the rest of

the family was in the number of things she

couldn't do or didn't know anything about. But

she wasn't proud of her inability to learn things,

as young people sometimes are. Indeed, she has

since confessed that the beginning of the bond

between us was the comfort she derived from the

discovery that, like herself, I couldn't play bridge.

The youngsters wanted to look at the light-

house, and I volunteered to see that they didn't

break their necks. While George Cobden can-

vassed golf acquaintances to make up a four at

bridge he finally captured an elderly Belfast

Irishman Julia hung about looking at postcard

albums. I asked her if she wouldn't come out

with the children and me. She said,
" All right,"

and ran upstairs for a shawl, with a snatch of

song in a deep strong voice that made me think

of an opening which I immediately made use of

on her return.

No, she didn't know anything about music,

though she liked "
things

"
of which she

hummed or whistled phrases in an astonishingly

varied repertory.
"
They

" had tried to teach her

the piano, but she hated it, and "
it makes you

feel such a fool to get up and sing."

"Julia sings one bit over and over again all

day long. And another day it's another bit, until

she nearly drives you mad," said Phil. At the time

16
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the remark wasn't illuminating, nor was Willie's

demand that his elder sister should "do a

gramophone." He assured me that " She'd make

you die." I offered to take the risk, but I was

let live.

There could be no doubt that the youngsters

adored their sister, though for reasons which they
knew were not acceptable to their elders. At her

age she oughtn't to be such a good companion to

them. I took it as a compliment that for none

of the three I seemed to count as a grown-up.
We became queerly confidential on that walk,

made agitating in effect by the unexpected near-

ness of the sea at intervals and the great beam

of light sweeping horizontally and picking out

scattered buildings in blinding relief upon the

black night. I could tell that Julia was deeply

impressed by the wonder and mystery of the

experience, but she said nothing more expressive

than "I say!
" When I observed half to myself

that Blake would have made a fine drawing of

the beam, she said,
" Who's Blake?

"
I told her,

but she didn't seem to associate the information

with anything she had heard before. As if the

children saw that I was interested in Julia, they

made the most of her with a pretty loyalty.

She wasn't much good at games "in the ordinary

sense," as Willie said, but she was a splendid

swimmer and a "dab" in the gymnasium; she

11 2
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could do anything "with herself." Julia didn't

seem to mind being talked about ; apparently the

subject of herself was not of much importance to

her. She was not in the least shy with me; she

talked a good deal about things she "liked,"

and asked a lot of questions about the lie of

the country, but turned aside anything that

seemed like an appeal to her intelligence. Her
favourite reading was boys' books of adventure

and, so far as I remember, Stevenson was the

only author she named that suggested a liking

for literature as literature.

Directly we got in she went off to bed, as did

the youngsters. Their mother and George Cobden

who was going
"
whining

"
for pollack early

the next morning soon followed them, but Mr.

Kenwyn-Brown stayed to smoke a cigar with me.

I had already observed that though he was

bothered about Julia he had a special fondness

for her and a vague feeling, which he was half

ashamed to betray, that she was remarkable.

Evidently, now, he wanted to know what I

thought about her. Not because he had formed

a high opinion of my judgment; he wanted to

know what everybody thought about Julia because

she bothered him.

After beating about the bush, he said with a

little awkward laugh :

"
Julia is the ugly duckling of the family."

18
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It was obvious that he couldn't refer to her

looks and, not caring to seem confident upon

slight evidence of the swan he implied, I

"
hedged

" and said that I expected Miss Julia

would marry before she was many years older.

" That's what her mother says," he said, but in

a dissatisfied tone. Mentally I agreed with him

that it would be a pity if Julia married before

she found herself. But since I could not even

guess what she was likely to find, I said feebly

that she was very young yet.
"
Yes," he said rather irritably,

" but it's about

time she began to take an interest in something."

He went on to say that he thought every

young woman ought to "take up" something,

whether she was likely to marry or not. As

parents often do of the favourite child, he began
to complain about Julia ; she was lazy, inclined

to be bad-tempered, and extravagant in her tastes.

He seemed a little impatient with me that I

couldn't advise him ; between the lines I gathered

that Julia had talked to me more than she did to

most people. There could be no doubt that she

was a problem to her parents, but I couldn't

pretend to understand her myself, and the con-

versation ended in generalities about some natures

taking longer to develop than others.

Before we parted for the night we exchanged

addresses, and I promised to renew our acquaint-
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ance in London. I met him and his wife who

looked blooming in a figured wrap that suggested

a decorous unconventionality at breakfast the next

morning; George Cobden had not returned from

pollacking since daybreak, and the children had

already gone off to the Cove. Julia, said Mr.

Kenwyn-Brown with a patient sigh, was not

down yet. She had not appeared when I said

good-bye to my pleasant acquaintances at nine

o'clock.

The rest of my walk was varied by interesting

if irrelevant minor experiences. I got shaved

badly in a little wooden shop by a man who was

a cobbler when he was not fishing. He used the

soap dry as if he were waxing a boot. The

Lizard Light having been altered from two fixed

gas to a revolving electric lamp since I was last

that way I paid a visit to the lighthouse. A sleepy

man, apparently just off duty, showed me round.

The great lantern, condensing the light of giant

carbons through lenses into a bull's-eye, floats in

a mercury trough and revolves by clockwork; the

direct ray, of thirty million candle-power, is

visible at twenty-six miles, the reflection at sixty

or seventy. On the ground floor of the light-

house, of a hospital cleanliness, there are two

dynamos and two hot air engines for the fog-

horns ;
two great mouths, like steamer ventilators,

pitched to different notes.

20
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The Lizard Light and Lloyd's Signal Station a

small white, red-banded battlemented house, with
"
Lloyd's Signal Station

"
painted on it in stark

letters give to the Lizard the character of traffick-

ing with the ends of the earth and, since the

Marconi towers at Poldhu, beyond them. This

featureless tableland, made almost an island by
Loe Pool and the Helford river, with its central

moor and deadly reef to the eastward, appeals to

the imagination as a place of appointment with

what may be ; the new Brocken of a more probable

Sabbath. The very contrast between the trite-

ness of the means of communication and the

remoteness in which they are set has a

peculiar significance ; man has been practical to

the last word of science, and instead of killing

romance he has only intensified it. There is some-

thing suggestive, too, in the thought that while

the Lizard has become a place of great im-

portance in modern science, that other almost-

island, equally remote, of the Land's End district,

with its
"
colonies

"
at Newlyn and St. Ives, is

one of the most vital centres of modern art.

Look at the map of England and the coincidence

if it is a coincidence becomes extraordinarily

significant. And now they have opened a radium-

mine at St. Ives

I had meant to reach Falmouth that day, but

fine weather and the profitless task of trying to
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spell out the inner meaning of things kept me

dawdling. The little ruined house, that Julia had

"sat and looked at," to the north of the cove

that opens from Landewednack, with its pinnacled

church tower, wasted an hour of my time. Traces

of Julia were present in crushed bracken. Three

sticks arranged as a tripod I didn't at the time

connect with her. Then upon the raised beach of

Lowland Point there were the remains of a wreck ;

the rusty bow of an iron vessel pitched ashore,

and many oil drums lying about. I don't know
when I have received so vivid an impression of

the strange power of storms. The place was like

the scrap-heap of a foundry, and one felt that a

structure like that vessel belonged as little to the

imagined perils of the sea as a Vanguard 'bus.

When I passed the little coastguard hut above the

Manacles a grey mist was creeping ashore, and

afterwards I found my way with difficulty, land-

ing frequently in bogs and brakes, and at night-

fall I had only got as far as Porthallow.

I spent the night at " The Five Pilchards
"

an

average penn'orth. Sitting by a many-coloured fire

of driftwood an old man, with a head like Victor

Hugo's, told me stories of wrecks, with the curious

detail of the man on the spot. In the locked

cabin of one of the officers of the Mohegan, lost

on the Manacles to music and dancing on a clear

night, divers found the skeleton of a woman.
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Early on the morning of the famous blizzard a

farmer went out to look for his sheep and found

a sailing vessel right under the field at the cliff's

edge. He saddled his pony and rode four miles
" over and under fallen trees

"
to Coverack for

the rocket apparatus. The old man who told me
the story picked up the body of the captain's

wife. Just before the vessel struck the captain

said to a survivor :

" We're in a bad way ; I

don't know where we are, but I think we're off

the Scillies."

It was on the morrow that I met the incident,

irrelevant, as it seemed, that for months I re-

garded as merely the tail-piece to a pleasant

holiday. Rounding Nare Point I had a full view

of Falmouth harbour, guarded by the headlands of

St. Anthony and Pendennis. The misty blue of

distant woods and the lake-like character of the

Sound, with its many creeks, had for me as always
a slightly depressing effect. I had finished my
walk for pleasure and the rest was only a matter

of getting there. It was necessary for me to cross

Gillan Creek and Helford River
;
and perhaps the

feeling of dependence on other people, and cer-

tainly a relaxation of temperature, affected my
spirits. To the trilling of curlews and the smell

of oysters, I struggled up to my neck in bracken

along the low red cliffs of the muddy creek, with

its mysterious landings running up under the
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trees. Just beyond Flushing the name itself is

damp and unstimulating I came upon a house-

boat, stranded in the creek, emitting the sounds

of a concertina. Two retrievers, chained to an

upturned punt, sprang up barking at my approach.

A tall, clean-shaved young man, with a curiously

eager expression, emerged from the house-boat,

downed the dogs, and came forward with the con-

certina in his hands. He was in his white shirt-

sleeves and wore a flowered waistcoat, lavender

trousers, a grey Tyrolean hat, black and red silk

socks, and dancing pumps. He greeted me in a

gentle voice, and at once began to talk about

himself. He lived in the house-boat, which con-

tained a fine saloon, two bedrooms and a bath-

room and other conveniences which he rather

quaintly insisted upon. On fine days he put out

into the harbour, but in bad weather lay up the

creek; now he was waiting for the tide. He
amused himself by fishing and shooting and a

little photography. Besides the concertina he had

a good gramophone for some odd no-reason I

have a fixed idea he called it a "
graphophone

"

and in the evening he would have a few friends in.

All this to little runs upon his instrument and

without a word as to who he was or why he

lived thus, or any questions about myself. He

accepted me smilingly as a gift of the morning.

A little too pleasantly dazed to take in his
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entirely unexplained apparition in that place, I

told him that I wanted to get to Falmouth. Still

talking easily, he unloosed his friendly dogs and

we righted and hauled down his punt, and he

ferried me over to the church of St. Anthony in

Meneage, which lies buried in trees at the water's

edge.

A tail-piece, I called him. He had the character,

irrelevant, grotesque and decorative, of the little

wood-cut at the end of a chapter.



CHAPTER II

IT
is doubtful if I should have renewed my

acquaintance with the Kenwyn-Browns with-

out another invitation. I was interested in

Julia ; but the world and particularly London,
and most particularly King's Road, Chelsea,

where I live is full of interesting people. As a

rule, too, I find that I like people best away
from their homes, and though I liked all the

Kenwyn-Browns in Cornwall there was no par-

ticular reason why I should like them in London.

But Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown's invitation to dine

"just with ourselves" about three months after

my return to London was too kindly worded to

refuse. I accepted it and spent a very pleasant

evening, and so began a friendship that, being

based on an instinctive liking on both sides and

not on a mere community of ideas or interests,

real or imagined, has never ceased to give me

pleasure. If Mr. Kenwyn-Brown had any second-

ary motive in wishing to improve a casual ac-

quaintance it was the rather pathetic delusion
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that I understood Julia. Julia herself seemed

glad to see me and gave me a quick little squeeze
of the hand that pleased me well; but the only

understanding she assumed between us was that

of a common stupidity.

In the interval since I had last seen her Julia

had brightened up. For one thing she had been

given a free hand and so far as a man could

judge a generous allowance to indulge her instinct

for dress ; and in her straight-up-and-down frock

of green velvet, square-cut, embroidered and

jewelled at the neck, she looked not only pretty

but distinguished. She was now, with the en-

thusiastic encouragement of her parents, working
at the Slade School of Art. I got the impression,

somehow, that the others were keener about the

Slade than she was ; that she didn't particularly

want the Slade. Generally, as her mother ob-

served laughingly, but with rather an anxious eye,

"it is the other way about." When I asked Julia

how she liked working at the Slade she said with

her sleepy smile that it was "all right." Still

she seemed much more contented than when I

had last seen her, and I suppose that for a young
woman to find herself the Slade is as good a place

as any other.

The Kenwyn-Browns lived in the Ladbroke

region
"
Leafy Ladbroke "

as Mr. Kenwyn-Brown

affectionately called it. Ladbroke has a peculiar
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completeness as a "quarter"; it is laid out with

almost Continental symmetry in a sort of gridiron

with a church in the middle, and it gives me a

stronger impression of social stability than any
other part of London I know. Serenely W. by

geographical right on its private hill above West-

bourne, without a side glance at Holland House,

it escapes alike the preoccupation of Kensington
with royal palaces and the sensitiveness of Bays-
water about Hyde Park. With Bayswater it

shops in
" the Grove "

; but while Bayswater,

keeping one eye on Hyde Park, sneaks into
" the

Grove "
by a dozen back doors, Ladbroke goes

down to it openly as to an acknowledged base-

ment for domestic purposes. I have been told

that when Ladbroke goes to the sea in August
" the Grove "

is kept on board wages. Uncom-

promised as unpretending, an airier Bloomsbury
innocent of ducal associations, Ladbroke upholds
the proper dignity of the English middle classes.

I doubt if there is a title in Ladbroke ; but, on

the other hand, there are no artists. Look at

Campden Hill ! if you want to appreciate the

distinction. People reside rather than live in

Ladbroke, which looks most characteristic when

emptiest : on a bright forenoon, with papa in the

City, mamma in
" the Grove " and the children at

school. The younger children, by the way, are

affectionately kind to the Gardens of which Ken-
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sington is proud. Ladbroke avoids the provin-

cialism of a local society, but meets " out
"

in a

friendly way at concerts Ballad concerts, I think,

and more often at the Albert than Queen's Hall

and in its proprietary church. Since the

Lyceum, I don't know where Ladbroke goes to

the theatre unless to His Majesty's ?

Ladbroke self-respectingly acknowledges the

worthier associations of a peerage it neither envies

nor imitates in names like
"
Elgin,"

"
Blenheim,"

"Arundel" and "Stanley." The particular road

or crescent the Kenwyn-Browns lived in does not

matter. They called their house it was their

only obvious affectation
" Chez Nous." This was

an affectation not only on account of the language,

which not even George Cobden was perfectly

acquainted with, but because it suggested cosiness ;

and to be cosy in Ladbroke implies that you are

used to
'

at least a mansion in Park Lane as only
an emperor might be cosy at Marlborough House.

Besides, the Kenwyn-Browns were not in the least

cosy people. On the contrary, in matters of

domestic hygiene they were the most enlightened

people I have ever known, and their bedroom

windows were always open three inches at the

top. They hated stuffiness, material or moral.

Their walls were sanitary-papered in "self"

colours their floors were parquet, with loose rugs ;

their grates were basket grates ; they used electric
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light indeed, there was not a single modern im-

provement I can think of in domestic architecture

or appointment that they had not adopted as far

as the structure of the house would allow. Their

furniture was well-chosen and there was not too

much of it. Broadly speaking, the Kenwyn-
Browns reversed the well-known saying of William

Morris: they had nothing in their house that

they did not believe to be useful or know to be

beautiful. In the latter category they had in

photogravure the Mona Lisa, the Winged Victory,

the Woman with a Fan, the Man with a Glove,

the Primavera, Whistler's Mother and until it

was discredited the Admiral.

With better acquaintance I learned that the

family foible was their sense of the joke, the

huge joke, of their amazing Liberalism. They had

a perennial air of
"
going it," of making Ladbroke

if it only knew! "sit up." And all the time

they didn't pretend to be anything more than an

ordinary middle-class business family. That was

the cream of the joke. They proved that all this

talk of the Socialists and the I. L. P. about the

middle classes being a barrier to progress was as

George Cobden put it
"
simply tosh."

It is necessary to insist upon this attitude of

the Kenwyn-Browns, not only because they did,

but because I want to make it quite clear that

Julia did not suffer from narrow or
"
stodgy

"
or
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prejudiced home surroundings. She had every

advantage, including the Slade School, that a

modern young women could possibly desire.

The business of Mr. Kenwyn-Brown but here I

must confess myself at a disadvantage. I ought
to be able to explain exactly what the business

of Kenwyn-Brown, Deacon & Co. was ; how it

helped in the development of Mr. Brown the

double name becomes tiresome and, on the other

hand, how it reflected his character. In the story

of a business man, the drama, so to speak, ought
to be in the business. I can only say that in

the case of Mr. Brown it wasn't ; and on thinking
it over I see that the reason is that there was no

dramatic relation between Mr. Brown and his

business. So far as his character and its effect

upon the story was concerned he might have

been a lawyer or a soldier. As he often said, he

left his business at the office. With George Cob-

den here I must stick to the double name, be-

cause Mr. Brown also was George it was the

same, only more so. Not that either was ashamed

of the business ; on the contrary, they were proud
of it ; they were always insisting that they were

plain business men which gave point to their

enlightened Liberalism and, as they said, knocked

the wind out of all this Socialistic clap-trap.

Frankly, I don't know anything about the busi-

ness of Kenwyn-Brown, Deacon & Co. They
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bought something and they sold it again. So far

as I know they never saw it. It sounds bald, it

sounds precarious but, if you reflect, it is upon
this bald and precarious business of buying and

selling again at a profit that the greatness of

England is founded. The men who are engaged
in it are pre-eminently the "solid" men, the

backbone of the country. They form its opinion

and impertinently vexed by the Peers they

govern it. Take them away and you have nothing
left but mere craftsmen on the one hand and sports-

men on the other. Over and over again Mr.

Brown has explained to me that his business

was a sound, a necessary business, in the strict

sense of the word "
productive," and that upon

it and businesses like it the whole fabric of so-

ciety depended; but I cannot remember his

arguments. I can only say that he bought

something and sold it again and that upon the
"
margin

"
I think is the right word he was

able to keep up a big house in Ladbroke, send

George Cobden to Oxford, look forward to send-

ing William Ewart into the Navy, and take his

family away every year, sometimes to the Con-

tinent.

With the help of Julia I am able to give some

details about the daily life of the Kenwyn-Browns.
At eight o'clock they breakfasted in a small

bright room, with a French window opening upon
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a well-kept garden, that contained in addition to

no more than the necessary furniture portraits of

Oliver Cromwell, Mr. Gladstone, Lord Rosebery,

President Roosevelt and the German Emperor, and

some photographs of George Cobden's rooms at

Oxford. The breakfast atmosphere was to some

extent conditioned, though I think not inten-

tionally, by the surrounding portraits ; Mr. Brown
liked his family to begin the day in a cheerfully

active, a strenuous frame of mind. I should say

that, beforehand, at least the male members of

the family had after their cold baths gone through
a series of exercises with varied apparatus for the

development of the body ; including in the case

of George Cobden a punching ball. The Kenwyn-
Browns had the Greek ideal, and to say that one

of them looked "
fit

" was always a safe compli-

ment. Mrs. Brown attributed the remarkable

preservation of her figure to a system of training

acquired in Dover Street which she named a

little under her voice as modest people are apt to

slur a title at I forget how many guineas. In

one of the exercises you lay on your back on the

floor and raised the lower limbs until the toes

touched the boards above your head.

Except in the height of summer the Kenwyn-
Browns began their meal with some cereal prepara-

tion, of American origin, eaten with cream and

a certain gravity of manner. At this stage they
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did not talk much, though frequently one or other

of the family would remark upon the wholesome

flavour of the food. Only with the appearance

of the bacon, or kidneys, or whatever it might be

that followed for Mr. Brown held that breakfast

makes the man did the family relax into their

wonted gaiety. The change, Julia says for I

have never breakfasted with the Kenwyn-Browns
was like what she supposed to happen at a

City dinner when the Chairman says,
"
Gentlemen,

you may smoke." In the hot weather some kind

of fruit took the place of the cereal, to be eaten

with the same decorum.

During breakfast Mr. Brown discussed the

situation with George Cobden. They took in the

Daily Chronicle for its politics the Daily News

they thought
" rather smug

" and too much

influenced by the Nonconformist conscience, though

they bought odd numbers for the sake of Mr.

Chesterton and they had supported The Tribune

from the first number to the last. They also got

the Times regularly because they belonged to the

Book Club, and Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown always read

the Literary as Mr. Brown the Financial Supple-

ment. Among occasional and weekly journals

they took in the Saturday Westminster (for its

literary competitions), Punch, in a sort of com-

passion, and Country Life (for its pictures of

ancestral homes). These pictures Mr. Brown, his
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wife leaning on his shoulder, would look at with

remorseful tenderness, as he said, setting his jaw,

"Something must go." One of the earliest bonds

between Julia and myself, by the way, was our

terror of the literary competitions page of the

Saturday Westminster. I know nothing that gave
me a more profound impression of the intelligence

and culture of the rest of the Kenwyn-Brown

family than the ease with which they discussed

and even tackled the weekly problems; George
Cobden was an occasional prize-winner and Philippa

had already been printed in smaller type for a

praiseworthy attempt.

While the elders discussed the situation or read

aloud some literary or dramatic or musical

criticism, Willie and Philippa put
"
Kim," the fox-

terrier, through his tricks. He ate biscuits or

sugar to
" Gladstone !

" but refused them to

"Chamberlain!" Upon the word "Balfour!"

he betrayed a droll hesitation, but the children

hoped in time to settle his doubts. As the dog's

name implied, the Kenwyn-Browns were enthu-

siastic admirers of Mr. Kipling, though of course

they deplored his Imperialism. Speaking of Im-

perialism, during the South African trouble Mr.

Brown came dangerously near being mistaken for

a pro-Boer. He was not that, but he had his

views, which, if I remember rightly, amounted to

saying that we ought to fight the Boers, but
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ought not to fight them too much. He drew

distinctions which I have never been able quite to

understand between wars of defence and wars of

aggression, and between ordinary commercial and

mining enterprise.

It was Mr. Brown's habit to decide every ques-

tion upon its merits, and he never made up his

mind until he had thoroughly weighed what he

called
" the rights of the matter." One morning

soon after Julia had joined the Slade, he startled

her by saying with gentle gravity as he looked

up from the Chronicle over his glasses he wore

a pince-nez when reading
"
Julia, are you sure

that your rubber is pure ?
"

She said that it

rubbed out all right. Her father shook his head

with a sad smile and said that was not what he

meant, and then read aloud from the Chronicle

what he called
" a terrible indictment of the

Congo policy." While the matter was as he said
"
in abeyance," that is until he had pursued

inquiries in the City about the source of india-

rubber for artistic purposes, he begged her to use

bread crumbs as a substitute. George Cobden,

who prided himself on his logical consistency,

said :

"
Well, father, what about cocoa ?

"

His father admitted the justice of the question,

and until he had "
satisfied himself

"
that they

could use rubber and drink cocoa "with clean
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hands and lips
"
he allowed neither to enter his

house.

I give these instances to show that my friend

was not a man of sweeping judgment, or one

swayed by mere party prejudice. Thus, his

opposition to "Tariff Reform" was not upon the

general principle that it is a mistake to put back

the clock and to set up fiscal barriers between

one nation and another, but from the reasoned

conviction, supported by facts and figures in

every branch of industry, that protection would

increase the cost of living in this country. When
I pointed out to him that I am always convinced

by facts and figures whatever they are intended

to prove, he offered to thresh out the matter with

me. I forget his arguments, but I know that

they convinced me at the time.

As in political, so in every social and ethical

question. He was a strong anti-vivisectionist,

but not upon ideal grounds. As a general rule

he distrusted ideals ; he was before everything
" a practical man." He denounced vivisection

because he had satisfied himself that its results

were " incommensurate with the suffering in-

volved." Field sports he approached in the same

unprejudiced way. I have seen him shake with

anger, and have read his letters to the paper,

about carted deer or the trap-shooting of pigeons ;

but he saw no reason to object to fox-hunting
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or the shooting of hand-reared pheasants "in

moderation." "Mere slaughter," as practised by
the wealthy parvenu, was a different matter. The

fox, he said, was a noxious animal, and it had

been proved to him that the amount of suffering

involved in its pursuit, as in the case of pheasant

shooting, was infinitesimal.
"
Assuming, of

course," he added,
" that your birds are clean-

killed." As George Cobden pointed out, with the

sort of bounders who took shootings nowadays
there was likely to be a certain amount of mang-

ling, but you mustn't condemn a noble sport on

that account.

The weakness, I vaguely felt, in Mr. Brown's

attitude upon these and other questions was

expressed by Julia in her crude way when she

said :

" You have to know such a jolly lot."

Upon one question only did Mr. Brown seem to

lose his impartiality of judgment. In the matter

of Socialism he objected less to the thing than to

the name of it. He disliked Socialism because it

was Socialism. He denounced it, as he said,
" on

principle." Some of our most interesting conver-

sations were those in which he took pains to

demonstrate that certain reformatory measures of

which he approved were not Socialistic. Here

again I forget his arguments, though I remember

that they were ingenious.
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I have kept the Kenwyn-Browns a long time at

their breakfast-table, partly because the news-

paper and the questions debated therein took an

important place in their lives, and partly in the

endeavour to show the tolerant and enlightened

atmosphere of Julia's home. After breakfast in

fine weather Mr. Brown and the younger children

spent a few minutes in the garden. Here he

smoked his first pipe of the day, questioned the

work of the jobbing gardener and counted the

buds upon the rose bushes or the chrysanthemums,
while the children played ball or Diabolo, as the

case might be, upon the central grass plot, or bade
" Kim "

go seek imaginary cats among the rhubarb.

At a quarter to nine Mr. Brown, George Cobden

and the two children left the house and descended

together to Holland Park Avenue; here they

parted, George Cobden and his father taking the

Tube to the Bank, while the youngsters reached

their respective schools by way of pleasant Holland

Walk and a Hammersmith 'bus from the top of

the Earl's Court Road.

From a quarter to nine until six o'clock Mr.

Brown and George Cobden, so far as my story is

concerned, ceased to exist except, of course, on

Sundays and Saturday afternoons. I feel that

this is a weakness ; I would like to write a story

about the drama of commerce, the grim reality

of the market, the bustle of 'Change and and
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that sort of thing, but I can't. I can only write

of the Kenwyn-Browns as I knew them, and, as I

said, they left their business at the office. Some-

times, I must say, it seemed to me a little tragic

that George Cobden should go to Winchester and

to Oxford, with distinction, to the mere end of

buying something to sell again at a profit, but he

seemed quite contented.

Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown spent her days in house-

keeping. From what I can understand this was

an innocent hobby, enabling her to keep herself

and four servants continually employed without

more unpleasantness than "
they," as she always

spoke of her maids, by their nature provided. I

know that she was an excellent housekeeper.

Julia often said so, in a tone of awe, since to her

as to myself the subject was a mystery. Her

ignorance of housekeeping was one of the many
things that troubled her.

"
Every girl ought to

know something about it," she said with con-

viction. I said that she would probably get on

all right when she had a house of her own. She

admitted that she could cook a meal and buy
what was wanted and scrub out a room and make

most of her clothes, but when I asked if she didn't

think that pretty well covered the subject, she

said :

"No; housekeeping is what you do when all

that is done."
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I suggested that anyhow it must mean attending

to the wants and comfort of the people in the

house, but she didn't think so.

"
Because, don't you see, very often they don't

want it at all ; it makes them very uncomfortable.

I know lots of people that are driven simply wild

with housekeeping. People have got nothing to do

with it, really. It's something to do with the

house itself," she went on after a pause,
"
you

know, having a drawing-room, and the Day for

father's room, and when shall we take up the

stair carpet and all that. Like Church or or

Freemasons," she added vaguely.

Anastasia, when I asked her, was blunter, though
she too suggested rites.

"
It's the Devil," she said.

There I must leave the subject. At eleven

o'clock or so Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown went down

into " the Grove," or to Kensington High Street,

or even to Shoolbred's, returning to luncheon at

one. Any time between nine and eleven Julia

drifted away to the Slade. She and her younger
brother and sister lunched at their respective

schools, and the two men, of course, lunched in

the City.

The Kenwyn-Browns were on visiting terms

with a good many Ladbroke people, but their

more intimate friends were scattered about in

more picturesque is the only word I can think
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of regions, such as Bedford Park, Hampstead
and Chelsea. They liked interesting people, and

these included brainier City acquaintances and

their families, Oxford friends of George Cobden's

and, since Julia began work at the Slade, some

of the unconventional young men and women she

met there. :The Kenwyn-Browns liked to feel

that they brought into Ladbroke what Mrs. Brown

once called "a cosmopolitan gaiety," and I think

they were not sorry to assume that Ladbroke a

little disapproved of them. Sunday was Mrs.

Brown's "At Home" day a choice that in itself

was a little unusual for that quarter. I often

went to Mrs. Brown's tea-parties and I fancy that

she, at least, welcomed me partly because I, so

to speak, tapped a world of odd people. I

know that I was expected to be "
quaint." Not

that the Kenwyn-Brown circle was in any sense

disorderly or even "Bohemian"; indeed, the

motive of it if the word does not imply some-

thing too deliberate was to show that the ordinary

middle-class home can be a centre of light. From
the point of view of social decency everything

was admirably
" done

"
at

" Chez Nous," with little

refinements that proved its owners were au courant,

as George Cobden would say, with what was being

"done" elsewhere. Thus, there were always two

kinds of tea,
"
ordinary," as Julia crudely called it,

and China served in tumblers with lemon ; there
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were the most difficult things to eat, and at

dinner-parties the polished table was exposed by
a mere decorative apology for a cloth.

If I seem to dwell on these minor points it is

because the Kenwyn-Browns undoubtedly did and

would like me to do so. They, though subtly,

compelled you to notice them. I can lay my
hand on my heart and say that the Kenwyn-
Browns were not snobbish ; they neither aped nor

envied anybody, but they quite sincerely wanted

to be, have and do the enlightened thing. I'm

not saying that this is not a legitimate aspiration,

but, as Julia said of another matter,
"
you have

to know such a jolly lot," and I question if the

effort is worth while. Again to quote Julia,
"
there

are so many ways of slipping up," and I regret

to say that I have seen doylies how do you

spell it ? on Mrs. Brown's cake plates and heard

her call a table napkin a serviette.

So far as a plain man may judge, however, the

Kenwyn-Browns did not "
slip up

"
very often.

They had been to Ober-Ammergau, to Bayreuth,
and now to Cornwall which I understand is one

of the necessary things to do they sounded the
"

t
"

in valet, they never missed a play by Mr.

Bernard Shaw, they often said appropriate things

about the "yellow press" and its degradation of

life and literature, they laughed at but the names

don't matter and, as I think I said before, they
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always slept with their bedroom windows open

three inches at the top.

I said that the bond between Julia and myself

was one of stupidity. That was only a manner

of speaking, for Julia at any rate was not stupid,

though by ordinary school standards she was

amazingly ignorant. What I mean is that certain

things which are perfectly clear to many people,

such as politics, business, housekeeping, bridge,

what to say when somebody says
" Pleased to

meet you," the difference between Chippendale

and Sheraton, why you tap cigarettes before

lighting them, how much to give the waiter, what

is the Engadine, where is Liverpool Street, and the

meaning of words like
"
debentures,"

"
artistic,"

and " referendum
"

to name a few off-hand were

by no means clear to us. People who know all

about these things can't imagine the abject

humbug and coward a person who doesn't is

compelled to feel in the most ordinary conversa-

tion, or the comfort and gratitude he or she feels

on discovering that somebody else is in the same

boat. There is no bond like it.

Observing that Julia seemed inclined to talk

to me more freely than she did to most people,

and having satisfied themselves that I was not

an undesirable person for a young woman to

know, her parents turned her over to me with,

"Well, we can make nothing of her; see what
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you can do." I don't mean that they
" washed

their hands of her" unkindly; indeed, when I

consider what a failure she was from their point
of view, they were extraordinarily patient with

her. So far as affection went they were loving

parents and she was a loving daughter, but un-

fortunately it is not true that affection always
leads to understanding.

At first I did not play quite straight with

Julia. I saw that her parents were worried about

her and that in despair they looked to me to
" win her confidence," and out of a sort of loyalty

to them I adopted the attitude of the heavy
father; a "Now, Julia," attitude. I'm afraid I

even tried to improve her mind. I concealed my
own ignorance and uncertainty about things one

ought to know and quoted to her the convincing

arguments of other people. But Julia had an

uncomfortable trick of asking "Why?" to what

are generally considered the most obvious truths ;

and it is one thing to quote an obvious truth

and quite another to say why you believe it.

When at the bottom of your heart you don't

really believe it, the case is still more difficult.

Julia soon settled my pretensions as the heavy
father and at the same time established a more

comfortable relation by addressing me suddenly
as "Uncle Gregory." The name was hailed with

yells of delight by Willie and Phil, as if it had
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been what they were waiting for, and with apologies

for the freedom of these youngsters it was very

soon adopted by the whole family as a convenient

form of address.

As Uncle Gregory I was wax in Julia's hands.

In the security of a relation that implied affection

and confidence and at the same time a certain

amount of "spoiling" and a mild absurdity in

myself, we pooled our ignorance and confessed

our puerile joys. I will only mention roly-poly

pudding and treacle, apples cut with a steel knife,
"
leaving a little black at the edges," as Julia

said, and playing with lead soldiers, to show how

puerile they were. At first I could not help feel-

ing a sort of treachery to Julia's parents; I was

supposed God forgive me ! to be "
assisting in

her intellectual development," as Mr. Kenwyn-
Brown put it. Little by little, however, I began
to see that Julia's intellectual development could

look after itself. She was impervious, I think,

is the word I want to ordinary school education

as she was impervious to the enlightenment of

her home and to the emancipated atmosphere

generally the attraction of the Slade, but she

had a swift and sure knowledge of what she

wanted, of her own mental provender. She had

many obvious defects; she was lazy, impatient,

untidy, extravagant, awkward and silent in com-

pany and sometimes actively rude in her manner.
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But these defects, as I soon saw, were chiefly the

results of too much attention of the wrong sort ;

they were self-protective, and when she was not

bothered with what she couldn't by nature under-

stand she became the simple affectionate child.

The convention of Uncle Gregory, besides

putting me on comfortable terms with Julia and

her family, was a useful barrier to impertinent

curiosity in the world outside. By this time and

with greater freedom Julia had emerged from the

awkward age physically, and was now a remarkably

pretty young women, tall and big, moving well

and carrying herself with an impassive dignity

that made her look several years older than she

really was. Her way of dressing, though always

so far as I could judge within the limits of what

is called good taste, was certainly not retiring.

She ran to big hats and bright colours. When-

ever we went out together, to tea shops or

picture galleries or concerts or theatres, she

attracted a good deal of notice, of which she

seemed quite unconscious. Her parents en-

couraged these little excursions they were most

often to concerts which were more nearly the

sort of thing they wanted of me than the alliance

of
"

I don't know and I don't care
" which I'm

afraid was our private understanding. Not that

I spoiled our concerts by making them " educa-

tional
"

; indeed I didn't know enough about
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music to make them so; but the children's hints

on our first meeting at the Lizard had given me
a clue to the direction in which what Julia's

parents would have called her "higher interests"

might be called out. Julia, I found, liked music

very much as I liked it. She didn't care a bit

for virtuosity ; as she said :

" How can I tell

the difference between good playing and great

playing ? It's the music I want," and this

explained why she had never seemed keen about

going to concerts with her family, who cared

chiefly for virtuosity. It was one of Julia's most

attractive traits that she never doubted her

people did know the difference between good and

great playing. In this as in most other matters

she had a humble admiration for their cleverness.

That, as she was careful to explain, was why she

found herself more comfortable with me.

Being entrusted with Julia in this easy-going

way, I felt that I ought to tell her father about

Anastasia, and Anastasia agreed with me. I

need only say here that it was a very old

friendship and one liable to be misunderstood.

In fact I think that Mr. Kenwyn-Brown did a

little misunderstand it and give us credit for

being much more unconventional than we really

were ; but nothing gave me a better impression
of his goodness of heart than the way he

accepted Anastasia. She declares that he accepted
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her the more readily because of his misunder-

standing and that he was a little bit in love

with her himself. I don't know what he said to

his wife, but she was always quite friendly to

Anastasia. I didn't think it necessary to

"
explain

"
Anastasia to Julia ; sooner or later

they would meet and, in the perfect simplicity of

her heart, it would never occur to Julia, as it

might to a more sophisticated person, to wonder

who Anastasia was.



CHAPTER III

ABOUT
a year after my first visit to the

Kenwyn-Browns I was at a Queen's Hall

Promenade Concert on a Wednesday evening.

Apart from the music, I get more pleasure out of

Queen's Hall than any other place in London. The

audience is one big family party, and if appear-

ances go for anything Mr. Henry Wood and the

man with the drums, who from their detached

positions take on the character of hosts of the

evening, must be the two happiest people in the

world. They certainly deserve to be. Whenever

I am feeling depressed or have allowed myself to

be disturbed by some Jeremiah of the pulpit or

newspapers talking about the public taste for

trash or dirt and the growth of materialism, I go
to Queen's Hall if it is open and there I am

immediately reassured. I don't know how many
people Queen's Hall will hold, apparently it is

never less than full, but there are at least enough
of all "classes" to make me chuckle and say to

myself "It's all right."
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On this particular evening several things hap-

pened in the orchestra that looks so friendly in a

dull, warm glow to give point to my general sense

of well-being. In a movement of a symphony the

big strings went up and down pizzicato, pianissimo
to a melody by the wood wind, like a giant pick-

ing his way delicately on tiptoe in a flower bed.

A very graceful woman in rose pink with dark

hair and a warm contralto sang
" Fac ut portem

"

from the Stabat Mater of Pergolesi ; bending a

little forward to the people in the promenade as

if she confided to them a grave though lovely

secret brewed by the orchestra behind her. I have

never seen the word "
interpretation

"
so perfectly

illustrated.

Generally I stand in the promenade, but this

evening I was up in the two-shilling seats because

I wanted to get the full comfort of the audience.

At the interval my block of the gallery partly

cleared, and a young man in the front row stood

up and stretched himself with the unembarrassed

freedom of a wild animal. When he looked round

I saw that he was the young man of the house-

boat, the "
tail-piece

"
to my last holiday.

He said
" Hullo !

"
in an easy tone, and since

that seemed the natural greeting in that place I

said
" Hullo !

"
too. He climbed up to me, smiling

all the time, and dropped into the vacant seat

on my right with "
Jolly place." I agreed that it
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was jolly and then said, "What are you doing

here ?
"

meaning, in London.

He said indifferently, "I'm selling typewriters,"

adding with inconsequence,
" Di Willoughby and

Teddy are down there, somewhere." Somehow I

didn't want to spoil the casual meeting by asking

who Di Willoughby and Teddy were, so I merely

said " Are they ?" and asked him how the house-

boat was getting on. He said that he had piled

her up on Dennis Head through stopping out a

little too long in half a gale, and that Joe Dylke
was a damned fool.

" But that was years ago,"

he added with a side glance at me as if he wondered

at my reviving ancient history. It was only four-

teen months or so since I had first seen him, but

I made no comment and we talked about one

thing and another, he always with his charming air

of taking for granted that I knew all about him,

until at last he got up and said,
"
Well, I must

go and look for Di and Teddy, or they'll be

cursing. You won't come ?
"

I said that I thought I wouldn't, and he asked

me where I hung out and might he come to see

me ? I told him my name and address he said,

"No, really?" to the former and he went off.

With an afterthought he came back to tell me
that his name was Conrad Lowe.

I suppose it was the casual way we met in the

first place and the little kindness he did me then,
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combined with the friendly atmosphere of Queen's

Hall, that made this present meeting seem natural.

It was only after Conrad Lowe had gone and the

second part of the programme had begun with the

noisy
" Carneval

"
of Dvorak's, that I reflected that

even to an easy-going person like myself he might
seem rather a cool hand. His way of looking at

one with a constant smile as if at an amusing

phenomenon of nature was disconcerting. It was

the kind of expression that goes with "Old cock"

as a form of address.

About a fortnight later Conrad Lowe called to

see me. I had just got home from the labora-

tory I was general adviser to Ross and Mande-

ville, the manufacturing chemists of Tottenham

Court Road, by the way when he walked in. He

glanced round the room in his quick smiling way
and said,

" This is all right." I don't know why
it came into my head at that moment, but I re-

membered that Julia Kenwyn-Brown had said,
" This is all right," in exactly the same tone of

relief the first time she came to tea with me. In

each case, too, there was the same direct though

wary entrance, as of a wild animal quite capable

of taking care of itself but on the look-out for

an ambush. What kind of an ambush was as

little evident as what they meant by the "right-

ness
"

of the room. Most visitors make me feel

rather apologetic about my room, as if I had
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forgotten something important but didn't know

what it was. Beyond making myself comfortable

I don't worry much about "
things,

" and on

settling in I had contented myself with turning

out so much of my landlady's furniture as I

found in my way. Sometimes when I have been

to other people's houses I find myself making a

mental note that I really ought to make my
rooms I have three on the first floor

"
nice,

"

but when it comes to the point I never know

where to begin. I don't know what to get. I

asked Anastasia once to give me some hints ; she

said,
"
Well, what do you want ?

" which I thought
rather mean of a person who cares for

"
things

"

and knows such a lot about them as Anastasia.

I said that I would try to think what I wanted,

and she laughed and said,
"
Well, there will be

plenty of time for me to advise you when you
know, but you'll find one of those thick divan sort

of things very convenient. They are good to sit

on, and I should say that the stray men you

always seem to have here would find one more

comfortable to sleep on than that game-legged
sofa."

It was upon this divan that Conrad Lowe

plumped down. He looked as if he meant to

stop there, and I wanted to go out. I asked him if

he wouldn't dine with me at
" Roche's." He said,

'

Sorry, but I can't ; I've got to dine with Di
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and Teddy in Grosvenor Square. His people are

up in town, you know."

I didn't know, and though I'm not an inquisitive

person I thought it was about time we had some

solid ground to "kick off" from. He explained

that Di was Mrs. Di Willoughby and that Teddy
was Lord Edward Elton, eldest son of the Earl

of Ambleside. Both Di and Teddy, it appeared,

belonged to "Morrison's lot." I wanted to hear

about Morrison, but Conrad wanted to talk about

Di's new craze for women's suffrage.
"
I ran up against her in Kensington High Street

this morning," he said,
"
trying to sell papers.

It was drizzling with rain and you know the way
Di dresses ? but of course you don't well, any-

how, just as floppy and traily as you can be, and

still all right, and she looked absolutely worn out.

You know what Kensington High Street is at

eleven o'clock in the morning ? Womanhood at

its worst; the old guard, over-fed, over-dressed

I don't mean too smart, but too many clothes on

dull-eyed, hen-brained, cold-hearted
"

he

broke off and laughed, throwing back his head and

showing his very good teeth.

I told him I thought he was a very intolerant

young man, and he said :

"That's what Di said. She said that they were

quite kind to their young, and that's how she

hoped to get hold of them. I told her to come
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out of that and do something human watch the

kids sailing boats on the Round Pond or have

an ice or something, but she wouldn't. It made

me savage to see her bang up against that she

looking like spring and hope : you know the jolly

colours they wear? and that shoving mass of

dead woman. And she so patient and polite,

though she was nearly crying, with one foot in

the gutter it was just outside Barker's and
' Won't you take one ?

'

with a smile you could

feel to the Albert Memorial.
"
I told her what was the good of trying to

wake the dead. She said there was a lot of good
in the poor dears if I only knew, though she

agreed with me that it was the women and not

the men that blocked the road. People stared a

bit at the way we went on you have to shout so

because of the beastly motor 'buses and a bobby

began to be interested, and Di said I was

compromising her and I'd better run away and

play and come round this evening and help Teddy
to keep his end up in Grosvenor Square."

All this was very interesting, but I wanted him
to talk about himself, and by degrees and with

artful leading questions I dug a few facts out of

him. He had done "quite a lot," as he said,

since our meeting in Gillan Creek. After piling

up the house-boat on Dennis Head in this

connection I asked him who Joe Dylke was
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besides being a damned fool, and learned that he

was " the curate chap who is always killing

bishops
"

he had crossed the Atlantic twice on a

cattle boat. But he didn't get on with the other

men ; they said that he " talked vulgar and

seditious." Then for a few months he worked, or

wasn't let work, as he put it, on a farm near St.

Hilary.
"

I could have made a splendid thing of

it, only the boss wouldn't listen to me, and it

made my heart ache to see acres and acres under

broccoli and paying return carriage on the crates

half the time, let alone profits."

When once I had got him off Kensington High
Street he talked on with an easy flow, smoking a

great many cigarettes and getting up now and

then to look at my books, but without a word

to tell me exactly who he was. He gave me the

odd effect of coming from "outside," as I phrased
it at the moment, though outside of what I

couldn't have said. He looked only about twenty-

six, though his dark hair was a little grey at the

temples. His dark suit and up-and-down collar

of any clerk did not altogether destroy the

suggestion of a wild animal ; his restless eyes and

bold features gave him a predatory look, the look

you notice not so much in criminals as in some

gipsies and in the men who clean harness outside

a circus, of living on but not in society as the

word is ordinarily understood.
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His way of selling typewriters, when he came

to talk about that, seemed to bear out this idea.

He was selling typewriters, in the first place,

because he wanted to live in London for a bit,

and that was the first thing that turned up. A
man he knew was running the London office of

an American firm.

"
I made nearly ten pounds last week in com-

missions," he told me. I asked him how he

managed to be so successful, and he said he

didn't know. Apparently he didn't ask people if

they wanted a machine, but, as he said,
"
planted

"

one upon them while he was entertaining them

with his conversation upon things in general.
" Of course," he admitted,

"
it isn't strictly honest,

but then the whole thing's hum. Teddy doesn't

think I ought to do it, but Morrison says that as

things are at present he doesn't see why I

shouldn't, and at any rate it gives me a chance

to talk to people I shouldn't see otherwise."

What he meant was not quite clear to me, but

when later I did understand I remembered that

while he was talking about typewriters I was

reminded of the story of
" The Emperor's New

Clothes." Conrad Lowe made me think of the child

who got up and said,
"
Why, he's got nothing on."

I asked him who Morrison was, and he said :

"Oh, Morrison's a joy; you'll meet him; you're
bound to sooner or later." This was not the
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only remark he made to suggest that, upon

grounds which were not apparent to myself, I was

taken for granted. At the time I was too

interested in Conrad Lowe to wonder what I was

taken for granted for and by whom. There were

a lot of other things I wanted to know. Re-

membering his odd clothes when I met him in

Gillan Creek, I asked him what he was doing

before he lived in the house boat. He said that

he was on the stage.

It was then that Julia came in. She had been

visiting at a studio down the road, and called to

ask me to come to tea at Ladbroke next Sunday.
At the back of my mind I had been thinking of

Julia and that Conrad Lowe would be an amusing

person to show to her, so that her appearance

was well timed. She was carrying, to the detriment

of her pretty light grey coat, a draggled kitten

she had picked up in the road. Julia's extra-

ordinary attraction, of which she seemed quite

unconscious, for children and animals made her an

embarrassing person to go out with. She was

always having to "take back" the babies she

found clinging to her if she stopped to look in a

shop window, and I have seen blind puppies fall

out of their baskets to stumble after her.

Conrad said, "How d'you do," in his easy way
when I introduced him, and then added,

"
Oh, but

I've seen you before."
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"

I don't think so," said Julia, assuming her

stolidest manner as she sat down.

"It was down by the Lizard one afternoon

last September," said Conrad, who remained stand-

ing, "on the cliffs above the ruined net-house by
Church Cove."

"You must be mistaken," said Julia, stroking

her kitten. I saw that for some reason of her

own she was lying, and I turned aside the con-

versation by saying :

" That was only a net-house, then ?
"

Conrad gave me the quite uninteresting history

of the place. He, too, saw that Julia was lying,

and made no further reference to their previous

meeting. Altogether Julia's manner puzzled me ;

it was as if she had done something disgraceful

down by the Lizard, but she didn't try to conciliate

the witness. On the contrary, she was very rude

to him. When Conrad quite charmingly said that

if she wanted to find a home for the kitten he

would be glad to take it, she hugged up the little

animal as if he were about to snatch it from her

there and then, and said like a sulky school-girl :

"I'm not going to give you my kitten."

The defensive movement and the tone suggested
fear as well as hostility. My feelings towards the

young man were divided between resentment for

his effect upon Julia and admiration for his tact.

He saw that he was being snubbed, but he did
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not for a moment lose his manner of smiling

composure.

Julia only stopped for a few minutes, and when

I went downstairs to let her out she said nothing
about Conrad Lowe.

" Your niece ?
"
he said politely when I returned.

I laughed and explained our no-relationship, and

then he said, "I'm sorry I said that."
" You really did see her, then ?

"
I said, not

quite sure whether he ought to have returned to

the subject.

"Oh, yes," he said easily, "and she saw me.

It was on the day before I met you."
He had come upon her "lying on her front,"

as he said, among the bracken above Church Cove,

with a telescope to her eye.
" Not a real telescope

one of those little red-enamelled things that

smell so nice." A map was outspread beside her,

and on it were a pocket compass and a revolver.

Also she had stuck up
" Three sticks to make a tripod as if for a gipsy

kettle," I put in.

"Yes," he said, with a smile, "and she had

tried to light a fire."

I stupidly wondered what on earth Julia had

been doing with a revolver, but Conrad said :

"Oh, but don't you see ? It was an adventure,

and when a long girl of what ? eighteen ? goes

off by herself to have adventures she's quite one
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of the chosen. Of course," he added,
"
she's got

to come out of all that and see that afternoon

tea is an adventure, but they always begin that

way."
He was obviously right about what Julia had

been doing, and I was a little vexed with myself

for having overlooked a trait that helped to

"explain" her. I hadn't seen Julia playing at

adventures, but she had told me that she liked

Stevenson. I asked Conrad if he had spoken to

her.

"
No," said Conrad,

"
though I think I would

have spoken to her if she hadn't looked so huffy

at being accidentally spied upon. She bundled

her things away like an offended goddess." He

laughed and added,
" One ought to keep important

secrets of that kind, but I was surprised at meet-

ing her here though I don't know why I should

have been into letting out that I had seen her

before. Then I thought you'd wonder if I didn't

explain."

I commented on the odd coincidence of my
having met Julia and himself on two succeeding

days, but he didn't seem to think it odd.

"It's the way things happen," he said; "parti-

cularly down there."

He asked a good many questions about Julia,

but in a detached sort of way and not as if she

attracted him personally. Indeed, one of the
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queer things I noticed about him even at this

stage was that, though he seemed to have a lot

of friends and to be on very familiar terms with

them, he didn't seem to have any relations with

them that could be called personal. One thought
of him as a man who came and went. That in

itself pleased me ; I like meeting people that way.
After half an hour or so he got up abruptly

with the effect of resuming an endless journey.

He hoped that he might look me up occasionally,

but he didn't ask me to go to see him. He had

previously said that he had only a bedroom in

Parson's Green, but I felt that even if he had

had convenient quarters he wouldn't have asked

me to go to see him. For all his easy familiarity

and freedom in talking about his affairs, he gave
the impression of coldness, and kept one at a

little distance.

I knew Julia well enough to understand her

annoyance at being caught playing, but I won-

dered at her making so much of a trivial matter.

In spite of her rudeness to Conrad Lowe, I did

not get the impression that she disliked him

personally. When I next saw her she did not

speak of him, but she talked " at
" him by scoffing

at what she called the " cultivated tramp and

back to nature craze
"

which, it appeared, was

rather in the air at the Slade.

I did not speak of Conrad to the Kenwyn-
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Browns. I don't quite know why I didn't, for as

a general rule I was expected to take anybody I

thought interesting to see them. Probably even

at that early date I felt the possibility of drama

between Conrad and Julia. Ordinarily I should

not have worried about that, for I like young

people to settle their own affairs, but I owed a

sort of responsibility to Julia's parents and I

knew that they would not thank me if she struck

up an affair with a young man whose prospects

were as uncertain as Conrad Lowe's appeared to

be. At the time however I was not conscious of

anything as definite as that; merely a vague un-

easiness as if I had put live matches and gun-

powder away in the same drawer. But Julia

talked about Conrad to her people and they asked

me, a little reproachfully, to bring him to dinner.

The way Julia had talked about Conrad was

apparent as soon as we entered " Chez Nous."

Neither Mr. Brown nor George Cobden was in

evening dress, and there were other signs of an

intention to make the visitor feel at home that

amused me. George Cobden was rather noticeably

reading The Clarion when we arrived, and lying

prominently about the drawing-room were " Wai-

den,"
" The Autobiography of a Super-Tramp,"

and works of Mr. Joseph Conrad that I did not

remember to have seen there before. This prepara-
tion rather surprised as well as amused me, because
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Conrad had said nothing before Julia about his

unconventional experiences, and I wondered why
this had not occurred to me when she talked at

what she called
" the cultivated tramp." Evidently

she had used her imagination about him. Nobody
could have looked less like a tramp than the very
sleek young man I introduced to our hosts, who,

I thought, were a little disappointed at finding

him so ordinary.

The evening passed off pleasantly though tamely.

Without losing his ease of manner or seeming

reserved, Conrad evaded all attempts to draw him

out. So far as I remember, he talked sympathe-

tically about servants to Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown a

good deal of the time. He didn't seem particularly

interested in Julia, but made friends at once with

Willie and Phil. Evidently George Cobden thought
him rather a muff. Julia, I observed, was in-

clined to "trail her petticoat," as if she wanted

to prove to Conrad that she wasn't the sort of

young woman he supposed her to be. Taking
the Slade as her text she ran down eccentric

people of all kinds, but the only argument was

between her and George Cobden. Conrad seemed

determined not to come to close quarters with

her. The impression I got was that of a man

being entertained in the enemy's camp and on

his honour not to encourage disaffection. This

was curious, because so far as I was able to judge,
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the Kenwyn-Browns, when they had got over

their first disappointment at finding him ordinary,

liked him very well.

Conrad duly paid his
"

visit of digestion
"

alone. When at Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown's request I

asked him to come to " Chez Nous "
again with

me, he said he thought he wouldn't. I asked

him if he didn't like the Kenwyn-Browns, and he

said:

"Oh, yes; I think they're charming people,"

but he seemed for him slightly embarrassed. As

a rule, I think it silly as well as ill-mannered to

press people, but I was a little vexed with him,

and I said something about its being a mistake

to avoid people because they don't happen to

be quite your own sort. He took my correction

in good part, but said that wasn't the reason.

Nor did I really think it was. After a moment
he added, with his engaging simplicity :

" You don't really mind, do you ?
"

I said that of course I didn't, and he said :

"
Well, then, I'd rather wait a bit."

What for he didn't say. I know now that at

the back of my mind I was thinking about Julia.

Unreasonable as it sounds, assuming that he

might be inconvenient from the Kenwyn-Brown
point of view, I was more concerned at his

keeping away from Julia than if he had run

after her.
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About this time I began to notice a change in

Julia. I can only describe it by saying that she

seemed to be becoming much more ordinary.

Whether this was due to a reaction from the
"
eccentricity

"
that Conrad had reminded her of

or merely a matter of development, I could not

tell at the time. If it had anything to do with

Conrad at all, she seemed to be taking pains to

be and to do everything that he might be sup-

posed not to like. Always interested in clothes

and with pronounced and effective ideas of her

own on the subject, she now began to copy the

tamest models amongst her acquaintances. She

took up sewing, though, in spite of her cleverness

in designing dresses, she had always hated sewing,

and cultivated habits of tidiness and economy.

Previously she had thrown her things about any-
how ; she seemed to have no possessive instinct

even for things she liked to wear, and she once

confessed to me that she wished she could hire

clothes as people hire
"
fancy dresses." Now all

this was changed, and she talked to her mother

about "making things last." She read the novels

that other girls were reading and "raved" about

the actors they raved about. She was better

tempered and more patient ; she frequented her

mother's "At Homes," which she had previously

avoided, and sometimes even went shopping with

her mother.
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All this made her a much more comfortable

person to have in the house, and her mother at

any rate was delighted at the change. She had

always known that Julia would settle down

sensibly. I recognized the improvement from a

domestic point of view, but I confess I was a

little disappointed; I did not like to feel that

Julia's
" remarkableness

" was only a passing

phase of adolescence. If Julia was finding herself,

she was finding somebody who was a far less

entertaining companion than the odd girl who

played pirates or whatever it might be in Cornwall.

She might have been paying me out for my false

start as the heavy father ; she certainly played

the earnest niece. She talked to me about her

wasted youth and dragged me about to tiresome

lectures on Plato and Domestic Architecture in

England in the Fourteenth Century and that sort

of thing. When we went to concerts now we
took "

scores
"

and spoiled our jolly little teas

afterwards by comparing so and so's
"
reading

"

of Beethoven with somebody else's. With a sort

of gloomy satisfaction Julia questioned all our

favourite pictures in the National Gallery. Who
painted a picture became a much more important

question than whether we liked it. She had some

dodge of measuring ears. The annoying thing
was that in all this there was no affectation

trnt one could laugh away; Julia didn't want to
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be superior, she was humbly anxious to be like

everybody else in the enlightened circle of " Chez

Nous" It was exactly to impress people that

she didn't want, and except to me, the guilty

partner of her past ignorance, so to speak, she

never paraded her newly acquired information.

But genuine as this desire to be ordinary seemed

to be, I could not help feeling that at bottom

it was based on fear; she was recoiling from

something. Her affectionate loyalty kept her

from recoiling from me ; she wanted to
" save

"

me with herself. She tactfully reminded me when
I needed a new hat or tie, and tidied me up

generally. For love of her I submitted, though
I struck at garden parties and " Book Teas,"

which latter were fashionable at the moment.

Conrad Lowe went to see the Kenwyn-Browns

occasionally, but not as often as they wished ;

Mrs. Brown, in particular, had taken a great

fancy to him. She said that he was so sym-

pathetic, and such a contrast to most of the

young men of the present day, who are only
interested in themselves. As is usual when a

person comes to a house less often than he or

she is wanted, the Kenwyn-Browns talked about

him a great deal. George Cobden was rather

emphatically certain that there was nothing in

him. "
Quite a good chap," he said,

" but

absolutely without ideas. And he never takes
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any exercise." I got the impression somehow that

George Cobden was trying to reassure himself,

but about what I didn't know. In spite of

George Cobden's friendliness to both Conrad and

myself, I always felt that with regard to us he

was standing-by with his hands in his pockets

ready to say hilariously to the rest of his family,
"

I told you so !

"
Julia sometimes talked to me

about Conrad; generally with some derisive

comment, such as "When is your friend Conrad

Lowe going off with the wraggle-taggle gipsies O ?
"

I asked her once why she didn't question Conrad

about his affairs herself, and she said,
"
Oh, he

bores me ; I get enough of freaks at the Slade."

I pointed out mildly that there was nothing
freakish about Conrad as he appeared in public.

Julia got rather angry and said, "You know jolly

well what I mean ; you've got a sneaking sym-

pathy with that sort of thing yourself."

Exactly what she meant by
" that sort of

thing" I don't think she knew; I certainly

didn't. If I had known I might have been able

to account for her new and extremely tiresome

development.

Mr. Brown was the only one of the family that

seemed aware that there was something
"
in

"

Conrad that didn't come to the surface. He said

to me one day :

"
I don't understand that young man."
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I said that I thought he was very simple, which

was truer than either of us knew. Mr. Brown

fidgeted for a bit, and then said with some

irritation :

"
It isn't what he says or does ; it's what he

doesn't say and doesn't do. You can't get hold of

him ; there's nothing to hit against ; you can see

he doesn't agree with you, but he won't take the

trouble to say so."
"
Agree with you about what ?

"
I asked him.

"Anything," said Mr. Brown testily; "nothing
seems to matter to him."

This was just after Conrad had been to the

offices of Kenwyn-Brown, Deacon & Co., and
"
planted

" two typewriters upon them.

"That was all right," Mr. Brown admitted. "I

don't know that we should have bought new

machines if he hadn't called, but we find now
that we really wanted them. That isn't what I

mean. But when I do business with a man,

particularly a man I like, I like to feel that he

takes the business seriously."
" Do you mean that he's too off-hand in his

manner ?
"

I said.

Mr. Brown screwed up his rosy face in the

effort to be clear.

"No," he said, "his manner is charming. But

he made me want to impress him, somehow; to

brag, show him the books, anything to prove
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that my business wasn't a child's game. I de-

clare, after he had gone, all I could think of was

that I was a silly old man sitting in a silly

room making silly black marks on silly bits of

paper. It ran in my head like a jingle all the

afternoon. I had to go through the books to get

back my self-respect." He laughed awkwardly,

and then added,
" One thing I notice ; when I

talk to him I always find myself shouting as if

I wanted to talk him down, though he speaks

very quietly himself. Funny."
Conrad "looked me up" now and then, but

we did not meet with any regularity and seldom

by arrangement. Through the "stray men"
that Anastasia spoke of, we had a good many
common acquaintances, mostly the sort of people

one meets in restaurants, or theatres, or offices, or

workshops, or studios, or anywhere else except in

their own homes, and from time to time Conrad

introduced me to friends of his. He would say,

"Let's go and see old So-and-so," and old So-and-

so might be a Harley Street doctor, or a Lime-

house publican, or an actor-manager, or a bank

clerk with his wife and family in a neat villa

at Bromley. Once I helped Conrad to entertain

for a week a young fisherman from Newlyn who

thought the shopwalkers at Whiteley's the finest

thing in London ; and another time he brought
me for sanctuary an Irish major who had got into
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trouble with the police in Leicester Square. This

man spent the night illuminating the fly-leaf of

my copy of "The Confessions of St. Augustine."

Neither Conrad nor I had seen him before, and

we never saw him again. Nothing pleased me
more than the way Conrad took me for granted

in emergencies of this kind, though in combina-

tion with my dislike to asking questions, it

naturally delayed my understanding precisely

what he was "up to." Certainly there was

nothing to be learned from the character of his

friends, because they were so varied. The only

common characteristics I might have noticed

among them was that, whatever their occupation

or social standing, like himself they were attrac-

tively simple folk, and that they nearly all called

him by his Christian name.

I did notice, however, as remarkable that Conrad

had few acquaintances among what might be

called professional Bohemians, and that as a general

rule people of that sort were inclined to dislike

him. Living in King's Road, I came in contact

with a good many painters and journalists.

Among the latter was a young Cambridge man
named Sandys, who had rather aggressively taken

to boiler-making. He lived in an artisan's flat in

Beaufort Street with a woman, as he would have

said,
" of the people," and wrote for Labour news-

papers in his spare time. In spite of a good deal
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of what I felt to be affectation, I rather liked

Sandys, and I thought that he and Conrad would

get on well together. We met one evening in a

public-house where Sandys, who was a very

picturesque person with a big head and wild black

hair, was a bit of an oracle, and on introduction

he hailed Conrad, whom he had heard of, as a

brother. Conrad, I observed, was not so sure of

the relationship, but with his usual friendliness he

drank ginger-beer to Sandys' whisky. Assuming
a sympathetic listener, Sandys began to gird at

Bayswater and Brixton and Hindhead, and the

conventions and refinements generally. He thanked

God he was doing something real. Conrad listened

to him with a smile, and then said quietly :

"What you've got to knock out of your head,

old chap, is that tripe is more real than triolets."

Sandys asked him what the devil he meant, and

there was very nearly a row though, or probably

because, Conrad refused to argue. I thought I

understood what he meant, and agreed with him,

but after we had left the place Sandys wouldn't
" have another

"
with the sonneteer, as he called

Conrad, who, so far as I know, had never written

a line of poetry in his life I asked him where he

thought Sandys was wrong, chiefly because I

wanted to get his own notion of reality. But
Conrad wouldn't be drawn. He laughed and said :

"
Oh, he's all right, but he's only the Primrose
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League turned inside out, and that sort of thing is

keeping back the clock. Besides," he added after

a pause,
" don't you think it's rather expensive

to use a nice little woman who'd like to be

comfortably married as a battering-ram against

respectability ?
"

The sequel seemed to show that he was right

in at least one particular, for I heard afterwards

that Sandys' young woman had left him to marry
a waiter, with whom she lived very happily.

I can best describe my own feelings about

Conrad at the time by saying that he made me
think though not in a dishonourable sense of a

spy, or at least a man with a secret mission. I

could form no idea what the mission was. The

names he mentioned casually, Morrison, Joe Dylke,

Teddy, Di Willoughby the two last had left

London before I had an opportunity to make

their acquaintance and others, and the way he

spoke of them, seemed to suggest an order or

association of some sort. Without any definite

reason, I was forming a picture of Morrison as the

Head.
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A NASTASIA was able to give me a fortnight

/~\ in July, and we went for a tramp in Corn-

wall. It was a rash experiment, because we

had never been at large together before; we had

met in London, and I had stopped at her place

in Bedfordshire, but I had always seen her in,

and identified her with, surroundings of luxury

and convenience. I could hardly picture her

away from her "
things," or at least away from

places where the pick of the world's "things"
were to be seen by crossing the road. She, too, had

always frankly acknowledged her need to satisfy

the "
lust of the eye" and the comfort of the body,

and I quite believed her when she said that

she would rather commit suicide than live as

nine-tenths of her fellow-creatures lived. She

had no talent for "roughing it" or "pigging it."

The risk was not all on one side, either ; because,

though I should be in familiar and congenial cir-

cumstances, I had never walked with a companion,
and I am not good at concealing my occasional

moods of grumpiness or irritability. It is true
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we were lovers, but we were at a disadvantage

compared with most lovers in that, from the

circumstances of our case, the future was a for-

bidden subject between us; and with no intimate

past to dwell upon and no future to escape into, the

pinpricks of the present are apt to become intolerable.

In my own mind I put the duration of Anas-

tasia's caprice at three days, and thought we

should be lucky if we got off in that time with-

out some ridiculous misunderstanding. We met

at Bideford, and early next morning drove to

Marsland Mouth, because Anastasia wanted to

learn Cornwall "from the beginning." We had

no settled plans, and the only compact we made

was that the tour was not to be kept up a

moment longer than was pleasant to both of us.

Each carried a vnek-sack, and, for the rest,

Anastasia relied on an ingenious use of the parcels

post, which, in the event, worked satisfactorily.

It is an odd thing that, whereas in everyday
matters work, and so on women, as a rule,

seem to be more impressed than men with the

idea of the thing as distinct from the thing it-

self, when it comes to something a little unusual

they are more nonchalant. This is not very

clearly said, and perhaps an illustration will make

it clearer. A man may paint or write for a living,

but a woman is emphatically
" a painter

"
or "a

writer"; she feels the part more: on the other
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hand, a woman will break a convention, or even

commit a crime, with far less concern than a man

except for the practical consequences. What it

comes to, I suppose, is that in matters of use and

wont women are less practical than men the ob-

session of housekeeping seems to prove it ; while in

accidents or emergencies they are much more prac-

tical. Certainly for the first few hours of our jour-

ney, in champagne air that made the unclouded

sun bearable, over tall Hennacliff, down and up the

green sides of Morwenstow valley, with its grey

church in a domed pavilion of ash trees, Anastasia

was less preoccupied than I was. Not that I was

unhappy, but my attention was divided between

wondering how the experiment was going to turn

out and the piquant effect of Anastasia's figure

in unfamiliar dress and circumstances. Hitherto

I had seen her only as the hostess, long gowned,
slow moving, a little hampered and a little bored,

or as the hardly more emancipated companion of

cabs and restaurants. Now she was the comrade,

and looked it to the last inch. To enjoy the full

novelty of the experience, I kept her ahead in the

narrow path. Her grey-green beret, jersey, and

short tweed skirt, and the prevailing green and

blue of her surroundings, brought out the hidden

warmth of her closely coiled hair, so that I

wondered that I had ever called it black. Except
that from time to time she sang little Frencn
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songs to herself, I don't think she noticed my
preoccupation. She was in good spirits, and even

the persistent cloud over her life seemed for the

moment forgotten. By late afternoon I knew

that the experiment was going to be a heart-

breaking success. Anastasia being, as she cheer-

fully said,
"
dying for tea," we turned up a valley

beside a trout stream, and crossed a bridge, with

a tablet recording gratefully that William IV.

had given twenty pounds towards its construction,

to a little saw-mill, overhung by solemn oak-

woods, and surrounded by evidences in sight and

honest smell of their further evolution from the

tree to the plank. A piano ceased at my knock,

and a tall fair girl came to the door. Yes, we

could have tea and welcome. The little parlour

was in siege order against loneliness with a piano,

an American organ, and piles of music. Most of

the last was brown and stereotyped ;

" The Old

Oak,"
"
Alice, where art thou ?

" and so on, but

Anastasia, turning it over, shuffled out a Tschai-

kowsky album of short pieces, with the " Oho !

"
of

the discoverer. The tall fair girl said,
"
Perhaps

the lady plays ?
" and Anastasia played the

Chanson Triste and the Reverie Interrompue,

with its haunting Venetian folk-song, and the

girl's two sisters, as tall and fair, leaned prettily

in the doorway, and their mother creaked in the

passage, and a young man with brown arms
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breathed heavily at the window, and it Iwas all

very jolly and friendly, with a background of

blackberry jam, and cream and the smell of saw-

dust. Except with her very fortunate servants,

I had never seen Anastasia in contact with

people who were not of her own "
class," and

her immediate adoption by the mill family re-

vealed her in a new and still more attractive

light. The girls whispered together, and one of

them said,
"
Perhaps the lady sings ?

"
Anastasia

sang,
"
Songs my Mother taught me " and " The

Linden Tree," and other songs I didn't know,

and it was then I understood that she was very

happy. By this time the girls had forgotten that

she was a stranger, and were about her with

large wet eyes, touching her with hands of awe.

When we left they followed us dreamfully to the

door and said, "Come again; O come again!"
and Anastasia said that she would.

We were silent as we ascended the steep hill

through hanging woods, where at any turn might
be Lancelot or Percival, and the tacitly forbidden

future, taking colour in our minds from the doom
of the past as poignantly recorded by the levelled

walls of Stow under darkling cedars on a broken

green, disturbed the present. Where the Gren-

villes are, we might be before but I am dwelling
on the future.

I know that Anastasia was banishing the future,
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because she began to make little jokes about the

mill turning romance into chairs and tables. And

then, as if in quick rebound from levity, she said

that we hadn't imposed upon the mill people for

a moment, and yet, and yet her voice was a

little uncertain they were kind to us. She kissed

her hand to them, now more than a mile behind

in the twilight, but I said nothing because I was

a little afraid. I needn't have been, for this was

Anastasia's only concession to the sentimental

"idea" of the thing, and for the rest of the

walk she was the jolly comrade, with no concern

except for the affair of the moment.

It was getting dark when we dropped down
into the blown space with raw terraces and rows

of gas lamps leaving off untidily in sand that

encompasses Bude. We both decided that we

didn't like Bude, but we dined well at the "
Falcon,"

and Anastasia stopped the night there, while I

found a room near the canal, with the gaff of a

"dandy" almost poking through my window.

From Bude we tramped to Boscastle and Tintagel.

I don't propose to describe our wanderings in

detail, but here and there an incident that pleased

or amused us at the time. In the headlong street

of Boscastle we stopped at a little boarding-house

in a bean-scented garden, where each room con-

tained a variant of the picture of a young woman

clinging to the cross in a stormy sea, and most
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of the furniture was made of carved wood seven

hundred years old, the spoil of a neighbouring

church. A drizzle kept us indoors for the evening,

and among the expected Moody and Sankey and

Wesleyan hymn-books, Anastasia found a library.

There were :

" Sermons by Yorick," with a good

portrait of the author,
" Etudes de la Nature de

Saint Pierre," the History of some Period (I have

forgotten what) in Dutch,
"
Edinburgh Essays,"

"Walled-up Nuns," "Happy Wedded Life,"
" The Juvenile Travellers, containing the Remarks

of a Family during a Tour through the principal

States and Kingdoms of Europe," by Priscilla

Wakefield, 1804,
"
Poems," by some unheard of

writer, including
" Castalian Hours," with a list of

subscribers,
"
Selections from the Works of Am-

brose Serle," and, chiefest joy of all,

" Un Jeu de la Fortune,

ou

Les Marionettes.

Com/die

en cinq actes et en prose,

par L. B. Picard.

Represent!/ pour la premiere fois, d Paris, sur le

ThMtre de Flmpdratrice, le 14 Mai, 1806, et a
Saint Cloud, devant leurs Mafest/s Impe'riales et

Royales, le 22 du meme mois.

Duceris ut nervis alienis mobile lignum. Horat.

Seconde Edition, 1806."
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Sitting at a round table, that creaked with her

gestures, by the light of a smoky lamp, with

moths fluttering and falling like grey snowflakes

around it, in a mingled atmosphere of bean-flower,

tobacco and mildew called out from the parlour

walls as if it had been the faded fragrance of

the roses of temps jadis diapered upon them by
the damp, Anastasia declaimed aloud from Un

Jeu de la Fortune, in the language that seemed

always to come from her lips more naturally than

her own.

At Tintagel we suddenly tired of the slate cliffs

and the green inland June had been wet that,

as Anastasia said, reminded her of "an undressed

salad/' and wished for the more meaning, if less

lofty, contours of granite and the warmer tapestry

of gorse and heath. We took train to Falmouth,

and so repeated, though backwards, my walk of

two years ago. It was the wreck of Conrad's

house-boat on Dennis Head that recalled him and

the Kemvyn-Browns until now with the rest of

the world forgotten to my mind, and to my lips.

"Ah, yes," said Anastasia, "about that young
man and that young woman."

I demurred a little at hearing the combination

lurking at the back of my mind so baldly stated.

I wondered what I had said to give her the

impression. Anastasia said that I was jealous.

She was absurd, of course ; my reluctance to
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admit the idea of a special relation between Julia

Kenwyn-Brown and Conrad Lowe was entirely

due to a feeling of responsibility towards her

parents. Conrad was a friend of mine, and I had

introduced him to Julia. There were no grounds

for assuming a special relation between them, but

I was just conscious of being on guard against

the idea of one. Speaking professionally, I was

trying to keep two elements from combining in

my mind by entangling them in a mixture of

other substances. A clumsy method, I admit, but

every doctor knows that undesirable compounds
in a medicine may be prevented by similar means.

Anastasia's remark showed me that I had only

been partially successful, and that I must have

said something to betray my uneasiness. So, as

we sat in the bracken, between Flushing and

Nare Point, looking across the oyster-smelling

creek at the black timbers of Conrad's boat

exposed by the tide, I talked about Julia's

circumstances and Conrad's circumstances ; I made
a deal of circumstances.

"
Circumstances," said Anastasia with a yawn.

"And we?"
That, I said, was different. We were older ;

we had nobody to interfere with us.

"Then why," said Anastasia, "are you afraid?
"

I said I was not afraid, and that she needn't

try to fill my head with silly ideas that would
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make me feel uncomfortable when I met the

Kenwyn-Browns at St. Ives. That, by the way,
was the arrangement. I was to end up my fort-

night with Anastasia at St. Ives, "get rid of her,"

as she said, and remain there for a week or so

with the Kenwyn-Browns. To prove that I was

not afraid, and at the same time to keep Anastasia's

mind from running to combinations, I went on

talking about Conrad on his own merits. I spoke
of his friends : Morrison, Joe Dylke, Teddy and

Di Willoughby.

"By the way," said Anastasia, "I know Di

Willoughby."
" The devil you do !

" was my inward comment,
but I only asked aloud what sort of a person Di

Willoughby was.

"Thirty-two, badly married with compensa-

tions," said Anastasia sententiously.

"Teddy, for example ?
"

"I've only heard of him," said Anastasia

guardedly,
" but I know that he's a white man.

Even Captain Willoughby who has made things

quite impossible for Di knows that, though he

didn't always. Once when they were stopping

with friends of mine in Yorkshire he intruded, a

little drunk, with a pistol. Teddy told him to

put that ironmongery away, and go home for a

nasty-minded little soldier. He went, in tears,

imploring Di to give him another chance.
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Apparently it's Teddy who keeps her up to

it."

"
Up to what ?

"

"Trying to reform her husband."

It came into my mind, then, that it was

precisely Teddy who thought Conrad "
ought not

to
"

sell typewriters. Obviously Teddy was an

austere young man. Assuming that there really

was an association, an order, of some sort, Teddy
must be the extreme, the irreconcilable member.

Absurd as it may seem, I began to think of the

Kenwyn-Browns as menaced by a combination to

sap the loyalty of Julia. I didn't put it that

way to Anastasia, but I spoke apologetically of

my no doubt fantastic idea of Conrad belonging
to some order. Anastasia accepted the idea with

a calmness that was more disconcerting than

ridicule.

"
Undoubtedly there is something," she said,

" from the way Di talks. But I don't know what

it is ;
I don't think they do anything exactly ; it's

a case of not doing, not being that sort of

thing."

I recalled Mr. Brown's irritable concern about

what Conrad didn't say and didn't do, and I was

not reassured.

But this was no time or weather for bothering
about other people's affairs, and as we rounded

Nare Point and turned our backs upon the
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wooded Sound, the Kenwyn-Browns, Conrad and

the rest of them soon retired into their proper

places in a world that only existed for us as an

object of compassion.

I like to remember that it was in Meneage,
that place of appointment with what may be,

that Anastasia discovered her gift for making
little songs. She made them apparently as one

whittles a stick, and that while it kept her beauti-

fully silent when speech would have been merely

polite conversation also kept her from the tiresome

solemnity of the sworn poet. For several months

after our holiday one could hardly take up a

"literary weekly" without finding in it a little

song of Anastasia's, turned off, as I knew, with

the intent nonchalance if the terms are not con-

tradictory of a child making a daisy chain. The

result, of course, was the welcome of Anastasia

into circles new to her; Parnassian Clubs, and so

on ; and one of the funniest things I know was

to see her receiving professional compliments upon
what she regarded as a rather silly pastime.

"He never noticed my hat which I bought
with the two guineas I got for it," expressed her

view of the importance of appearing in print.

We dawdled round the Lizard and along the

shore of Mount's Bay, stopping a day or two

where we pleased, but for choice at little places

like Porthleven, Lamorna and Porthguarra. On
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several nights I slept in the open, and being

alone and so free to speculate upon the future, I

wondered in half-waking intervals if Anastasia

would ever be able to "rough it" to that extent.

Apart from the little songs, I won't say a new

Anastasia, but a new conception of her was

emerging in Cornwall. She was much more

primitive than I had supposed. Once when, re-

membering her usual habits, I foolishly apologized

for the accommodation provided for her in a

cottage, she said rather tartly :

" My dear Gregory, men don't seem to under-

stand what women mean by comfort. So long as

I am not exposed to the squalor of a family

hotel, or a convenient little house, or superior

apartments, I can be comfortable anywhere."
On the eleventh day at the Land's End our

holiday was cut short by a telegram from

Anastasia's people in Bedfordshire announcing
bad news from the Asylum. The thing had

happened before, and was probably as it turned

out to be a false alarm, but Anastasia must take

the next train up from Penzance, to London. I

didn't go with her to Penzance, because a ten

mile drive with that uncertainty between us, and

not knowing whether to be glad or sorry in either

case, was not to be tolerated. So I bundled

Anastasia into the motor char-a-bancs all wet

umbrellas and mackintoshes, like a giant armadillo
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that was just about to start from behind the

hotel affronting the sea. My last impressions

were quite in keeping with a situation that was

too riddled with insincerity to be tragical :

scrambling haste, the smell of petrol and mac-

kintoshes, the raw edge of Cockney, and Anastasia's

white averted face as she piteously trailed her

left hand in mine for a moment over the side of

the vehicle, while a dreadful creature in black at

my elbow implored me to buy
" A souveneer of

a 'appy day at the Land's End."

For me there was nothing left but to go on to

St. Ives, where I was glad to think I should find

the Kenwyn-Browns. Any company was better

than to go trailing about alone with the acute

sense of immediate loss and a troublesome hope
that I had no right and probably no reason to

indulge. The bit of coast between Sennen Cove

and Cape Cornwall being uninteresting, I struck

off inland by the Quakers' Burying Ground, over

Chapel Carn Brea and Bartine " The Hill of

Fires." You can walk from Land's End to St.

Ives in a direct line by old mule tracks over

a succession of moors, crossing a road at intervals,

but against my will I soon found myself zig-

zagging about to look at the baffling monuments

with which this neighbourhood is thickly studded.

Nobody with any imagination can pass within

half a mile of the Mtn Scryfa, or the Mtn-an-tol,
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or Chun Cromlech, or the Nine Maidens, or the

Huts at Bosporthennis, without going to have

another look at them, though you don't get any
nearer to their meaning. What can you make of

names like "The Cam of the Flying Serpent,"
" Woon Gumpus,"

"
Chysauster," and " Carna-

quidden
"

? And " Hannibal's Cam "
; why

" Hannibal's Cam "
? I always have the feeling,

though, particularly about the so-called
" cave

dwellings," semi-subterranean vaults and passages

roofed with Cyclopean masonry, that they are

waiting for rather than surviving their purpose.

There is
"
very snug lying

"
at Bosporthennis. I

sat and smoked for an hour at the mouth of a

Fogou or cave only a hundred yards from a

main road and within shouting distance of a

tourist-haunted hotel, and yet as undiscoverable

to the uninitiated as if it had been in another

world, or dimension and tried to grasp the tail

of a meaning at the back of my mind. How
good and how natural it would seem at the end

of everything to send a message
"
by wireless

"

to someone at the ends of the earth,
" Meet me

at the Fogou at Bosporthennis."

Late in the afternoon, as I emerged from the

British Village at Chysauster, where, half ashamed,
I had washed my face

"
for luck

"
in the rude

piscina at the entrance to one of the circular

chambers, a very old woman came to me over
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the moor in a hopping run crying thinly in a

voice like a curlew's :

" Es the war over ?
"

In that place and from her lips the question

did not sound absurd. I told her that the war

was ended five years ago. Comforted, though not

surprised, she left me saying :

" Christ is better to we than we to He."

I spent that night with Tom Lander, a farmer

friend of mine, on the moor above Zennor. We
had much to talk about after supper over the fire

of peat and gorse in the great open chimney.
Tom was helping me to make a glossary of

surviving Cornish words and phrases, and from

time to time he wrote me an ill-spelled letter

that always contained some surprising statement

of fact about language or the habits of animals.

He was also an adept with the divining rod for

metals, and in him the racial passion for
"
pros-

pecting
" was distinct from the idea of gain. He

had the moors mapped out in his head, and

while gloating over a rich lode he never dug or

dreamed of parting with his knowledge to those

who were likely to dig. Through him I was

collecting specimens of rare minerals, which I

assayed for amusement in my laboratory in

London. But this evening the subject that most

interested him was "Morrison's g'eat new house

over to Bosigran." The name startled me, and
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after a few questions I had little doubt that this

was Conrad's Morrison. Early that afternoon,

from the top of Hannibal's Cam, I had seen and

wondered at what I now supposed to be Morrison's

house, apparently on the cliff
^edge,

between

Porthmeor Point and the fortified headland known

as Bosigran Castle. Though built on the sturdy

lines peculiar to the neighbourhood, with blunt

chimneys and few projections, as if a natural evo-

lution of the tor, the place looked too big for a

farm, and there were about it what I took to be

the beginnings of a plantation. I wondered if it

could be a new hotel, and regretted not having
with me the field-glasses which I generally carry

on my country walks. The house, whatever it

might be, had sprung up in the three years since

I was last that way, and for all its ordinariness

in the architectural sense, it had the eerie, unex-

plained character which any considerable human
work in remote and desolate surroundings always
seems to have.

Tom Lander said that Morrison was a

"foreigner" and I understood him to mean a

foreigner not merely in the narrow Cornish sense,

and that he was worth a million of money. I

guessed, correctly, as it turned out, that Morrison

was a Jew. But when I went on to suggest that

Morrison was probably interested in mining, Tom
Lander smiled and shook his head.
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"

I met him one day over to Ding Dong

smoking a cigar and picking over the burrows,"

he said,
" and I s'posed what you s'pose. I had

my gun weth me, and my dogs, and he began by

asking me if I killed rabbits for pleasure or for

food. He dedden say nawthen agen sport, but I

felt ashamed. I could 'most throw my gun down

the old shaft. The dogs were crying about him

and licking his hands while he talked."

"Tom have never shut since," his wife put in.

Tom rather sheepishly growled something about

being too busy with the beasts, and went on to

say that Morrison gave him a cigar and asked

him about the " old men " whose workings are

found in Ding Dong. Tom could tell him nothing
but vague traditions, including the pretty one

that this was the mine from which the tin was

raised to make the saucepan out of which our

Saviour had his bread and milk a good story to

tell a Jew, I reflected ; though he spoke of the

Phoenician bull of bronze which is now in the

Truro Museum.
" He dedden say nawthen for a long time,"

said Tom,
" but stood 'pon the burrow looking

round. He was a little, small man, poor looking

(in health, I understood), and weth his long nose

and long cigar, both pointing down, and his

shoulders up, I wanted to laugh at 'en. But I

was skeered, too, for it was getting dark, weth a
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gash of red over behind Cam Kenidzhek, and

Ding Dong is a whisht place, and I never saw

the dogs like that before weth a stranger. I

wanted to get away, but I couldn' move, and

presently he stirred the burrow with his foot, and

said in his thick foreign way, 'Well, we came

once, and we come again.' But what he meant

I don't knaw."

I suggested the obvious connection in Morrison's

thoughts between the Phoenician bull and the

modern concern of his race with metal mining.

Tom " dedden knaw "
about that, but he was

quite certain that Morrison himself was not

connected with any mining enterprise, actual or

prospective. Indeed, he had talked "
agen

"

mining, though he "
s'posed it must be ;

"
if he

had his way, he would keep the mines shut down

until something happened Tom didn't rightly

understand what. Apparently Morrison had

drawn Tom on to talk about mining matters as

if he wanted to point a moral; Tom told him

about the twenty-four men lying in water at the

bottom of Wheal Owls, and about his
" brawther

killed in Africa
"

in that great quarrel over

mining. But though Morrison appeared to be
"
agen

"
mining as a commercial enterprise, he

was interested in metals,
" the same way as you

and me," as Tom put it, and he had a " chemist's

shop
"

in his
"
g'eat new house."
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Morrison, it appeared, was unpopular in the

neighbourhood. He had bought his land at an

extravagant price and nobody knew what he

meant to do with it. Except for a little market

gardening of an ungodly kind with glass bells

and frames, he seemed to have no object but

pleasure. His house, a wonderful place, Tom
assured me, all pictures and statues and marble

floors and looking-glasses, was generally full of

company. There were stories about the company ;

"French dancing girls" was one of them. Tom
didn't believe that ; the young men and women
he had seen about in their motor-cars were

quiet and well behaved; better behaved in Tom's

opinion than many of the August visitors to St.

Ives. Another story was that Morrison's g'eat

house was an " Abode of Love "
like the one

"up-country." Tom didn't believe that, either,

and he surmised that the chief reason for the

local dislike of Morrison was that he didn't trade

much to St. Ives or Penzance, but got most of

his things down from London. Tom " wouldn't

be frightened" if the g'eat house was a sana-

torium ; summertime he had seen whisht-looking

people lying about in the grounds and on the

rocks in the cove below. There was certainly a

parcel of music at night when the house was lit

up in every window with electric light. Mrs.

Lander, who put in a word now and then, agreed
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that there was " no harm to Morrison," though
she feared he was "not quite ezactly," which is

the Cornish way of saying a little mad.

All this was very interesting, and I felt rather

sorry that I had not followed the coast, and so

passed Morrison's house, instead of coming across

the moors. But I did not feel disposed to go

out of my way to pry into Morrison's affairs ;

assuming that this was Conrad's Morrison, as

Conrad said, I was bound to meet him sooner or

later. I spent the best part of the next day
with Tom, visiting the haunts of animals and

secret places on the moor where his rod told him

there was metal, and late in the afternoon I

dropped down into St. Ives by way of the

Stennack.

As chance had it, where the Stennack emerges
into the busy main street of the town, I ran into

George Cobden, Julia and the two children. They
were characteristically going to the bookshop to

buy newspapers. It occurred to me as I shook

hands with Julia that if I had met her now for

the first time I should not have been particularly

interested in her. I should have called her a

nice girl. Possibly on account of my recent sur-

roundings I felt a little out of tune with the

Kenwyn-Browns, who seemed with their charming
confidence to have adopted St. Ives. Julia asked

me where I had come from, and she looked, I
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thought, a little wistful for a moment when I

spoke of the moors; but she covered it im-

mediately with a boisterous remark about the

"ripping bathing." The Kenwyn-Browns were

stopping at the Porthminster Hotel, and George
Cobden pressed me to come round after dinner

that evening. But somehow I did not feel quite

equal to the whole Kenwyn-Brown family, and I

excused myself with a promise to meet on the

beach in the morning. After calling at the post

office, where I found a short note from Anastasia

telling me that the situation was and was likely

to remain unchanged, I went to my usual rooms,

which I had engaged beforehand in the little

street called the Warren.
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CHAPTER V

I

WOULDN'T "for worlds," as the saying

is, have missed the Kenwyn-Browns at St.

Ives. Engaging as they were in Ladbroke,

they were naturally a little swamped by their

surroundings there, because Ladbroke, in spite of

its completeness as a quarter, is after all a part

of London, and London is a big place. But at

St. Ives they took the stage with a gay confi-

dence that I must mix the metaphors brought
out their full flavour.

There was every circumstance to give them, in

the theatrical sense, a show. They were a little

too early for the August rush of visitors from all

parts of the kingdom world, I had almost written

and, on the other hand, the better-known

members of the painter colony, which is the social

feature of St. Ives, were away at their summer
haunts in Norfolk or Dorset or Brittany or Spain
or Morocco. The few painters that remained were

men whose names are not very familiar to the

Academy
"
public

"
indeed, it might be said th^i.

they probably remained for that reason and
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though the Kenwyn-Browns were enlightened

enough to make fun of the Academy, there were

still, when it came to knowing who was who in

modern painting, opportunities for them to
"

slip

up." Julia, with her Slade experience, could have

put them right, and it was one of the things

about her at this time that puzzled me, that she

didn't put them right. It would almost seem

that, in this and other little matters which they

considered important, she wanted them to
"
slip

up."

Not that the Kenwyn-Browns made themselves

ridiculous. I should be sorry even to give the

impression that they patronized St. Ives, but they

distinctly encouraged it
; and Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown

encouraging a painter of European reputation

whose name didn't happen to be familiar from

Academy catalogues, was a rich joy to the ob-

server. However, there are other people besides

painters in St. Ives, which is the friendliest place

in the world to pleasant visitors, and the Kenwyn-
Browns had a royal time. I found them already

established in the tennis and golf clubs and

booked for a visitors' concert George Cobden was

impressive in abandoned songs of the " Pale Hands
I Love" type, his mother was a fair accompanist,

and Phil had a notion of solo dancing and on

terms of easy familiarity with all the local

"
characters."
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St. Ives in July, before it becomes bored with

too many visitors, always reminds me of a pretty

woman, naturally proud, lolling at the edge of

blue water in an indulgent mood. Anybody, so

to speak, can play with her. For all that, she

smiles a little ironically upon those to whom she

indolently yields her favours, and she smiled a

little ironically upon the Kenwyn-Browns. This

was brought home to me by the hard-faced old

man who let for hire the bathing tents and boxes,

when, across a chaffing match with George Cobden,

who had picked up enough of the local idiom to

misuse it, he winked at me solemnly. That seemed

to express the kindly comment of St. Ives upon
the Kenwyn-Browns, and for the fortnight I spent

there with them I thought of the sunny bay as a

large and solemn wink adopted through the night

by the lighthouse at Godrevy.
The Kenwyn-Browns were at their best on the

beach of a morning. They had hired a tent for

the month and sat in front of it in deck chairs,

the two men wearing Panamas and Mrs. Kenwyn-
Brown a lilac sun-bonnet which became her

mightily, not too absorbed in yesterday's news-

papers to ignore the humours of the other visitors.

For it was a point in the specially favoured rela-

tions which St. Ives allowed them to assume, that

they should a little compassionate her upon the

sort of people who came to her nowadays. It was
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true that they themselves had only been at St.

Ives for three weeks, but the sentimental affection

for Cornwall and everything Cornish which they
retained from their earlier visit to the Lizard made
them feel like old and familiar friends, and St.

Ives found them too charming to dispel the illusion.

Between eleven and one Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown held

quite a little court of less-occupied residents;

lightly clad young women, for the most part, who
sat or lay about on the warm sand and told her

about the old days and (while they dried their

hair) confided in her their fears of the place "get-

ting spoiled." How far George Cobden was the

attraction to these damsels I do not know; he

certainly seemed to be having the time of his life,

and the number of "groups" he took with his

Kodak would have filled an album.

Julia did not attend her mother's court until

half-past twelve; just in time to bathe before

luncheon. She had taken a little studio on the

other side of the town and was working hard at

her painting. From painter friends I gathered

that, as I supposed, Julia's talent was not re-

markable. They were interested in her, however,

and spoke of even her painting as unusual ; it

was bad in a way that suggested that she might
do something else very well indeed. This rather

annoyed me, because, for a reason I now know to

have been cowardly, I wanted to dismiss the idea
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that Julia was remarkable. I wanted her to

develop comfortably along the lines of her family.

This was cowardly, because my conversation

with Anastasia about Conrad had made it quite

clear to me that my private sympathies were with

what Julia had once vaguely though with signifi-

cant wrath denounced as "that sort of thing."

While scoffing at Anastasia's insinuation that there

was a special relation between Julia and Conrad,

I knew at the bottom of my heart that there

was one ; and that if Julia had fallen in love with

Conrad and, in the metaphorical sense implied,
"
gone with the wraggle-taggle gipsies O !

"
I

should have clapped my hands and cried
" Bravo !

"

Besides my conversation with Anastasia several

things combined to give me a clearer notion of

what I, at any rate, understood by
" that sort of

thing," and the people connected with it; there

were, for example, Anastasia's own connection

with " that sort of thing," as hinted at in her

casual reference to Di Willoughby, her new aspect

as the primitive woman and maker of little songs,

my mooning about the Huts at Bosporthennis,

and what Tom Lander said about Morrison.

But when it comes to explaining on paper what

"that sort of thing" was, I find the task very
difficult. It is much easier to say what it wasn't.

The Kemvyn-Browns, for example. From my very
first acquaintance with them I thought of them as
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"standing for" something. I thought of them

pictorially as the intelligently smiling vanguard,
with a " we're all right

"
expression, of an immense

army, spreading darkly and decreasing in intelli-

gence to the rear, of people of all kinds and con-

ditions, the bulk, in fact, of the inhabitants of

these islands. This army represented something
that had been carried about as far as it would

go ; it would produce nothing finer than the

Kenwyn-Browns. Ostensibly opposed to this army
were what Mr. Kenwyn-Brown would have called

the surviving forces of barbarism : ignorance, pre-

judice, privilege, high Toryism I am compelled
to use political terms or whatever you like to

call it. But though I was compelled by an

irresponsible visualizing faculty, as well as by
Mr. Brown's arguments, to see these forces in

opposition, I couldn't persuade myself that the

opposition was more than academical : enlightened

Liberals and high Tories political terms can't be

avoided were playing the same game; they were

only differing about the same things. The real

struggle no, no, it was not with the allied forces

of Labour and Socialism ; that was obvious, and

the Kenwyn-Browns, at any rate, were quite pre-

pared for that with the weapons of convincing

arguments (though I never could remember them).
The real struggle I find it increasingly difficult

to say what I mean ;

"
struggle," for example, is
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not the word I want. The danger, if you like,

was more insidious. It was a danger approxi-

mately described by Mr. Kenwyn-Brown as
" a

process of disintegration
"

; it was a danger of

desertion, of dropping out. From what I could

see though it had taken Conrad Lowe and his

effect of coming from "
outside," and Anastasia

and what Tom Lander said about Morrison, to

make me see it the number of deserters, of

droppers out, was increasing every day. But it

was not a desertion to "the other side," or a

dropping out to form new armies with new battle

cries such as
"
higher thought,"

" a return to the

simple life," "back to the land," or, as in the

case of Sandys, a concern with "
something real

"
;

these are dangers, if dangers they be, that can be

encountered : as Anastasia said, it was a case of

"not being" and "not doing." It was as if the

intelligently smiling vanguard would presently

look round and discover that the darkly spreading

army was not there ; or at any rate that it had

piled arms and was playing skittles. I don't

mean by this that I thought of the droppers out

as neglecting the serious business of life in their

several callings ; on the contrary as illustrated by
the various "

old So-and-so's
"

that Conrad had

introduced me to from time to time they might
be working very hard, but without ulterior motives.

It was as if one made boots harder than ever,
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but ceased to be a bootmaker with all the

social reactions being a bootmaker implied. The

distinction may seem over-subtle, the danger

imaginary ; but if you come to think of it the

organism we call society depends in its present

form precisely upon ulterior motives ; once let

every cobbler "stick to his last/' and society, as

understood, falls to pieces. How real, from

society's point of view, is the danger was ex-

pressed in Mr. Kenwyn-Brown's uneasiness and

irritation about Conrad Lowe; he admitted that

the young man could sell typewriters effectively,

but "
it's what he doesn't say and doesn't do

. . . . You can't get hold of him ....
nothing seems to matter to him."

What has all this to do with Julia ? Well, but

for Julia and the misgiving awakened in my
mind by her encounter with Conrad Lowe, I

should probably never have become aware of the

danger I have tried to indicate, and in any case

I should certainly not have worried about it. So

far as I was concerned, on general grounds I

should have welcomed the danger ; indeed

though I shouldn't have " tumbled "to it with-

out the acquaintance of Conrad Lowe and what

it led to I suppose I was and always had been

a dropper out myself. That was a merely philo-

sophical consideration. But Julia, like the greased

cartridge, or the shooting of a few hens, had
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made a merely philosophical consideration, the

opposition of two ideas, a matter of acute prac-

tical interest. When I first met her she was

undoubtedly, though unconsciously and unrecog-

nized by me as such, a dropper out, a truant, a

deserter ; now, as a result mainly of my little trip

with Anastasia, I was convinced that she was in

passionate recoil from the idea of dropping out,

from " that sort of thing," as she called it.

Except that recoils are generally damaging to the

body recoiled upon, in this case the Kenwyn-
Brown family, I don't know that I should have

worried much about that if I had not suspected

that the occasion of her recoil was Conrad Lowe.

There were no reasonable grounds for supposing
that Julia was in love with Conrad Lowe, and,

indeed, whether she loved or hated him didn't

really matter to anybody but themselves; but,

when a young woman of twenty or so makes a

young man the pivot of a right-about-face in her

general habits, sooner or later there is likely to

be trouble in the bosom of her family. The
simile of the scorpion stinging itself to death

when menaced with fire is not a pretty one to

apply to an attractive young woman, but it came

irresistibly into my mind.

All this, though disturbing to the person

responsible for bringing the young man and the

young woman in contact, was concerned with
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possible rather than actual dangers. Julia was

young, and, whether she continued in what I felt

to be a false development, or got bored with the

pose and broke loose again, young people have a

way of forgetting the origins of whole phases of

their development. But when Julia "took up
with

"
the phrase so exactly describes her be-

haviour that I am forced to use it another

young man, I began to feel that the matter was

really and immediately serious.

He was a young civil engineer, named Wilfrid

Lambert, who was stopping at the Porthminster

Hotel. Later I learned that at their first meeting
he had shown a quietly determined interest in

Julia, but for the first morning or two after my
arrival at St. Ives I was only aware that at a

quarter past twelve or so a good-looking and

rather solemn young man came and planted him-

self deliberately among the young women in the

sand at Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown's feet, to be greeted

by her with a few friendly words. Introduced to

him, I thought him a capable, modest young
man, a little heavy, perhaps, but intelligent and

good-humoured. It was on the third morning, I

think, that a little hush in the court on Julia's

arrival made me recognize that Mr. Lambert's

appearance was timed by hers. Mr. and Mrs.

Kenwyn-Brown were too sensible and too "nice-

minded "
to force matters, or even to betray in
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public, or to Julia, that they were aware of

Lambert's interest in her, but there could be no

doubt that they welcomed it. They showed it

by not trying to entertain him, by sportingly

leaving him alone. Their satisfaction was quite

natural; not only in the worldly but in the

personal sense he was an eligible young man.

Anybody could see that he was very much in

love with Julia, and under the extremely trying

ordeal of an audience of young women inclined

to giggle, he conquered a natural shyness and

addressed himself to her with a manly delibe-

rateness which proved not only the honesty of his

passion but the determination of his character.

Julia at any rate liked him and accepted his

attentions with a matter-of-fact simplicity and

without a trace of self-consciousness.

On the face of it the affair was not only

promising but in every way desirable, and I

found myself in the absurd position of a person

wishing to forbid the banns without any "just
cause or impediment

"
that could be stated in

words. I couldn't say, even to myself, that Julia

was in love with Conrad Lowe or he with her.

Conrad was at the bottom of my objection, but

without permission, so to speak, and in a way
that even to myself was exasperatingly obscure ;

he was merely the occasion, involuntary and

unconscious, so far as I knew, of Julia's recoil
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into the bosom of her family. My concern was

not for Julia or her family, but for Lambert. If

Julia, in a recoil from her natural instincts, chose

to play a part she was not suited for, the conse-

quences to herself and her family, though incon-

venient, were not likely to be serious ; whenever

she got bored with the part, she could always be

herself again. But not if she complicated herself

with a very worthy young man, who, if appear-

ance went for anything, would presently be her

accepted lover, and finally her husband. Recall-

ing and reversing Conrad's remark about Sandys'

young woman, Lambert was much too good to

be used as a battering-ram, or even a barrier or

a clinging-post, against whatever Julia meant by
" that sort of thing." She mustn't marry or even
"
encourage

" Lambert in a recoil from another

man even if she wasn't in love with him.

It was odd that the first thing that made me

suspect that Julia might be in love with Conrad

was the behaviour of George Cobden. Unlike his

parents, he was frankly "running" Lambert as a

possible suitor for his sister's hand. He ran him,

too, with a humorous backhanded slap at me
which I could not but feel was aimed at Conrad

whom he had never really liked. George

Cobden was much too well bred to run down

Conrad, and much too discreet to say anything
to suggest that he was afraid that Julia was in
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love with Conrad. But he did so by implication.

He was for ever ramming Wilfrid Lambert down

my throat with laughing though watchful eyes,

as if he were on the look-out for some sign of

my rejecting the morsel. I must admit that

George Cobden was diabolically clever.

"Now that's what I call a good chap," he

said, as if I had advanced a contrary opinion;
"
straight and sound, with no hanky-panky about

him. He lets you see all of him there is.

Healthy, too, in his ideas ; a thorough sportsman.

The worst of these clever fellows is that there's

nearly always a weak spot somewhere ; drink, or

women, or something. They don't take enough
exercise. Not that Lambert is wanting in brains,

but he's got the Greek ideal; all-round develop-

ment. He can talk to Julia about her painting,

but he's got a good head for business."

Even George Cobden 's modesty in talking about

clever fellows as if he didn't know that he him-

self was one of the cleverest fellows on earth,

failed to draw me. Not that I wanted to stick

up for Conrad. I was too angry with him.

Quite unreasonably, I admit. By a sort of poetic

justice, like Mr. Kenwyn-Brown, I was angry
with Conrad for what he didn't say and didn't

do. Why the devil, I said to myself in effect,

hadn't he made love to Julia ? Or, if he didn't

want to make love to her, why had he been so
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careless as to meet her at my rooms ? It was as

if I blamed him for leaving himself about for

Julia to fall over.

The foolishest and most annoying thing about

the whole business was the way it spoiled people

for me. It put people I liked into relations in

which I didn't like them, and that reacted upon
the people themselves. Lambert, for example,

must have thought me a very cold and disagree-

able person. Observing that I was, if not an old,

at least an intimate friend of Julia's, and one

whose opinion she and her parents regarded, he

treated me with a consideration I ought to have

found complimentary. Lambert qua Lambert I

liked and respected; but I cordially disapproved
of Lambert in relation to Julia. He saw this and

couldn't understand it; too manly to try to

conciliate me, the honest fellow regarded me with

a puzzled frown, while I, figuratively speaking,

stood with my hands behind my back. It was

as if I wanted to say,
" My good young fool, if

you like to burn your fingers, that's no affair of

mine; but I'm not going to help you." Not

that it was precisely Lambert's burning his

fingers that I was afraid of; it was something
much more serious, which I could only express

at the time as the devil to pay all round.

Everybody seemed to come into it. I even felt

a mild grievance against Anastasia for knowing
in
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Di Willoughby a woman I had never seen. And
all the time I knew that, so far as direct

evidence went, the whole thing might have

existed only in my imagination, and that I was

fussing myself about nothing ; but I couldn't help

it; I have that sort of mind. All the time, too,

the principals, the people I was fussing about,

were, or at any rate seemed, blissfully unconscious

of the danger I perceived. Conrad, so far as I

knew, was going cheerfully about London "
plant-

ing
"

his typewriters, hail-fellow-well-met with

everybody, and, if he thought about Julia at

all, thinking of her with an indulgent smile, as a

queer young woman who chose to snub him and

whom he certainly wasn't going out of his way
to conciliate; while Julia was, if not encouraging,

at any rate calmly accepting, the serious atten-

tions of a very worthy young man, as if he were

the only young man that had ever appeared on

her horizon.

I don't wish to leave the impression that I

thought Julia was treating Lambert insincerely.

She liked him as everybody liked him, and for

the rest she " took him up
"

as she had taken

up sewing and domestic economy and the Slade

and an intelligent interest in Mr. So-and-so's
"
reading

"
of Beethoven, as part of the proper

concerns of a well-conducted young woman of

the enlightened classes. Except that, with the
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other things, she " took him up
"

a little more

industriously, is the word that suggests itself

because in the past she hadn't been a well-

conducted young woman, I don't think she

recognized that she was using him as a weapon

against herself.

Disturbed as I was, I wasn't so foolish as to

say anything to Julia about Conrad. Indeed,

Conrad himself was less important than what he

"stood for." That suggested the only possible

way of interfering ; to remind Julia of
" that

sort of thing
" and give her an opportunity of

seeing whether she really had outgrown it or

was merely pretending for some private reason of

her own. Remembering her slight wistfulness on

our meeting outside the bookshop when I spoke
of the moors, I called at the hotel early one

morning to ask her to come for a walk with

me.

I found the Kenwyn-Browns at noisy breakfast

in a sunny bay-window. From the slightly dis-

approving looks of the other visitors in the room,
I gathered that, in St. Ives as in Ladbroke, the

Kenwyn-Browns were enjoying their privilege of

making people a little
"

sit up." I am sure that

Lambert, who sat at their table, thought them

very unconventional. I also observed, in passing,
that on holidays the more ritualistic prelude to

the meal which Julia had spoken of was apparently
113 8
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dispensed with. But perhaps this effect was due

to the absence of morning papers.

At first when I spoke of a walk Julia talked

rather solemnly about her work ; it struck me at

the time, and deepened the impression that she

was not playing straight, that she spoke of her

work as if other people rather than herself

believed in its importance. Her parents, however,

jumped at my suggestion. I believe that Mrs.

Brown thought I meant to sound Julia about

Lambert, and that she was rather glad to get

Julia out of the way for one morning, in the

hope that Lambert, bereft of her, might grow
confidential. At any rate, she nodded confi-

dentially to me and said, "Yes, Uncle Gregory,

take her for a good tramp ; it will do her good."
Mrs. Brown had never yet spoken to me about

Lambert except in the most general terms, but I

detected in her manner when he was about a

quizzical
"

I always told you that Julia would settle

down sensibly." I could feel Lambert admonishing
me as a man and a brother not to take

advantage of my opportunity to prejudice his

chances, but I sternly refused to look at him.

George Cobden in a "never mind, old chap," sort

of tone suggested that Lambert should go out to

golf with him and his father, but Mrs. Brown
cut in quickly and rather tartly with :

"
No, Mr.

Lambert will stay to entertain me." The whole
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thing was a pretty piece of quite inoffensive

tactics.

I have never felt more like shaking a young
woman in my life than I did during the early

stages of my walk with Julia. As if she

suspected my purpose in getting her away from

her people and Lambert and her studio and all

the other defensive allies of a well-conducted

young woman of the enlightened classes, she

was desperately on guard. Before starting, by
the way, she had wanted to bring with her

something she called a "
pochade box" a sort of

talisman, I suppose but I would have none of

it.
" You can bring your pocket compass, if you

like," I said, and she declared that she had

never owned such a thing in her life. I can

only compare her nil admirari, poco curante

behaviour to that of a secret drinker being taken

through an exhibition of choice and varied

cordials ; it was an "
Oh, no, I never touches

nothink
"

attitude. Not that she refused to notice

her tempting surroundings, but she noticed them

in the " which is the pedestal and which is the

bust ?
"
sort of way of the Slade student ; she said

that the squat grey tower of Towednack church

which, like an outpost of Christianity, guards
the confines of the moor " came rather well

"

against the hill behind it and that the broken

outline of Trencrom was " rather jolly." As I
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told her, when she complained in passing that I

had not yet been to her studio, I declined to

take her seriously as the Slade student. "Oh, I

know it's the fashion to run them down," she

said disingenuously, and I let it pass. I wasn't

prepared and I hadn't the authority to tell her

then that her painting was all humbug and a

waste of time from better forms of idleness ; she

must find that out, or rather, be brought to

admit it, herself.

My policy was not to attack her sham citadel,

but to expose her to the power of the enemy, to

" that sort of thing," and watch its effect upon
her. She was sharp enough and sufficiently on

guard to turn any criticism of what I felt to be

her affectations into a criticism of what she

affected, and I had Anastasia's passionate love of
"
things

"
to warn me of the imbecility of that.

I talked to her about Anastasia, hoping to make
her feel the difference between the real and the

sham social regenerate. The difference, as it

seemed to me, was that the real regenerate, like

the real unregenerate, is never afraid to let go ;

to turn savage for a moment on the one hand,

or to sell typewriters on the other. Sandys

might be called the sham unregenerate ; the man
who had to make boilers and flout a convention

in order to feel that he was doing
"
something

real." Sandys would never have dared to go to
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a tea party in Ladbroke. While I talked to

Julia about Anastasia, it struck me what a lot I

had learnt from the contact of Julia with Conrad.

Whatever might be happening to Julia, in which-

ever camp she finally found herself as the result

of that young man's impact upon her imagina-

tion, I at any rate owed him and her a clearer

notion of certain fundamental divisions of the

human race and of the way things were tending
to use a phrase of Mr. Kenwyn-Brown's.

Whether or not Conrad Lowe, with his friends

Morrison, Joe Dylke, Teddy, and Di Willoughby,
and innumerable others faintly discerned I felt,

for example, that Anastasia, though in a sense

regenerate, and Tom Lander, were also of them

were members of an actual " order
"

with a

definite mission, it was quite certain that they
had some common intuitive understanding, that

they knew each other "
at sight." It was quite

certain, too, that there was something about them

that roused the regenerate to fury.

To Julia, I merely spoke of Anastasia's delight-

ful
"
ways

"
; of her adaptability, and so on.

Julia fell into the trap, but not the one I was

conscious of laying ; she became interested in my
account of my little tramp with Anastasia, and

asked questions about where we went and what

we did; interjecting the eager "Oh, joy!" and
" How ripping !

"
of the old, the unregenerate Julia.
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Not only the Slade student, but all the other

defensive allies, including Lambert, were forgotten ;

she swung over the heath with her old untidy

stride, and once I caught her whistling. Pot-

valiant, so to speak, with success, I lost my head

a little. We were on the top of Trendrine hill,

and in the folly of my heart I proposed the game
of heaving rocks down an abandoned mine shaft.

The rocks, I may say, are thoughtfully provided

by the local authorities in a circular "hedge"
for the protection of cattle; you have only to

lever and shove and down she goes, and there is

generally enough timber left in the shaft to en-

sure a succession of heart-lifting crashes. Should

the shaft be full of water there will be bubbles

to distraction. Well, we had been at this game
for a few minutes when Julia

"
recollected her-

self," as her mother would say. She dusted her

hands and patted her hair, and though she didn't

actually say,
"
Really, Uncle Gregory, at your

age !

"
she looked it. What she actually said

was,
" Do you notice how high in tone the

boulders down in that field are ? You would

almost take them for washing."
I'm afraid I grunted. As if in a sort of penance

for her momentary lapse into naturalness, Julia

began to talk about Lambert as we pursued our

way no other phrase describes the decency of

our going along the tawny back of Trendrine.
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Lambert was certainly a penance to me, because

I didn't know what to say about him. I didn't

want to run the man down, but on the other

hand I wasn't going to admit that he came into

the same world as that to which Julia rightly

belonged. Julia asked me my opinion of Lambert

as, I felt, she wouldn't have done if she had been*

in the least in love with him. Imagine Julia

caring a snap about anybody's opinion of the

man she loved ! What I said amounted to saying

that I thought him an estimable young man.
" That means that you think him rather a

sheep," remarked Julia calmly.

"Well, you wouldn't call him exciting," I

retorted.

"No," said Julia, "that's just what I like

about him. He's the sort of person you can rely

upon. I get so tired of these erratic, irresponsible

people."

I knew then that she wanted me to talk about

Conrad, but I lay low, though I was tempted to

remind her that she hadn't seen Conrad often

enough to get tired of him, unless she was

always thinking about him. I agreed that Lam-
bert was reliable.

" My father says that he's getting on very well

in his profession," said Julia.
" He's an M.I.C.E.

though he's only just over thirty, and a B.Sc. as

well. M.I.C.E.," she continued reflectively; "it's
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easy to remember and it makes you think of

something comfortable and stay-at-home."
" Even unto X. Y. Z.," I groaned.
"
Well," said Julia sweetly,

"
you're a B.Sc.

yourself, aren't you ?
"

"Yes," I said, "but don't tell anybody."
"

I see what you mean," said Julia,
" and of

course it doesn't really make any difference. I

only mentioned it because, as my father says, it

shows that his prospects are good. Prospects ;
I

like that word. It makes you think of somebody

waiting with his hat in his hand and saying to

the public,
" Please remember the man who made

the reservoir."

I began to feel uncomfortable at the tone she

was taking, and I said that Lambert was the last

man in the world one would think of as standing

with his hat in his hand. The moment I had

said it I was sorry : Lambert could not be

described as a hasty wooer. But Julia only

smiled.
"

I didn't mean that," she said.
" Mr. Lambert

is immensely dignified. You should hear Cobs

talk about him. He says he's like a Kipling
hero : The Bridge Builders and '

Oh, beware my
country when my country grows polite,' that sort

of thing. Cobs, you know, is great on Kipling."
She continued, as if to imply that the subject we
were talking about was of no more than general
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interest,
"

It's the public school, lest we forget,

cricket in the desert, gentleman-adventurer atmo-

sphere that appeals to him. Of course, as he

says, if you want to go scallawagging, that's the

way to do it ; carry the flag and never forget the

old mess, and the King, God bless him, and dress

for dinner by reef and palm. Mr. Lambert," she

added with apparent inconsequence,
" holds a

commission in the Engineers, First Middlesex."
"
Julia," I said sternly,

"
you needn't make fun

of the man."
" Make fun of Mr. Lambert ?

"
she said, open-

ing her eyes,
"

I couldn't if I would. Only I

know you don't like him, and I thought I would

point out some of his virtues. He's got a lot

more."

I couldn't very well say to her at that stage

that the only reason why I didn't like Lambert

was because she allowed him to stand in a relation

to herself that he had no business to occupy, so

I said nothing.
" Of course," she went on,

" he isn't your sort.

He isn't a bit Bohemian or picturesque, and he

doesn't talk much, and he's interested in politics

and Uncle Gregory, I'll race you to that tor, and

we'll sit there and eat our sandwiches."

I didn't know what to make of her. Apparently
she wanted to make her defensive allies, including

Lambert, ridiculous, as a naughty child will obey
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an order to hold its tongue literally. But it

wasn't like Julia to take these elaborate pains to

expose a mere point of view, and I was quite

sure that her parents were not putting any

pressure upon her with regard to Lambert. There

was no great harm in giving away the minor

absurdities of the regenerates, even though the

process included her own family and friends; but

I didn't like the idea of her trifling with an honest

lover in order to do so. I must say that I

couldn't get rid of the scorpion simile ; of the

notion that Julia was trying to hurt herself.

She seemed happy enough, swinging her legs

and eating sandwiches with appetite, as we sat

on the sunny tor, overlooking the Zennor road

and the sea beyond, where Tom Lander presently

joined us. I observed that Julia didn't bluff with

Tom Lander as she bluffed with me; she was

friendly with him at once and asked him a lot of

questions about incidents of the moor that I

thought she hadn't noticed, or had noticed only
in the Slade student way. Without actually

leaving me out of the conversation, she gave me
her shoulder a little, and treated me with a

politely apologetic "this won't interest you" sort

of manner, though she knew quite well that Tom
and I were old and intimate friends.

Afterwards we "poked about," as Julia said, on

the half cultivated margin of the moor between
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the hills and the sea. I could see that Julia was

keenly interested in the huts at Bosporthennis,

though for some reason of her own she was try-

ing to conceal her interest. She moved about,

pushing through the gorse with which the semi-

subterranean chambers were overgrown, smiling,

and humming to herself. She gave the im-

pression that she was on familiar ground, or at

least in familiar circumstances, though I knew

that she had never been in that place before, and

I fancied that she was playing some sort of game.
There was something a little cruel in her smile, a

something proud, and scornful, and defiant, rather,

which at the time reminded me of the woman in

Millais' picture of "The Order of Release" in

the Tate Gallery ; and at the entrance to the

best preserved of the huts, a long tunnel blocked

at the farther end, she startled me by saying in

a tone of mock ferocity,
" Gimme my bone !

"

Before we left I noticed that she carefully though

unostentatiously took her bearings by Gurnard's

Head and Mulfra, and I think she regretted the

pocket compass she " had never had in her life,"

and she said, half to herself, "I think I could

find them again." All this jumped with something
that had been vaguely at the back of my mind

on my last visit to the place; something about

sending a message by wireless to someone at the

ends of the earth ; and, determined that she should
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lose nothing of the impression, whatever it might

be, like another tempter, I took her up into a

high place, Cam Galva to be precise, and showed

her Morrison, or at least Morrison's "
g'eat new

house," which looked oddly portentous at the

world's edge against the pale, marbled floor of

the sea. Out of scale with the few other dwell-

ings in sight, and unexplained by cultivation of

the surrounding country, it might have been an

ogre's castle. Looking at the house from a greater

height and with more information, I saw that it

was in reality further inland and further to the

westward than I had supposed, and that the

situation had been chosen with some care. The

house fronted west ovfer Porthmoina cove, thus

taking advantage of the Bosigran headland, and

it was further protected by a clump of trees,

maples or sycamores by the look of them, which

indicated the site of an earlier dwelling. A good

approach had been made from the road that

follows the coast from St. Ives to Land's End,
and wind-screens had been erected about the

considerable plantation of young trees.

Julia remarked upon the unexpectedness of so

large a house in that place, and I said casually

that it belonged to a man named Morrison, who,
I believed, was a friend of Conrad Lowe's.

"
Oh, is he a friend of Mr. Lowe's ?

"
said

Julia coldly, after a little pause.
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I told her why I thought so, and, struck by
her tone, added that I supposed she had heard

about Morrison in St. Ives.

"
Nothing much," she said,

"
only people don't

seem to like him or the people he brings down

here. My father says that he's probably a Park

Lane Jew."
The phrase, as I knew, was Mr. Kenwyn-Brown's

extreme of dislike as it is of so many business

men, apparently on the principle that you ought
not to be too successful in business. I admitted

that Morrison was probably a Jew, though I

didn't know that he ran to a house in Park Lane.
"
Well, he's got piles of money, anyhow," said

Julia. "Where did you hear about him?" she

asked curiously. I told her from Tom Lander,

and also mentioned that Anastasia knew a friend

of Morrison's if this was the same man. It

rather amused me to puzzle Julia with connections

that puzzled myself. She knitted her brows as

she sat hugging her knees at the first mention

of Morrison she had drawn herself up from

lounging full length on the turf, as if the subject

had a congealing effect upon her, and I could see

her saying over the names, as I had so often

done, including Conrad's, and trying to spell a

meaning into their association. At the same time

I could see that she was immensely piqued with

the idea of a pleasure-house, for so it appeared,
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in these wilds, and that her imagination was

busily at work, as it had been about the huts at

Bosporthennis. I repeated some of the things

Tom Lander had said about Morrison, and she

took them in, trying not to show that she was

interested. She reminded me of the fox-and-

grapes attitude of the child who hasn't been

taken to the pantomime. But her only comment

was :

"Mr. Lowe seems to have some funny friends."

Thereafter she became the Slade student with

redoubled energy. We dropped down into Penzance

by way of Ding Dong and Lanyon, returning to

St. Ives by train. On parting, Julia said that

she had had a jolly day, and had found quite a

lot of motives. I couldn't quite make out whether

she used the word " motives
"

in the purely Slade

or a more general meaning.
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AMONG
the humours of the beach at St. Ives

were a couple who used the tent next but

one to the Kenwyn-Browns. At least the

Kenwyn-Browns professed to fmd :them humorous,

though I must admit that the feeling they showed

conspicuously was less amusement than dis-

approving curiosity. The couple were a tall,

slender, high-nosed young man, with dark eyes, a

little black moustache and a rather petulant voice,

very beautifully dressed in flannels, with violet

socks and tie; and a pretty, though rather baby-
featured young woman, very pink and white in

complexion and very floppy and traily in her

dress, also tall and slender, who was apparently

recovering from an illness.

They would appear on the beach at about

eleven o'clock in the morning, walking gravely,

ceremoniously almost, down to their tent, the

young woman leaning on the young man's arm.

A certain remoteness, difficult to describe, between

them, destroyed the first impression that they
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were a honeymoon couple, though Mrs. Brown

had noticed that the young woman wore a

wedding ring. From looks they were not brother

and sister. Apparently they were not stopping in

St. Ives, and none of the young women who

attended Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown's court could give

any information about them. On several morn-

ings they had been seen to arrive hi the town in

a cream-coloured motor-car, the young man

driving. George Cobden was rash enough to ask

Paul, the hard-faced old bathing man, who they
were ; Paul said he wished there were more like

them, and that they had hired not only a tent

but two boxes until September, and paid him in

advance.

For an hour or so the pair would sit in deck

chairs in front of their tent " on view," as George
Cobden said, derisively, and they really had

rather that effect. They spoke little to each

other and not at all to anybody else, and they
did not read. Apparently they lived in a world

of self-satisfied contemplation, and I noted as

peculiar that I never saw the young man smile.

On Phil's remarking that the young woman had

smiled at her and wished her "
good morning,"

her mother advised her not to encourage the ad-

vance. At twelve o'clock Lord and Lady Algy
as George Cobden christened them bathed. It was

this performance that excited the mingled scorn and
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disapproval of the Kenwyn-Brown family. George
Cobden and his father, it is hardly necessary to

say, bathed before breakfast, from the rocks, and

Willie and Phil waited for Julia. Mrs. Kenwyn-
Brown by doctor's orders did not bathe. Thus

the whole family, excepting Julia, were at liberty

to watch, and I regret to say that George
Cobden occasionally made use of his camera to

record, the humours of the other visitors, who
were daily increasing in number. First Lord Algy

emerged from his box and, carrying a zinc foot-

pan in either hand, stalked solemnly to the

water's edge ; having filled the pans he returned

with them one at a time to the boxes. As the

Kenwyn-Browns remarked, why couldn't he let

the bathing man's assistant do this for him ?

The fellow was paid for it. Lady Algy appeared

draped to the chin in the sort of wrap which,

though commonly worn at Continental watering-

places, is seldom seen in England. At the water's

edge Lord Algy removed this wrap and flung it

high on the sand, to reveal his companion, or a

great deal of her, as George Cobden wittily said,

in the kind of bathing dress that is called, I

believe,
"
University." It was this moment of the

performance that aroused the outspoken criticism

of the Kenwyn-Browns. The wrap they denounced

as an affectation ; the dress as an impropriety.

At least Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown denounced the
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latter ; Mr. Brown confided in me that he thought

it
"
sensible," and though George Cobden did not

express an opinion, I am persuaded that part of

the curious resentment that Lord and Lady Algy
aroused in him was due to the fact that he could

not without noticeable impertinence, of which he

would never be guilty, use his camera at close

range upon Lady Algy at the critical moment.

Alike for the camera as for criticism it was only

a moment, for she entered the sea boldly, though
she remained in it only a very short time. After

a few graceful strokes she came out, apparently

protesting a little against the cautionary remarks

of Lord Algy, who muffled her in the wrap, and

then she retired to her box. Even George Cobden

admitted that Lord Algy was a splendid swimmer.

He had a strong overhand stroke that carried him

along without ungraceful pauses, and he would go
out beyond the farther of the two seine-boats that

already lay in wait for pilchards, disregarding the

warnings of their crews and the less respectful

commands hurled at him from the beach by Paul,

the bathing man. On his way back Lord Algy
would spend a few moments chatting with the

men in the seine-boat, whence he dived very

cleanly. George Cobden said that he " showed

off," but I didn't think he did, and Willie and

Phil warmly resented the accusation. Their ad-

miring interest in Lord Algy's performance caused
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their mother some vexation, I think. After he

had finished his bathe and resumed his beautiful

clothes, Lord Algy, with his companion, who looked

a little exhausted by her short immersion and

was the object of his grave concern, sat in their

deck chairs and seriously consumed buns or

bananas, which they bought from a one-armed

man who hawked these comestibles about the

beach. From first to last there was a methodical

regularity about the behaviour of the couple that

was certainly quaint and seemed to have a

peculiarly irritating effect upon the Kenwyn-
Browns, excepting Julia, who always refused to be,

or at any rate seem, interested in her neighbours.

The information casually let fall by one of

Mrs. Brown's maids of honour, that Lord and

Lady Algy were of " the Morrison lot," was

interesting to me, while it explained the couple

to the complete satisfaction of the Kenwyn-
Browns. Obviously, said Mrs. Brown, they were

typical members of " the smart set
"

that might
be supposed to frequent, while despising, a Park

Lane Jew. She was glad that she had not

allowed Phil to respond to the lady's advances.

And, really, when I recall the general appearance

of the pair, they were, though, so far as I could

judge, in perfectly good taste, absurdly like one's

notion of fast
"
society

"
people as derived from

popular drama,
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I was not present when the incident occurred

that forced an introduction between Lord Algy
and the Kenwyn-Browns. Among the loungers

on the beach was an unpleasant and cheaply

got-up young man of the type that, as if

conscious of its own unimpressiveness, generally

attaches itself to a large and powerful dog. In

this case it was a bulldog, which the less noble

creature imperfectly controlled, and of uncertain

temper. The young man spent his time reading

comic papers, smoking cigarettes, embarrassing

ladies going to and from the water and making
advances to nursemaids. As he strolled before

the Kenwyn-Browns' tent one morning, "Kim,"
the fox-terrier, was foolish enough to insult the

bulldog.
" Before you could say knife," as

George Cobden put it, there was a row.

I had varying accounts of the story from the

Kenwyn-Browns that evening after dinner. Phil,

who was a thoughtful, observant child, maintained

that George Cobden, as well as the unpleasant

young man, lost his head and beat the dogs
with his walking stick. Mrs. Brown remembered

chiefly her emotions of the moment, and Mr.

Brown was too interested in the sequel to be of

much use in supporting George Cobden's version

of his conduct. Anyhow, while the row was at

its height, children screaming, ladies near fainting,

and men abusing the bulldog's owner, Lord Algy
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quietly intruded. " Do not
"

Phil was positive

about the separation of the words, which struck

her as odd " be so foolish," he said to George

Cobden; "you merely incite" Phil was equally

positive that he said "
incite

" and not " excite
"

" the animals." Seizing the bulldog of course

it had no collar he forced it to loose
"
Kim,"

who, I am glad to say, was not seriously

hurt.

Then, according to Phil, still holding the bull-

dog, he turned to its owner. The child was, like

her sister, an excellent mimic, and I give her

rendering of a speech that certainly called up for

me a vivid picture of Lord Algy's appearance.
"

I have watched you for many days," he

said to the unpleasant young man. " You are a

nuisance to all the happy people who make use

of these delightful sands. Go away and do not

come here again, or I shall give you into custody.

Your dog I should advise you to have destroyed ;

it is doubtful if it will ever survive the deterior-

ating effects of your society."

All this without heat or indeed any emotion

except, in spite of the language and high-pitched

petulant voice, a regretful courtesy.
" Of course," said Mrs. Brown, who had been

struggling between impatience and pride in Phil's

power of mimicry, "my husband thanked him

and told him his name, and he said that his
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name was Elton and that he was used to hand-

ling dogs."

I suppose I showed interest at the name, for

Mrs. Brown said,
" Wait a minute, wait a minute,

that isn't the end !

" On their way up from the

beach, it appeared, the Kenwyn-Browns stopped
for a few friendly words with Paul, the bathing

man. One always apologized to Paul for anything
untoward that happened on "his beach," as he

called it, and Mr. Brown spoke of the dog-fight

and applauded Mr. Elton's enterprise.
" Mr.

who ?
"

said Paul, with his usual manner of

privileged rudeness. George Cobden repeated the

name, and Paul, flicking him with a towel, said
" G'arn away. He's no such thing. He's Lord

Edward Elton," but further information refused.
" So you see," said Mrs. Brown brightly,

" Cobden wasn't so far wrong." She added in-

dulgently, under her voice, that she was afraid

that the lady couldn't be Lady Edward, for

Cobden had looked him up in the Free Library
Burke and he wasn't married. I said without

thinking that probably the lady was Mrs. Di

Willoughby.

"Oh, do you know them?" said Mrs. Brown.

I said that they were friends of Conrad Lowe's.
"
Queer chap, Lowe," said Mr. Brown, in the

tone in which I have heard City men speak of a

very knowing card. George Cobden laughed
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unpleasantly and looked at Julia, who said with

general intention,
"

I do think it vulgar the way
you talk people over." After that the subject

drifted into a rather acid discussion between

Julia, her mother and brother about taking a

healthy interest in one's fellow creatures.

I wish I could reproduce on paper the fine

shades of Mr. Kenwyn-Brown's manner when he

found an opportunity to introduce me to Lord

Edward. I have said and I repeat that Mr.

Brown was not a snob, but he had, and would

have admitted that he had for titles a definite

regard, and it was a regard that included a great

many things. Like a picture of an "
ancestral

home," a title was an opportunity for a confession

of his political faith. I have seen the same

exhibition of fine shades of manner, by the way,
on the friendly meeting of a sturdy Noncon-

formist and a Roman priest. There were subtly

indicated in Mr. Kenwyn-Brown's address to Lord

Edward, liking for the man, good-humoured

opposition to his title and its implied political

pretensions, and at the same time abstract

appreciation of its picturesque associations in the

past and aesthetic regret that these " must go
"

in the advance of Liberalism. It was as if, like

another Cromwell, he said
" Cruel necessity."

How much of this little synopsis of Mr.

Brown's political faith the young man took in, I
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do not know, but I think he was amused, though

he winced a little before Mr. Brown's slight

insistence on his exact description. Evidently, for

him as for myself, the point of the introduction

was Conrad Lowe, for he turned to me at once

and asked if I had heard anything of that young
man lately.

" We've been rather worried about

him," he said. I hadn't seen Conrad for some

weeks before coming to Cornwall, but George

Cobden had, and he spoke with an indulgent laugh

of Conrad's foible for selling typewriters. Teddy
as for convenience I shall now continue to call

him in all innocence agreed that the thing was

absurd and unnecessary. "I wanted him to let

me teach him about motors," he said.
" He

could get a job as taxi driver if he wants to

stop in London." George Cobden looked confused,

and Teddy, seeing that they were not under-

standing each other, turned to Mrs. Brown.

This happened on the beach about half-past

twelve, and while we were talking Julia appeared
in sight with her usual attendant for by this

time Lambert made no secret of his preference

and would boldly wait upon Julia as she came

out of her studio
; though, so far as any of us

knew, he had not yet
"
spoken." Seeing her

people engaged with their neighbours, Julia said

something to Lambert, and they made a detour

to the bathing boxes at the far end of the line,
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where Willie and Phil, with " Kim" at their heels,

ran off to join them. Mrs. Willoughby for it

was she at my elbow said in a low tone,
" Is

that Julia ?
" and it shows how firmly rooted in

my sub-conscious mind was the idea of a special

relation between Julia and Conrad, that I said in

the same confidential tone, "Yes." "Who's the

man ?
"

said Mrs. Willoughby, and I told her.

She asked me if I thought it was genuine, and I

was forced to admit that certainly so far as

Lambert was concerned I thought it was. Mrs.

Willoughby laughed and shrugged, and said,
" Well

"
but left the sentence unfinished.

We all settled down in front of the Kenwyn-
Browns' tent with general regrets that we had

not made acquaintance before. As Mr. Brown

said, we all owed the unpleasant young man with

the bulldog who did not appear on the beach

again, by the way a debt of gratitude. In spite

of the impression they had given of self-satisfied

contemplation, it was quite evident that any

holding off had not been on the part of Di and

Teddy ; clearly, they were simple lovers of their

kind, and had been particularly attracted by the

Kenwyn-Brown family. As was natural, the

Browns began to talk to Teddy about their com-

mon acquaintance, Conrad Lowe, but I observed

that Teddy did not want to talk to the Browns

about Conrad. He tactfully avoided the subject,
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and appealed to Mrs. Brown for support of his

" treatment
"

of Di Willoughby as a convalescent.

If he had wanted, or if it had been necessary, to

conciliate Mrs. Brown, he could not have done

anything better, but I know that was not his

intention. I had a little wondered how Mrs.

Brown would " take
"

Mrs. Willoughby, and it

pleased me, as showing her instinctive perception

of the honesty of an unexplained association, that

she took her at once to her bosom. Tolerant (it

was her boast) of mere unconventionalities, Mrs.

Brown would have set her face against any

trifling with the rules of good conduct,
" Lord or

no Lord "
as she would have said.

Mrs. Willoughby, it appeared, was recovering

from a general breakdown, caused by her exer-

tions in the campaign for women's suffrage.

Teddy spoke of the movement sympathetically,

but not as if he took any personal interest in it,

and I gathered from his remarks and from Mrs.

Willoughby 's admissions, corroborating what Conrad

had said, that it was the passive indifference of

women rather than the active opposition of men
that had exhausted her. I gathered, too, that

Mrs. Willoughby had regretfully come to the con-

clusion that women in the mass were not ripe

for, not so much the vote as even the desire for

emancipation from sex disabilities in general.

This was not directly stated, and I may have
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been wrong in my inferences from a passing con-

versation. I was more interested in Mrs. Willoughby
herself than in what she had been doing. She

was one of those curious instances of a lack of

correspondence between temperament and physique
which leads to all sorts of tricks of manner for

saving energy a lying back with closed eyes and

a look of infinite boredom when listening ;
a

throwing up of the head in speaking, as if to give

unimpeded passage to a voice too feeble for what

it had to say, and a slightly gasping, tabloid

form of actual speech helped out with gestures.

At the moment Mrs. Willoughby was evidently

far from well, far less well than her pink and

white prettiness would suggest to the casual

observer, and her impatience with her body was

almost painful. She and Teddy were stopping, as

we had heard, with Morrison at Bosigran. Sea

bathing in moderation had been advised for her,

but the coast at Bosigran was not suitable, and

besides, as Teddy said, they liked
" to see people

about "
; hence the daily visit to St. Ives. What-

ever the exact relation between the pair, their

public attachment was very pretty to witness.

On his side there was a grave solicitude, with

something of the father-confessor though he

looked the younger of the two and on hers a

confidence and gratitude expressed in every glance.

The conversation was chiefly between Teddy
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and Mrs. Brown. She evidently thought him a

very sensible young man and surprisingly well-

informed about domestic matters for a person of

title. While they were talking about patent foods

for invalids, Mrs. Willoughby caught me looking

at her, and smiled whimsically ; and I wondered

if she guessed my suspicion that " a general

breakdown " was a euphemism for consumption.
If I were right in my suspicion, I thought that

she knew and Teddy didn't. The return of Willie

and Phil from bathing introduced a fresh subject

and one pleasing to Mrs. Brown, since the remarks

of Teddy and Mrs. Willoughby showed that they
had taken great notice of and discussed the

children as they played about the beach. I could

see that Mrs. Brown was annoyed with Julia for her

pointed avoidance of our group and, apart from

Mrs. Willoughby's question about Julia on her

first appearance, I got the impression that she and

Teddy had heard a lot about her. They looked

a little embarrassed, I thought, when her name
was mentioned. I wondered if it was Anastasia

or Conrad who had talked about her ; in either

case the implication was the same.

Mr. Brown was smilingly preoccupied, and I

guessed that he was reviewing his position and

marshalling his arguments, as he would have said,

in readiness for the time when the fulfilment of

the "
ladies first

"
civilities of the occasion would
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give him an opportunity for a real talk with his

new acquaintance.

That opportunity was not to occur now, for Mr.

Brown and George Cobden were going out to golf

at Lelant by the one-fifty train, and must not be

late for lunch. The party broke up looking for-

ward to meeting on the morrow, and with regrets

that, like myself, the Kenwyn-Browns were only

stopping in St. Ives for three days longer.

In response to a murmured,
"
Teddy wants to

talk to you," from Mrs. Willoughby, I stayed be-

hind when the Kenwyn-Browns went up to the

hotel. I don't know if George Cobden heard her,

but I am sure he suspected, as his father and

mother didn't, that there was "something up"
between the strangers and myself. He gave me
rather .a sickly smile over his shoulder and said,

"Aren't you coming our way, Uncle Gregory?"
For a minute or two after the Kenwyn-Browns

had gone Teddy seemed afflicted with shyness, and

then he said, with the air of getting to business :

"Has Conrad told you about Morrison?
"

I said very emphatically that he hadn't.

Mrs. Willoughby laughed and said, "Just like

him," but Teddy said, as if in justice to Conrad :

" Of course Morrison doesn't like anything in

the way of propaganda or proselytizing." After

a moment he added,
"

I really think, you know,

that it would be a pity if you went back to town
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without seeing Morrison. It seems such a good

opportunity."

I said that I should be delighted to make

Morrison's acquaintance. They brightened up at

that, as if a definite move on my part had been

what they were waiting for. Teddy suggested

that if I had nothing else to do I might as well

come out to lunch at Bosigran now, and I said that

I would.
" Morrison will be very grateful," said Teddy.

"Of course he's had your name from Conrad,

and he knows that you are more or less sym-

pathetic, but he couldn't take the liberty of putting

you down on the list without permission. But

you'll understand all about that when you've seen

him."

I understood that Teddy would prefer that I

didn't ask any questions now. Both his and Mrs.

Willoughby's manner was that of people who had

discharged a responsibility that had been rather

bothering them. They dismissed the subject and

talked about the Kenwyn-Browns, saying what

charming people they were, but they very care-

fully did not mention Julia. And unaffectedly as

they had talked to the Kenwyn-Browns, and

talked about them now, their manner reminded

me a little of children released from the company
of grown-ups wiiom they immensely respected

but didn't very well understand. It was not
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that they frivolled ; on the contrary, they were

more serious and matter-of-fact now, as children

generally are when they don't have to entertain

their elders.

As we were driving slowly up the Stennack, the

long hill flanked with mine burrows which leads

out of the town to the Zennor road, Mrs.

Willoughby reminded me of her acquaintance with

Anastasia. I gathered that the acquaintance was

older and more intimate than Anastasia's casual

remarks had led me to suppose. This did not

surprise me, for I knew very little of Anastasia's

affairs or the set she moved in, but it helped to

explain the way things and people were linking

up. One is apt to forget that one does not pull

all the strings even in the conduct of one's own

life. Not that Anastasia was implicated in the

Morrison business, whatever it might be. When I

told Mrs. Willoughby that Anastasia had lately

been with me in Cornwall she said :

" What a pity she isn't here now ; then we

could have got you both. I've been in the same

difficulty with Mrs. Paget as Conrad with you.

One has to wait for an opening. However, now

you'll be able to tell Her all about it, and that

will be jolly."

I found something peculiarly attractive about

Mrs. Willoughby. What little Anastasia had told

me of her circumstances, and my own fear about
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her state of health, and her efforts to husband

her strength, gave a touch of pathos to her

girlish prettiness and almost childlike simplicity

of manner. Comparing her with Anastasia it

occurred to me, as a new discovery, that women
who are by way of being

" smart
"

in then-

clothes are always apt to be thought less simple

in character than they really are. If I had met

Mrs. Willoughby at a party I should have been

afraid of her. I remembered what Conrad had

said about her looking like spring and hope she

was wearing the "
jolly colours

" now and I

wondered how much the " one foot in the

gutter
" and similar young indiscretions had to

do with her breakdown and whether she cared.

Of course I didn't know anything about the

rights or the wrongs of her domestic affairs, but

I felt confident that her notion of happiness was

not exacting. She was evidently very happy at

the moment ; she seemed to get an immense

amount of pleasure out of little things : to lie

still, to feel the sun and air, to notice birds and

flowers. It struck me then that it is these rather

than more violent pleasures that have to be

fought for ; one fights for peace. Neither then nor

at any time did I get the impression of what is

ordinarily called a love-affair beween Teddy and

Mrs. Willoughby. They liked to be about

together, and I think that by giving her peace
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to enjoy little things, he kept her from flying to

more dangerous distractions. Whatever might
be Morrison's little game, he seemed to collect

very pleasant people about him.

A mile or so from Bosigran we were held up

by a distant hail of
" Hi !

" and a man in black

came running down the old mule track between

Carn Galva and Hannibal's Cam. As he came

nearer I made him out to be in clerical dress,

with putties over his trousers, a pipe in his

mouth, and a dark blue beret, such as Breton

fishermen wear, on his head. I hardly needed

Mrs. Willoughby's information to know that this

was Joe Dylke, and I felt that I ought to have

said,
" Let 'em all come."

Before greeting, Teddy began to abuse Joe

Dylke for his headgear and his pipe.
" You

look like an onion boy," he said disgustedly,
" and what filthy tobacco." I noticed that Joe

Dylke looked at Mrs. Willoughby with startled

concern, though he said,
" You're looking very fit,

Mrs. Di." She introduced me to him as a friend

of Conrad's, and he said,
" How is the young

blighter ?
" which confirmed my impression that

Conrad's friends hadn't seen him for some time

and were wondering what he was "up to."

Joe Dylke, wrangling with Teddy about his

hat and his pipe, took the vacant seat of the

car. From scraps of conversation I understood
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that he disturbed a parish in the eastern part of

the county and had just walked over from

Penzance, where he had been that morning to

bury somebody.
" And I'd give my shirt for a

drink," he said. Turning round he tried to carry

on a conversation with me about Conrad.

Apparently the business of the house-boat wreck

still rankled, and Joe Dylke wanted to explain to

me how it happened ; but I could only catch a

word here and there; something about Conrad

being
" a juggins for not waking me." To this

day I have not had a coherent account of the

wreck, though it crops up whenever Joe Dylke
and Conrad meet.

I confess that when we turned in at the newly
made approach to Morrison's house the thought
did enter my head that I might be going to a

private asylum. The house, I saw, was "g'eat,"

but only "new" in the relative meaning of the

Cornish moor-dweller like Tom Lander. To be

precise, it had been finished and occupied for

nearly three years. There was nothing architec-

turally original about the place, which was built,

after the model of many Cornish manor-houses

of the Elizabethan period, in the shape of the

letter E, of good granite with a slate roof. All

the details, the dripstones over the casement

windows, the spandrels of the doorway, and the

corbels under the eaves, were very carefully
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finished. I unconsciously looked for a motto, such

as "Fay ce que vouldras," over the door, but

there was none. Evidently a lot of money had

been spent on the building, and the amount of

planting that had been done round it suggested

that its owner was considering the future. The

ground in front had been terraced, ;*nd laid out

in lawns and gardens, with advanL O'e taken of

rocks and gorse for protection, and a winding

path between hedges of escallonia, veronica and

euonymus, already well grown, descended into

the cove below.

Mrs. Willoughby, Joe Dylke and I got out at

the front door, and Teddy took the car round to

a garage at the back of the house. We entered

the hall, and Mrs. Willoughby went slowly up a

broad staircase, while Joe clumped about the flags,

yelling "Morrison!" at the top of his voice. A
faint "Library!" came from somewhere, and Joe

opened a door on the right and pushed me before

him into a small room filled with books, where

stood a small, owl-eyed and very dejected looking

man, dressed in black, with a white shirt front

and a little black tie, with his hands in his

pockets and a cigar that looked permanent in his

mouth. Outspread on the table before him was

a large map of Russia, I thought patrolled by
a Persian cat.

Joe said, "This is a friend of Conrad's, Mr.
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hang it all, I forget your name Teddy picked

him up in St. Ives."

I supplied the name, and Morrison, who on our

entrance had fixed me under his brows with his

owl's eyes, removed his cigar and held out his

hand.
"

I hope you are very well, Mr. Gregory Pinfold,"

he said in a pleasant though rather timid voice,
" and I am very glad to see you here. Isn't he

a noisy Joe ?
"

He pronounced it as nearly as I can spell it

" Tcho."

"And how's the great Morrison?
"

said Joe.
"
Very bad, Joe, very bad," said Mr. Morrison,

shaking his head.
"

It's those beastly cigars," said Joe.

"I daresay, Joe; I daresay," said Mr. Morrison

mildly.

At this moment a very sweetly-toned bell

began to ring overhead, and Joe bade me come

along and wash.



CHAPTER VII

WE
descended to a long room with three

windows looking a little south of west

towards Pendeen. Tom Lander's account

of
"
pictures and statues and marble floors and

looking-glasses
" had prepared me for the un-

bridled exposure of Morrison's racial fancy in

house decoration, but the reality was reassuring.

There were pictures in the room, including a

Titian Venus and two Gainsborough portraits

genuine so far as I was able to judge and some

good modern landscapes, but there were no mirrors

and no statues, though there were bronzes in the

hall. The only marble I had yet seen was in the

very well-appointed lavatory, where Joe Dylke
had taken me to wash my hands. At one end

of the dining-room, or refectory as Joe called it,

again suggesting Thelema, there was an organ,

and at the other a little gallery.

Mrs. Willoughby, Mr. Morrison and Teddy the

two latter with affectionately linked arms and a

stout, middle-aged woman with short grey hair,
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who I afterwards learnt was a novelist, were in

the room when we entered. We were followed

immediately by two young women, a youth of

about eighteen and a little boy of six or so, who
all came in together and greeted Joe with derisive

outcries. I was introduced at random as a friend

of Conrad's, and the little boy, who called the

novelist
"
mother," asked me when Conrad was

going to send him his real alive monkey. After

we had taken our places at the prettily decorated

and well-furnished table, a bleached and tremulous

old man, prematurely old by the look of him,

whose face was in some unexplained way familiar

to me, shuffled into the room. He eyed me

suspiciously, and I think it cost him an effort not

to retreat; but Joe Dylke, as if he had been

prepared for the contretemps, said in a firm, loud

voice, such as one would use to an hysterical

person or a climber in danger of losing his head

at an awkward corner, "Mr. Holcroft, this is Mr.

Gregory Pinfold, a friend of Conrad's." This had

the intended effect of steadying the old man, and

he came to me and pressed my hand, murmuring

apologetically ; and afterwards walked round the

table to a vacant place beside the little boy, who
took hold of his hand and made much of him

and throughout the meal anticipated his wants in

a way that was very pretty to see.

Joe Dylke said
" Ssh !

"
impatiently and, lurching
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up, said a Latin " Grace
"

in a rapid undertone,

crossing himself with a careless gesture that was

too matter-of-fact to seem irreverent. This was

not the only time that I noticed in Joe Dylke a

striking contrast between his habitual flippancy

and a fanatical sincerity in matters of religion ;

as I have seen good craftsmen, careless and even

abandoned in their lives, go fighting-mad over a

piece of work.

Apparently Morrison employed
"
lady servants,"

for we were waited upon by two charming girls

in lilac print, who joined in the conversation,

chaffing and being chaffed by Joe and the youth,

whose name, except
"
Jerry," I did not catch.

Jerry laughed at everything said to him, but

hardly spoke except to call for more beer.

Morrison sat all of a heap at the head of the

table, and ate only some "
patent "-looking biscuits

and a little fruit and drank only Perrier water.

Nobody seemed to notice his dejection, which

must have been habitual, but in spite of the

general freedom and noisy conversation, everybody
seemed to treat him with curious respect and

became silent whenever he spoke, which was only

to say, "Teddy, my dear, you have no appetite,"

or
"
Di, I have never seen you looking so pretty,"

or some such remark. To me, who sat at his

right hand, he occasionally addressed himself in

comment upon his pleasure in being surrounded
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by the "dear boys and girls," as he called them,

or to speak in praise of Conrad, but he made

no attempt to carry on a regular conversation

with me.

No hint was given at lunch-time of any

particular object in my visit to Morrison. Nor,

to be honest, would I have suspected any special

relation between the different members of the

company if I had not been prepared to look for

one. I might have said, perhaps, that they

seemed less like members of a private house

party than unusually congenial guests at a

remarkably pleasant and comfortable boarding-

house, but otherwise there was nothing to excite

the curiosity of a casual observer. The meal

itself and its appointments in the way of glass

and silver and so on were good, but not elaborate.

But though I was not allowed by any reticence

or over-attention on the part of the others to

wonder why I was there, I could not help

wondering, and this kept me on the look-out for

anything that might give me a clue. I noticed,

for example, that while all present, though

apparently varied in their characters and interests,

were on intimate terms with each other and with

their host, there was a particular and affectionate

relation, understood by the others, between him

and Teddy. If Morrison was the Head, I thought,

Teddy must be his first lieutenant. Certain
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peculiarities of Teddy's character, more evident

now than while he had been adapting himself to

the Kenwyn-Browns I mean, lest I be mis-

understood, that he talked up to rather than

down to them deepened this impression. He
was a little set apart from the others. Not, I

felt, by anything so trivial as his title which,

indeed, would not have been discovered, since they

all called him "
Teddy

" but by what I am

compelled to call his purity of character. The

others talked and joked with him familiarly, but

they seemed to recognize reverence is hardly too

strong a word in him some uncommon attribute.

He might have been the only child in a company
of grown-ups, or the only woman in a company
of men. He was, without exception, the gravest

young man I have ever met, and at the same

time in a very rare way the humblest. When

appealed to for his opinion upon anything, he

waited for a few seconds before speaking in a

listening attitude, as if to allow his own personality

to sink before some higher that spoke through

him, and then what he said was often startlingly

indifferent to the feelings of the questioner.

There was about him a touch of the fanatic,

though not precisely of the religious fanatic. At
the time I did not know that he had been a

soldier, and the Free Library "Burke" was of

too early a date to inform George Cobden that
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he had won his V.C. over a matter of guns in

Africa; but I have noticed that this quality

occurs more often in soldiers than in any other

class of men, coupled too, as in Teddy's case,

with a fastidiousness in quite worldly
"
things,"

dress, food, wine, and so on, piquantly unexpected
in the fanatic or mystic. I was, of course, partly

prepared to find this purity of character in Teddy

by what Conrad and Anastasia had said about

him, and I began to understand why Mrs.

Willoughby so leaned upon him.

Possibly it was my impression of Teddy that

put me on the track of what seemed to be the

only common characteristic of my pleasant com-

panions. They talked about all sorts of subjects,

public and personal, and many clever and amusing

though not particularly memorable things were

said; but I heard nothing ill-natured and I felt

that I was in a company where, to use an old-

fashioned phrase, qualities of the heart rather

than of the head were appreciated ; that something

had been done here to transcend the circumstances

which rather than innate hostility keep one

human being from understanding another. From
casual allusions to " the Morrison lot

"
in the

neighbourhood, I was quite prepared to find a

spirit of retaliation among them ;
as of a little

society united against outsiders. On the contrary,

they took the kindliest interest in their neighbours
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and spoke of them as if they themselves were

quite unaware that they were not locally popular.

I gathered, indeed, that the local prejudice must

be beginning to wear down, and that there was a

tentative come and go between Morrison's house

and the surrounding farm folk and some of the

St. Ives painters, who, however, were at the

moment away.
One thing that impressed me was the attention,

quite different from sentimental child-worship, paid

to the little boy who sat opposite me between

Morrison and Holcroft. He was a dark-eyed,

round-headed, intelligent-looking little fellow, not

forward or precocious, but quite without shyness.

When he spoke everybody listened as if there

were a special value in the sayings of a child.

Most of his conversation was addressed to Mr.

Holcroft, who made me think of a man slowly

recovering his self-respect under this innocent

patronage. I heard the boy say to him,
"

I like

you because of your looks. When you get up in

the morning you put on a new look, like a new

face, and I like it." Evidently the boy, whose

name was Edgar, was unable to distinguish between

the real world and that of his imagination. He
had a long story to tell about his

" cavin
"

a

portmanteau word including cabin and cavern, I

guessed in the cove, where he kept gold and a

chest containing his loves and kisses. "When I
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get excited about anything," he said, "I like to

tell it round again and again. Because I want

to hear it myself." From him I learnt many
interesting facts about natural history ; thus, a

man comes round to paint the blackberries, and

fish are green because the colour of the sea comes

off on them. He had brought to the table a

familiar in the shape of a battered monkey of

white fur that apparently shared all his adventures.
"
I and monkey are gently reared," he told me,

and, describing some imaginary feast at which he

and his familiar had been present, he said,
"

I felt

something, and there was a dear little wolf biting

my arm," adding inconsequently, "The table was

laid lovely because it was laid by a snake." The

last word gave me the keynote of the impression

that was forming in my mind ; I had never been

among people who seemed to combine so practi-

cally and in such a matter-of-fact way the

innocence of the dove and the wisdom of the

serpent. They made me think of Quakers, and I

felt that they ought to have " thee'd
" and

" thou'd
"

each other.

Not only the child, with his unconscious patron-

age, but everybody else seemed anxious to encour-

age Mr. Holcroft, whose name as well as his face

was tantalizingly familiar, as if he had lately

suffered. The young women who waited paid

him particular attention. He was not an attractive
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old man
; his manner was unpleasantly craven,

and he ate and drank furtively, though a little

greedily. Apparently good food and wine were

new to him. Nothing was said to give me any
hint of his history. Joe Dylke said to him in

the challenging tone he used to make him speak

up before the world :

"
Well, Mr. Holcroft, what have you been doing

this morning?" and he said that he had been

doing a little gardening.

While we had our coffee and cigarettes, one of

the waitresses, as if by custom, played to us on

the organ water-blown, I observed and the other

sang, and I guessed that these cultivated hand-

maids were probably the origin of the local stories

about "French dancing-girls." Morrison was

evidently a keen lover of music, and his remarks

showed a wide knowledge of the subject. After

Schubert's Auf dem Wasser zu singen, the little

boy said, "That was not a dry, hard music, but a

soft, trickling music, like water trickling."

When we rose from the table, Morrison took

me by the arm and led me to the library, which

I now observed to be in the north-west angle of

the building, with one window looking towards

the towering headland of Bosigran and the other

towards Pendeen. We lit cigars and Morrison

placed me in an armchair, while he stood before

the table in the dejected attitude in which I had
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first seen him. But in spite of his dejection

there was about him a curious dignity ; the

dignity of the man who will speak whatever

comes into not so much his head as his heart,

compelling a transparent honesty in return.

After looking at me for a second or two,

Morrison removed the cigar from his mouth and

said with a smile I shall not attempt to re-

produce his accent, which I took to be German :

"
Well, what is it you want to know ?

"

I thought the best thing to say was that I

wanted to know everything. That seemed to

please him, though he said :

" You must have gathered from Conrad and

from Teddy a general idea of our association ?
"

The last word, as I told him, expressed exactly

what I had not been sure about.
" So ?

"
he said.

"
Well, then I will tell you

all about it."

It was not a dramatic revelation, though from

the first words I knew that I was "
up against

"

a much bigger thing than I had had any idea

of. Imagine a number of people two thousand,

seven hundred and fifty-three by Morrison's list

at that moment, to be precise of every class

and creed, not removed from society but remain-

ing in their several places and so infecting the

mass, with nothing to lose.

Perhaps the full importance of this will become
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clearer if I put it as Morrison, writing laboriously

on a half-sheet of notepaper with the smile of a

mischievous child, put it for me, in a formula :

" What you have.

Take away : What you think you must have.

,, ,, What you think you want.

,, What other people say you
must have.

,, What other people think you
want.

What is left ?
"

What is left is the greatest power for good or

evil that human nature can exercise. Of indivi-

duals this has always been recognized, and the

man with nothing to lose has always been the

terror of society. All the efforts of government
have been to give him, as Mr. Kenwyn-Brown
would say, an interest in the concern; failing

that, some pretext has been found for exterminat-

ing him ; and, since he has generally appeared
as the law-breaker, the task has been easy. But

an organization of more than two thousand men

and women, daily increasing in number, with

nothing to lose, refusing an interest in the

concern while obeying all its laws, cannot be

exterminated except by wanton massacre.
" Do you understand ?

"
said Morrison, when I

had read his formula and pondered its implica-

tions.
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I said that I understood.

"And you accept?
" he said.

I said that I thought I had always accepted,

and that I knew hundreds more who had always

accepted.

"There is nothing more," said Morrison.

There was no ceremony of initiation, there

were no vows to take. I did not even sign my
name in the commonplace-looking account book

with marbled covers which Morrison took from

the drawer of his table; he entered my name

there in his large round hand. The only change
for me was that a way of living that had been

merely habitual was now intentional. Certain

things I had done, or rather not done, from lack

of desire were now to be not done with a

purpose. That was the whole meaning of the

organization ; to give purpose to what had been

accidental. It borrowed something from Quaker-
ism and something from Freemasonry. The only

bond between its members was recognition, and

their motto was "Now!"
This is not the place, and the time is not yet,

to describe in detail the working of an association

that could hardly be said to have an object

except to refrain. In so far as it had any definite

social object, the association might be compared
to the formation of a new skin below the bruised

and broken surface of society. All active attempts
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to oppose or to reform existing institutions were

to be deprecated as mere patchwork and tinkering.

Social machinery was to be allowed to run down.

Or, to return to the more physiological illustra-

tion, the process desired was one of exfoliation ;

as one institution after another shrivelled up and

scaled off, whether painlessly by inherent rotten-

ness or violently by war and revolution, the new

skin would rise to the surface. This would be a

long and a slow process, and as yet there was

only a beginning which might be compared to

little growing centres of new and healthy tissue

distributed throughout the body politic.

Certain immediate practical consequences may
be noted. The policy of refraining did not imply
ascetic renunciation. To each his real needs.

The only self-reformation required of the indi-

vidual members of the association was the dis-

covery of and the abiding by real wants as

distinct from the wants imposed by ulterior

motives, whether the holding together or the de-

struction of existing institutions. They must have

nothing to lose. And since the real wants of

individuals vary, to one the bare necessities of

life, to another the refinements of art, there

followed the astonishing variety of an association

that could include Di Willoughby and Tom
Lander; for, as was in my mind when I said to

Morrison that I knew hundreds who had always
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accepted, the association must be said to include

many to whom, from one cause or another, but

chiefly the avoidance of propaganda, recognition

had not yet been extended. It followed, too and

this might be thought a weakness that the asso-

ciation did not include the unfit. With regard to

society in general, the displacement of each

member must be equal to his support ; for one

reason or another, talents, industry, manners,

looks, whatever it might be, society must have

need of him or her to the extent of their needs.

But not consciously, as in an ideal state; the

relation must be automatic and in the existing

nature of things. So that the association was

not humanitarian except in the hope that presently,

by the gradual transformation of society, every

human being would be found indispensable.

I said that there were no vows to be taken, but

there were two conditions required, both negative,

and in my case both already conformed to : to

abstain from voting, whether political or municipal,

and to have no investments of money.

Prepared as I was by my friendship with

Conrad Lowe, there was very little for me to

learn ;
little more than a definite interpretation

of what I had observed and imagined. That

indeed was the chief merit of the association ;

it needed no sudden conversion of its members,

but merely a confirmation of their natural religion,
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so to speak. Still, I was curious to know some-

thing of its origin, and particularly of the part

Morrison had played in forming it.

In response to my questions, Morrison told me
his history. He was, as I supposed, a German

Jew, the son of a Hamburg banker, who had

played an important though secret part in the

confederation of the Empire. In his youth
Morrison had been a disciple of Ferdinand Lassalle,

and a firm believer in social reformation by

political means, violent or otherwise. He suffered

imprisonment, and, later, came under the influence

of Tolstoy. If at this time he had been master

of his fortune, he would have renounced it, but

his father was still alive. During the war with

France his convictions went into the melting-pot,

and he fought in the ranks, and afterwards, a

man without a philosophy, came over to England
as London agent for his father. From time to

time, even during his violently socialistic period,

he had been impressed, and, as he said, irritated

by the men he met who stood on one side ; who
did not oppose a social system that was in their

opinion ill-founded, but took no hand in it, with-

out, like Tolstoy, embracing a gospel of renuncia-

tion. Little by little he began to see in these

Laodicean deserters, whom he had alternately

feared and despised, the possibility of a new

order, and, with the interchange of ideas, what
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had been a negative became a positive philo-

sophy : the philosophy of laissez-faire with a

new meaning. At first, from the accident of

race, the ideas of Morrison and his friends were

naturally associated with Zionism, but they soon

saw that only a minority of social deserters were

of their own race and creed, and that segregation

was the very principle to be avoided. They
must be in the world though not of it. The

crisis, for Morrison, came with the death of his

father. He found himself master of a large

fortune, involved, however, with the very roots of

a social system he and his friends wanted to see

superseded. He must either use his fortune for

the furtherance of that system or give it away.
The discovery "of saccharine by Dr. Fahlberg in

1887 suggested a way out of the difficulty, and

Morrison disposed of his interest in the bank and

invested his capital in the manufacture of the

new product, returning to Germany for that

purpose. From the beginning he organized his

business on semi-socialistic lines, and what profits

were not employed for the benefit of the workers

and the extension of their industry were allowed

to accumulate without interest.

I could not pretend to grasp all the social and

economical effects of Morrison's position, but I

could see at least that, from the economical point

of view, he might be regarded as a dangerous
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combination of the two worst enemies of society :

the miser and the spendthrift. On the one hand,

by the sale of something he made, he abstracted

money from the community, and instead of

returning it to what is called
"
healthy circula-

tion," kept it, or the greater part of it, locked up ;

he accumulated wealth and made it sterile. On
the other, when he did spend, he spent at caprice

and, except for the immediate employment of

labour, in unproductive ways. The house I was

in, for example, was merely a pleasure-house. I

gathered that in commercial circles Morrison was

looked upon as a menace and a mystery; people

were always wondering what he did and what he

meant to do with his money.
What he meant to do with it eventually, I

could not tell, but in the meantime, I surmised,

a certain amount of it went in a capricious and,

from the economist's point of view, dangerous

form of charity. Although the association of

which I had become so undramatically a member
was not philanthropic in object, it had this

philanthropic element, that whenever, from any

cause, illness or temporary incapacity, the dis-

placement in society of a member became unequal
to his support, there was Morrison to fall back

upon. This was the importance of Morrison.

He, so to speak, endowed the anti-social. Gen-

erally society finds out a way to destroy the
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deserter by crushing him at the moment of his

incapacity; at the moment when its need of him

is less than his need of what society can give

him ; but society could not crush the deserter

with Morrison behind him.

Evidently there was a certain amount of truth

in Tom Lander's idea that Morrison's great house

was a sanatorium ; here came those bruised and

broken by the complex machinery of a civilization

they did not understand. A remark, a complaint,

rather, of Morrison's told me that his hospitality

was not abused.
"
Nearly three thousand, Gregory, nearly three

thousand," he said, with the comically characteristic

shrug and whine of the Jew, as he put away his

account book,
" and I can hardly get my friends to

stop with me. There's Conrad, now, a very bad boy ;

I sometimes think I shall never see Conrad again."

To me there was something both humorous

and very beautiful in the idea of this member of

a despised and persecuted race being sweetly

revenged upon society by the care of its deserters

who would presently, if I may be allowed the

hope, become the basis of a better society. Not

that Morrison claimed any such importance. What
I have written was read between the lines of his

history ; from stray hints let fall in his account

of how he met and forced or coaxed the confidence

of this or that member of the association.
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It was only when we had left the house and come

out into the westering sunlight of an August after-

noon that I thought of the Kenwyn-Browns. It is

hardly an exaggeration to say that the contrast

of ideas made me stagger. There were the

Kenwyn-Browns among the busiest and cheerfullest

reformers of the social edifice ; here was Morrison

patiently undermining it. For the moment I felt

guilty ; it was true that I had never pretended to

anything more than a personal friendship for the

Kenwyn-Browns, but until now I had not been

definitely enrolled among the enemies of the social

fabric they spent their best energies in support-

ing. At the moment the thing presented itself

pictorially they were, with the assistance of

Lambert, hoisting a passive Julia into a permanent
niche as an example of its best and brightest

ornaments. Was it possible that this opportunity

had been taken of extracting a confession of faith

from me, the familiar friend of Julia's family, in

order that " the Morrison lot
"
might more easily

lay hands upon her to pull her down before she

stiffened ?

These fantastic thoughts filled my head as we

took the turns between fragrant hedges of a path
that descended in zigzags, from the drive in the

direction of the cove. I was now able to get a

good idea of the lie of Morrison's house and estate.

These occupied the north-eastern flank of a valley
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running inland from Bosigran Head to the Zennor-

Morvah road, so that their general aspect was

south-west. Beyond the mouth of the valley,

which was watered by a little stream I remembered

as once red with tin-washings, though clear now,

the granite bastions and pinnacles of the coast

extended in a broken line to Pendeen, which was

the farthest point visible. Inland the horizon was

closed by the heads of Hannibal's Carn and Carn

Galva, "a hill possessing all the attributes of a

mountain but the height," as Folliott Stokes

observes ; and the intervening road being invisible

there was nothing to destroy the effect of a garden
enclosed and blooming between the barren hills

and the sea. From time to time Morrison stopped
to point with his cigar to some particularly

striking conquest of unkindly conditions; a well-

grown shrub or a clump of stocks in clove-scented

flower; or to the wheel he had placed at a fall

of the stream to supply power for lighting the

house with electricity.

We came suddenly upon a little miracle : a

lawny pocket in the cliff, abloom with roses, with

its back to the open sea but overlooking the

cove, where stilled water ground upon a blue-

pebbled beach with the effect of a monster on the

curb ; as the balcony of a theatre overlooks the

stage. Behind and below the natural rampart, the

swell boomed heavily, but within the cove there
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was only a clucking and muttering. In this

"
parlour," as Morrison called it, where cunning

additions of wall and wattle and elder hedge had

been made to the rocks and wind-curved hazel

and thorn that formed its natural protection, Di

Willoughby, Teddy and Joe Dylke sat in deck

chairs in quiet and apparently serious conversa-

tion. Di was sewing, and Joe and Teddy had

their pipes. But for an air of homeliness, of

ultra-domesticity, I should have been reminded of

a scene out of Boccaccio.

Joe said
" Hullo !

" and got up from his chair,

which he insisted on my taking, while he stretched

himself on the turf with Teddy, who gave up his

chair to Morrison. On our appearance there was

about the group the faintest self-consciousness, as

if they were aware that we came from a ceremony
of initiation; and Di, who looked strangely rose-

like among the roses, gave me a quick smile of

welcome, as if to say, "Now it's all right." I felt

rather like a child rejoining very sweet-natured

companions after a wigging. They were inclined

to make much of me. From the presence of the

three I could hear the child's and other voices in

the cove below I could not but suppose that

some sort of council was intended, and I was not

surprised when Di said :

"Tell me about Julia."

I said laughingly that Julia was a long and
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complicated subject, and Di, as if to reprove an

attempted evasion, said bluntly :

"Yes, but I mean about this new young man.

Is it an arrangement of her parents ?
"

I said I was quite sure it was not, but thought

they welcomed it. Wishing to present a case for

not only the honesty of the Kenwyn-Browns, but

the desirability of the whole thing from their

point of view, I went on to say what I knew

about Lambert. Mrs. Willoughby understood my
intention, and agreed that, on the face of it, the

whole thing was eminently desirable, so that I

wondered " What then ?
"

There was a little

pause, and then Morrison, who had not spoken
since our arrival, took his cigar out of his mouth

and said :

" Does Conrad know ?
"

I said that he didn't know, and Morrison said

"Oh." That made me uncomfortable and also

impatient, and I said that young men used to be

more enterprising.
" But Miss Julia denied him," said Teddy

quickly.

"She did," I admitted; "but wasn't it rather

that she denied herself ?
"

Joe Dylke slapped his knee. "There you] are,"

he said,
"
that's the whole thing. The whole

thing depends on Miss Julia."

I suppose my worried expression betrayed my
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long-founded conviction that the whole thing did

depend upon Julia and that she was a very tire-

some young person, for the others laughed. But

I wasn't going to excuse Conrad, and I said that

even if Julia had snubbed him at the start, he

ought to have tried his chances later.
" That is,"

I said,
"
assuming that he is really in love with

her."
"
Oh, Conrad isn't sentimental," said Mrs.

Willoughby, and I thought the remark irritatingly

ambiguous. Joe Dylke was inclined to agree with

me that Conrad had muffed his chances, but

Teddy said, with his young gravity :

"
No, Conrad was quite right to wait for Miss

Julia to come round. He could not foresee Mr.

Lambert."

"You see," said Morrison, "it is not merely a

choice between two nice young men. That would

be very interesting to young ladies, but hardly

important, and our Conrad is not a baby, if the

other man should be the luckier fellow. It is a

choice between two Julias, which is much more

important. If you are satisfied that this Julia of

the moment is the real Julia and the mother of

all the little Julias that are to be, we are satisfied

and Conrad is satisfied, and he will dance at the

wedding with Di here if she is well enough," and

he patted her hand. " But it would be rather

dreadful," he went on,
"

if the mother of all the nice
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little fat solemn Julias and Lamberts were an

Undine after all."

In spite of his jesting tone there was a hint of

something underneath that disturbed me. I sup-

pose I looked it, for Mrs. Willoughby laughed
rather compassionately and said :

"
Oh, don't be nervous, Mr. Pinfold ; Conrad will

play cricket. It's Julia herself that we want to

help."

I said I didn't see how they could. Nobody
was coercing Julia.

"Supposing," said Mrs. Willoughby, demurely

stitching,
" Conrad were in a good position, with

what are called prospects and that sort of

thing ?
"

"Oh, the Kenwyn-Browns like him," I said.

"
Julia would know that ?

"
said Mrs. Willoughby

craftily.

I said that I thought she would, and Mrs.

Willoughby said :

"At any rate Conrad knows that the Kenwyn-
Browns have nothing against him personally."

" That's what's worrying us," said Joe Dylke,

moving impatiently. "Conrad is a juggins," and

he muttered something professional about "
bowing

down in the house of Rimmon."

"Julia knows better than that anyhow," said

Mrs. Willoughby, with a smile of feminine superi-

ority ;
"she knows it's all or nothing, and that's
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why she ' took a fear
'

as they say down
here."

I admired Mrs. Willoughby's feminine intuition,

but I wondered how she knew that Julia had

taken a fear, and said so.

"We got that from Conrad," she said.

I said that for a young man who hadn't even

tried his chance, Conrad seemed to have been

pretty communicative about his feelings. They all

laughed, and Mrs. Willoughby said,
"
Imagine

Conrad trying to hide anything ! No ; he only

talked about Julia. We did the rest."

"We're getting off the point," said Joe Dylke.
"

If it is to be Conrad it must be Conrad in his

bare bones."
"
Yes," said Mrs. Willoughby emphatically,

" and Julia knows that very well, if Conrad doesn't.

I'll admit she's tiresome, but it's a very big thing
for a girl to decide particularly with all her cir-

cumstances, her family and so on, pulling one way."
"You see," said Joe Dylke, as he knocked out

his pipe, "if it were only a question of opposition

and Miss Julia gave half a sign, Conrad would

walk in and take her away. We would back him

up. That's what we're for."

"I've been thinking," said Teddy, who had not

spoken for some time, and all the others turned

and looked at him, "that the Kenwyn-Browns

ought to be given a chance. In case of emer-
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gencies," he slightly emphasized the word,
" we

ought to be quite sure that they are deliberately

walking in darkness ; that they are not open to

conviction."

"A very good idea, Teddy, a very good idea,"

said Morrison. Then, turning to me, he said,
" Do

you think that your friend Mr. Kenwyn-Brown
would give me the very great pleasure of his

company before he goes back to London ?
"

Mr. Kenwyn-Brown, I said, would be delighted

though I didn't give the reason why I felt sure

that he would. I thought of Mr. Kenwyn-Brown

marshalling his arguments. Teddy said that he

would call for us with the car on the following

afternoon, and Morrison said slyly:
"
Perhaps Miss Julia, too, would like to look at

my little place ?
"

I was not hopeful, but I said I would ask her.

There was something rather comic about this

reckoning without the principals, but I thought I

understood the situation. All that my new friends

wanted was " a fair field and no favour," as Joe

put it. They knew that Julia and Conrad, like

any other young man and woman, must settle

their own affairs, but they had learned by ex-

perience Mrs. Willoughby, I guessed, by personal

and unfortunate experience the immense import-

ance of external circumstances in determining a

young woman's choice in love, and they would
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spare no pains to "keep the ring." It struck me
as natural that, like myself, they didn't attach

any personal importance to Lambert. He was not

so much a rival to Conrad as a part of the

circumstances that confused the issue. If Julia

didn't want Conrad and " the wraggle-taggle

gipsies O," she might as well marry Lambert as

not. I wondered a little why they bothered their

heads about a matter that, as Morrison said, was

"hardly important," until I saw that it was

Conrad and not Julia that worried them. Evi-

dently he had said something to imply that he

wanted Julia very badly, and they were afraid

that in the effort to get her he was compromising
himself with the enemy ;

"
bowing down in the

house of Rimmon," as Joe Dylke said, whether by

selling typewriters or otherwise. They would have

none of that ; he could sell typewriters if he

liked, but he mustn't sell them with an ulterior

motive, and so put himself in a position where he

had something to lose, where his relation to society

would cease to be automatic. He must stand out

in the ring "in his bare bones." The more I

thought about it the more clearly I saw that this

trivial business of Jack and Jill, as yet undeclared,

was one of those test cases that set societies by
the ears. It made the wayward and unconscious

Julia a person of almost historical importance.
She was the "strange woman" over again.
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The ascent of Mr. Holcroft and Mrs. Ward, the

novelist, with little Edgar, from the cove, and the

descent of tea in a sort of lift-railway arrangement,

put an end to my reflection. Mr. Holcroft made
a special effort to overcome his shyness of me

merely as a stranger, I thought and engaged me
in conversation. He asked me if I did anything
in the City, and seemed reassured when I told

him I did not. Jerry and the two girls had gone
off on the moors and would not be back till

evening, but we were joined by the two young
women who had waited on us at lunch and who
now merged in the company.
Whatever might be the object of the association

or the particular designs of its heads in the Jack
and Jill affair, it included some very pleasant

people. What pleased me was their combination

of indifference to the "
gigmanities

" and un-

ashamed appreciation of things that really matter,

such as youth, friendship, cheerfulness, leisure and

beauty. I felt, for example, that Di Willoughby,

for all her superficial
" smartness

" and ambiguous

position, was a much more homely person than

Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown. I won't say that my new

acquaintances made me think any the less

cordially of the Kenwyn-Browns, because it was

already understood that the Kenwyn-Browns

intrigued themselves over matters of no import-

ance
; but I could not help wishing that Mr.
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Kenwyn-Brown might learn from his visit the

advantage of a simpler view of life.

After a flying visit to Morrison's laboratory,

which was his only private hobby, I walked back

to St. Ives in the company of Joe Dylke, who

had to return to his parish that night. I found

the slangy young priest, with his stories of trouble

with bishops, an amusing companion. He was

very much concerned about Mrs. Willoughby's
health ; he noticed a great change since he had

last seen her. With a gravity that contrasted

piquantly with his careless language, he said that

the importance of love and death were only

realized when one had got rid of the trimmings.

As an instance of the wide-reaching effects of an

organization that was not immediately political

in purpose, I learnt that the Earl of Ambleside,

whom Joe described as a "solemn old boy," was

already sympathetically interested in his son's

friendship with Morrison and that he had

expressed views upon a recent land question that

caused quite a flutter in the House of Lords.
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CHAPTER VIII

AS
I expected, Mr. Kenwyn-Brown jumped at

the idea of a visit to Morrison, but Julia

refused the invitation with quite un-

necessary emphasis. I found the atmosphere at

the hotel a little strained that evening, and I

presently understood that there had been what

Julia called
" a row about the Morrison lot."

Her mother had taken her to task about her

rudeness in the morning and had called her
" suburban." Julia didn't mind that ; what she

did mind was her people not having the sense to

see that their new acquaintances were undesirable.

Or that is what she said she minded.

My message revived the subject, and Julia

broke out again in the worst possible taste. She

quoted with unction all the unpleasant stories we

had heard in St. Ives about the Morrison lot.

Her mother said that naturally a little place like

that would misunderstand " the cosmopolitan

freedom of London society." The Cornish were

notoriously puritanical ; look at the way they
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kept Sunday.
" I'm sure we shock them," she

said gaily, and I saw Julia look at her with

something like pity. I was half hoping, half

afraid that Julia would let go then and there,

but I saw her pull herself up ; and with a pang
of remorse I understood the unfortunate position

she was in if a man can ever understand what

a proud woman has to undergo when the man
won't "speak." In order to hide him she must

deny
"
his sisters and his cousins and his aunts

"

and everything that is even remotely connected

with him. I would have given a great deal if

Conrad had walked in then. I am quite sure

that George Cobden understood what was at the

bottom of Julia's hostility to Conrad's friends.

He was rash enough to back her up in dis-

paraging the Morrison lot, and she turned on him

in fury.

"That's because they haven't taken any notice

of you," she said ;

"
you were dangling about for an

invitation this morning. Well, why don't you go
instead of me? I'm sure Lady Algy would be

pleased to see you."

Poor Lambert, who naturally couldn't understand

what all the fuss was about, ventured to agree

with Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown. He said that he

thought Julia was rather exclusive. It was an un-

fortunate word considering what Julia was ex-

cluding and for whose benefit and for a moment
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I thought she was going to turn on him too.

But the humour of the thing seemed suddenly to

appeal to her, and she laughed and said,
" Now

you see what a quarrelsome family we are."

That irritated Mrs. Brown, and she said :

" We're not quarrelling ; but you might re-

member, Julia, that you are talking about Uncle

Gregory's friends."

My attitude was "Don't mind me," and I

suppose Julia saw that, for she muttered something
about Uncle Gregory understanding what she

meant. Mr. Brown, who had smilingly kept his

own counsel, said that, anyhow, Uncle Gregory
and he understood Mr. Morrison and that men of

the world could be on very good terms with

people whose views they detested. That was

what women could never understand, and if Julia

couldn't keep her temper in a difference of

opinion she had better go to bed. I perceived

that Mr. Kenwyn-Brown had marshalled his

arguments. Julia gave him the look of a black-

browed young Cassandra and said,
"
Oh, just you

wait !

"

" You may be sure," said her father pleasantly,
" that I shall judge Mr. Morrison and his friends,

as I do everybody else, upon their merits, without

regard to what other people say about them."

I didn't know whether to interpret Julia's

"Just you wait !

"
as a warning or a threat, and
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encouraged by her hint of my understanding

what she meant, I made an opportunity to let

her see that if she was in any sort of trouble I

wanted to help her. So far as I could make out

Lambert meant to ask her to marry him, and she

was prepared to do so
;
but it seemed to me highly

important that she should not marry him to

spite herself, or even as a protection from the

idea of Conrad which I now saw was the more

probable motive of the two. I didn't think it

wise to speak of Conrad, but I said that Mrs.

Willoughby and Mr. Morrison were very anxious

to make her acquaintance ; Anastasia had told

them such a lot about her. I only got snubbed

for my pains.
"
Oh, Uncle Gregory," she said in an affectedly

weary tone,
"

I wish you wouldn't make such a

fuss about nothing. You're as bad as the others.

I daresay Mrs. Paget's friends are very nice people,

but they're not my sort. They only asked me
out of politeness. Besides, I'm very busy. Why
are you so horrid to Mr. Lambert ?

"
she added,

turning the tables on me.

I repeated that Mr. Lambert was a very worthy

young man. She agreed gratefully. I believed

that she liked Lambert very well, and that if she

made the mistake she contemplated, she would be

true and kind to him.

There could be no doubt that Mr. Kenwyn-
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Brown had quite made up his mind about what

he was going to find at Morrison's. I can best

describe it as a mixture of the Tariff Reform and

Primrose Leagues and the Kaffir Circus. He had

evidently thought the matter over in connection

with Teddy, for he remarked that people had

lately been wondering what Lord Ambleside, who

had always been looked upon as a pillar of the

Tory party, was "up to." He supposed it was
" some new dodge of Joe's."

The meeting between Mr. Brown and Morrison

was a pretty piece of good-humoured fencing. I

believe Mr. Brown expected Morrison to approach
him with a mining prospectus in his hand, and

offer to put him on to a good thing ; and he was

anxious to show Morrison that, while incorruptible,

he could waive his prejudices on a social visit.

He had his little joke, though. He spoke know-

ingly of the mines we had passed on the way to

Bosigran, and when Morrison said that he was not

interested in them, he laughed and said,
" Not

officially, eh ?
"

Morrison laughed, too, and

called him " A funny man." Mr. Brown received

this as an extravagant compliment, and said,

"Pinfold wonders what we are laughing at; but

then he doesn't understand business." I had never

seen Mr. Brown with his business manner before,

and I thought I understood why all the best im-

proper stories are said to originate on the Stock
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Exchange. Apparently there is a natural relation

between business and humorous impropriety.

Morrison sized Mr. Brown up in a moment and

adopted an extremely roguish manner, thickening

his accent and putting his finger to the side of

his nose. The implication was that Teddy and I,

not understanding business, could "run away and

play," while the two natural enemies indulged

their humours in a friendly truce.

We went off in search of Mrs. Willoughby,

whom we found sewing in the "Parlour." She

was disappointed on hearing that Julia had not

come. As if she had gathered from my tone that

I was vexed with Julia for not coming, she said

presently :

" You must not be too hard upon the girl, Mr.

Pinfold ; if, as I think, she really cares for

Conrad, it is only natural that she should avoid

his friends."

I said that it didn't seem natural to me that

she should encourage the attention of another

young man. Mrs. Willoughby laughed and

said :

"
Ah, you belong to the romantic sex. You

think that if a girl can't have the man she wants

she ought to pine away in maiden solitude. But

from what you say I think that Julia is a very

practical young person, and that won't make it

any the worse for Mr. Lambert."
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" You think she'll marry him, then ?

"
I said

rather feebly.

Mrs. Willoughby laughed again and said :

" From what you say I think she will, and on

the whole I think it will be a very good job.

What do you say, Teddy ?
"

Teddy agreed with her.

"Providing," he said, "that she sees quite

clearly what Conrad would mean and has made

up her mind that she can't face it. I think it

was rather a pity that she didn't meet Conrad '

in

his bare bones,' as Joe put it. Then she would

have known, and he would have known if she was

prepared to make the sacrifice, and there wouldn't

have been all this game of hide-and-seek. They
seem to me to have made a false start some-

how."

That was rather my own idea. From my
recollection of Julia's behaviour when she met

Conrad at my rooms, I believed that she shied off

from him in the first place because she thought
he was laughing at her "

wraggle-taggle gipsy
"

sympathies.
" The mistake that men so often make is in

thinking that women are more civilized and

refined than they are," said Mrs. Willoughby

sagely.
" So they are, but not in that way."

I thought of Anastasia and admitted that Mrs.

Wiiloughby was probably right. But I wanted
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to know exactly what Conrad would "
mean," as

Teddy said.

"Why," he said, in answer to my question, "it

wouldn't be a case of marrying a poor man, as

the Kenwyn-Browns would understand the word.

It would be a case of what they would call

destitution."

I suggested that Conrad could make a decent

living if he liked, and Teddy said coolly :

"
Yes, of course he could, but he doesn't in the

least want to."

It was, as Mrs. Willoughby said,
" a large

order
"

for any girl to decide, and with a clearer

view of the alternatives, I could better understand

both Conrad's exasperating inaction and Julia's

recoil.

"
Anyhow," said Mrs. Willoughby,

"
it's no use

worrying. Of course I should have liked to see

it come off, but if it doesn't it doesn't, and there

are no hearts broken."

We were presently joined by Morrison and Mr.

Kenwyn-Brown. I had expected to hear the

latter's voice from afar uplifted gaily in argument,
but he came silently, looking pale and disturbed.

He gave me the impression of a man who had

suddenly discovered that he was walking on a

volcano. Not that there was anything volcanic

in Morrison's appearance ; indeed, he looked a

little frightened, too, as if he had undergone a
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severe cross-examination. He treated Mr. Brown

with great respect, and if it hadn't been for Mrs.

Willoughby's cheery presence the situation would

have been awkward. But Mrs. Willoughby bade

Mr. Brown sit beside her, and talked to him

about Willie and Phil and "
that fine son of

yours."

Mr. Brown was in the middle of George Cob-

den's Oxford career when Mr. Holcroft and little

Edgar came up from the cove. I saw Mr. Brown

flush angrily and, with an " Oh !

"
of protest, he

got up from his comfortable attitude of lying

back in the deck chair.

He looked, as I had never seen him before,

cruel and vindictive. Mr. Holcroft hung back in

terror, with one hand raised as if to ward off a

blow, and the boy shook his other hand and

cried pitifully,
"
Oh, what have they done to

you ?
"

It was as if the child had his first

intimation of evil.

It was then that I felt the power under

Morrison's humble exterior.
" Mr. Kenwyn-Brown," he said quietly,

"
I

wish you to know my friend Mr. Holcroft."

For a moment I thought that Mr. Brown was

going to refuse, but he bowed stiffly and sat

down again.
" Mr. Holcroft," said Di, eyeing Mr. Brown I

thought a little contemptuously,
" should not
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hurry up the path. You should take more care

of him, Edgar ; you must remember that his

heart is not as strong as a little boy's."

She spoke lightly, but I saw the tears come

into her eyes.

Mr. Holcroft, holding tightly to Edgar's hand

and muttering, "He's quite right; he's quite

right," circled the lawn in a crab-like way to

avoid Mr. Brown, and sat down in the chair

which Teddy offered him.

The arrival of tea covered the little contretemps,

but I observed that both Teddy and Di now
treated Mr. Brown with chilly politeness. Re-

membering what Teddy had said about the

Kenwyn-Browns being "given a chance," I felt

that Mr. Brown had had his chance and missed

it. Youth had rejected him. Morrison was more

compassionate ; he might have been the conqueror

entertaining a fallen enemy.
The atmosphere was not exhilarating, and I

was glad when the time came for us to go.

Teddy offered to motor us back to St. Ives, but

Mr. Brown said that he would prefer to walk.

He wanted exercise. He made his farewells with

a sad dignity, as if he wished to judge nobody.
I had seen him behave like this at a music-hall

entertainment of which he disapproved. He
bowed to Mr. Holcroft, but did not offer him his

hand.
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During the first part of our walk, Mr. Brown

charitably confined his remarks to the beauties of

nature. "Where only man is vile" was implied.

I knew that sooner or later he would explain his

behaviour, so I did not ask any questions.

"I'm afraid Julia was right," he said at last

very gently.

"Yes?" I said.

" Do you know who that man is ?
"

I knew that he meant Mr. Holcroft, and I said

that I had no notion.

"Think," he said. "The face and the name."

I thought, but without result.

" Don't you remember," said Mr. Brown,

lowering his voice as if in consideration of the

landscape,
" the ' Mutual Trading Company

'

?
"

The vague familiarity of the name and the face

the latter from a Sunday newspaper drawing of

the prisoner in the dock, in which even the artist

had expressed the peculiar vindictiveness of

society against the financial offender beyond all

others was now explained. It was, I'll admit,

in its effects a pretty bad case. I remembered

reflecting at the time that Holcroft, who got five

years, was guilty by about six weeks. Something

that ought to have come off in that time didn't,

and so instead of a successful promoter he was a

criminal.

"Why," said Mr. Brown, stopping short in the
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road and putting his hands behind his back, as

if at the memory of being asked to defile them,

"the man must be only just out of prison."

That seemed probable. I didn't know what to

say except, "He might have changed his name."

"He might ?
"

said Mr. Brown chokingly. "It

was a duty. Blazoning it, that's what I call it ;

nothing short of blazoning it. I'm a man of the

world ;
I don't look any farther than I am told.

But to ask me to meet !

"

He walked on again.

Not understanding the "
rights

"
of the matter,

as Mr. Brown would have called them, I suppose
I ought to have kept silence, but I felt a little

sore, and I said that if the expression could be

used of a Jew, there was a certain amount of

Christian charity in Morrison's harbouring an ex-

convict.

"It won't do, Gregory, it won't do," said Mr.

Brown. " Business men and Morrison, whatever

he may be, is one of the ablest business men I

have ever met don't do such things. They can't

afford to. Unless but I leave you to understand."

I understood, but I couldn't agree. Hitherto, I

had always avoided an argument with Mr. Brown ;

or rather, my inability to understand business

had led him to treat me, whenever such matters

were under discussion, with humorous considera-

tion as a person not worth arguing with. I
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didn't mind that, but I didn't want him to warm
a serpent in his bosom particularly now that I

had definitely allied myself with people whose

opinions he would detest. I said that if a man
was in a strong position he could always afford

to be humane. He quoted the usual saying
about touching pitch. I said that was all non-

sense ; Holcroft couldn't hurt a man of Morrison's

age and ability.

"Not morally," said Mr. Brown, "but business

credit is a ticklish thing."

"Then business credit had better go," I said.

"
Oh, absurd," said Mr. Brown. "

Forgive me,

Gregory, but you really are talking about what

you don't understand. There's business and

business. Of course I'm not blaming you," he

went on,
"
you've been taken in. I hope Morrison

hasn't persuaded you to
"

I understood the curious delicacy of the busi-

ness man in talking about one's financial affairs,

and I laughed and said that Morrison hadn't.

"That's right," said Mr. Brown, and then very

seriously, "Promise me that you'll never take

shares in anything without consulting me ?
"

I promised him that, and his gratitude con-

vinced me that I had given him the last pledge

of friendship. It was as if a woman had promised

him that she would not marry without his

approval. After that I couldn't very well speak
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what was in my mind. I wanted to say that it

seemed to me that the cruel anger of newspapers

against the convicted financier was caused by the

knowledge that he had given away the show,

but I thought it better to hold my tongue. Mr.

Brown's next remark showed me that I did

wisely, for he said :

" You had better not tell Cobs about that

man. I should not like it to be known in the

City that I had sat at the same table on the

same lawn, at least with him. Of course," he

went on more tolerantly, "I've no wish to hit

a man when he is down, and if Morrison liked

to give his hospitality to a burglar or a man who
had been guilty of a crime of violence I should

not blame him. It would be ill-advised but not

compromising."
I could not help thinking that Mr. Brown's

attitude to Holcroft was like that of matrons to

the woman who has given where she ought to

have sold. Clearly I need not worry myself
about any fancied disloyalty to Mr. Brown. It

was the wrong volcano he had been treading on ;

he had no notion of, he could not be made to

see, the real danger (from his point of view) that

Morrison and his friends represented. He liked

Morrison's friends ; evidently he thought of Teddy
as a cat's-paw, and he spoke of him as

"
that

unfortunate young nobleman."
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Still, he was evidently disturbed by something
besides Holcroft. When we had reached the top
of the hill above Zennor, we sat on a hedge to

smoke our pipes, and Mr. Brown looked back long
and gloomily at Morrison's house, which was just

visible, with the light of Pendeen flashing behind

it with menacing effect. Remembering my im-

pression of the attitude of St. Ives to the

Kenwyn-Browns, I thought that in this case the

wink was a little bloodshot.

"I don't like it, Gregory; I don't like it at

all," said Mr. Brown ;

"
there's something up."

I asked him how he had got on with Morrison.
"

I don't understand him," he said querulously ;

"
that's what it amounts to. There's nothing

there. He won't fight. Of course, going by his

name and nationality and his running smart

people, I had got him pretty well summed up,

and I naturally tackled him about Tariff Reform.

He said
"

here Mr. Brown gave a clumsy imita-

tion of Morrison's accent "'Whad is Dariff

Reform ?
'

I let him have his little joke ; I

thought he wanted to draw me. So I let him

have my views ;
I put down my cards like a

man. He wouldn't. All I could get out of him

was '

I do not bother about the day before

yesterday; I make saccharine.' Gad!" said Mr.

Brown, clutching my arm,
"

is that it ? Do

you think," his voice sank to a murrn.ur of half
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admiration, half disapproval,
" that he's running

it in, you know, escaping duty? This," he

looked round,
"

is just the sort of place and

there's the tradition."

It was picturesque but, I thought, unlikely ; and

I said so.

"Well," said Mr. Brown with half regret, "I

hope you're right. I'm a staunch Free Trader,

but lawful dues are lawful dues. Anyhow, there's

something."
There was nothing, I felt, that could be ex-

plained in any language that he would not think

the language of insanity, so I said that, so far as

I knew, Morrison was pretty much what he pre-

tended to be.

"He can't be as bad as that," said Mr. Brown;
"it isn't thinkable. A man with a business

training living on his capital? Oh, it's wicked."

How much or how little Morrison had told Mr.

Brown about his ideas I did not know and I

never knew, but from that time I observed that

Mr. Brown was not quite the same man. It was

as if he had received his first intimation that

things are not what they seem, and although at

his interview with Morrison he had been treading

on the wrong volcano, he was at least conscious

that there was a volcano ; that the social fabric

he was so loyally bent upon reforming by what

he would have called constitutional means was
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not built upon solid ground. Mr. Brown was

not imaginative, but he was capable of impres-

sions, and I think he felt and was perplexed by
an obscure connection between Morrison and the

place where he lived. At any rate from that

time his enthusiasm for Cornwall was mingled

with a new sense of its other-worldness. He ex-

pressed it as "a queerness."

"Queer people one meets down here," he said;
"

it v/as on the Lizard that you first met that

queer chap, Conrad Lowe. Something in the air."

Then he laughed nervously, and I think he

wanted me to take up the subject, but I said

nothing. As we followed the lonely unfenced road

between the moor-clad hills and the sea in the

deepening dusk, with Pendeen winking redly behind

and Godrevy winking more blandly in front, as if

they confided one to the other the secret of the

land they guarded, he kept rather carefully in the

middle of the way. From over the land came the

recurrent reflection of the Lizard light ; we were

surrounded by intelligences. Once when some

young cattle broke cover like deer from the

hardly-browned bracken on the hill-side above us,

Mr. Brown caught my arm and said,
" What was

that, Gregory ?
"

He was not sorry, he said, to be getting back to

town in t\vo days. I guessed that he wanted to

go through the books to reassure himself, as he
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had said in speaking of Conrad. He did not say
so now in so many words, but he said :

" After all, Gregory, there's nothing like routine

and plenty of bustle round one. A man gets thin

in the head, fanciful . . . Can't think how
Morrison can live out there," he jerked his head

back without looking round. " Of course he's got

a nice place ; every convenience ; though I'm not

quite sure that it's altogether in keeping. Electric

light, you know. Machinery working by night

. . . there. It might wake things that have

been sleeping a long time." Then he laughed and

said apologetically,
" You didn't know I was

romantic, eh ? But I used to read a lot of Rider

Haggard and Jules Verne. That sort of thing.

Queer chap, Morrison ; he's got the sort of eyes

that see things in the dark that aren't there.

One meets such a lot of Jews in the City that one

is apt to forget that they are a wonderful people.

Ancient history, and all that. What we call

civilization must seem rather jerry-built to them.

They came to Cornwall long ago. Funny."
I felt that he was talking to placate the very

old, and I let him run on. It was interesting to

hear impressions, long familiar though by no

means explained to myself, put into words by a

man who had only just become aware of them;

and I appreciated by sympathy the comfortable

sigh with which Mr. Brown greeted the faint,
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steady glow of St. Ives from the top of the long

descent from Rosewall.

As if to reassure him of the stability of the

social fabric, Mrs. Brown greeted us with the news

of Julia's engagement to Lambert. Mr. Brown
turned to me and said,

"
It's all right, Gregory,

it's all right." I don't suppose he consciously put
one idea against the other, and I am quite sure

that he saw no connection between Julia and

Morrison, but there could be no doubt that the

news helped to allay the misgivings that Morrison

had aroused. It reminded him that the familiar

world was still going on. George Cobden, what-

ever he knew or suspected, made no attempt to

conceal from me his appreciation of a successful

counter-stroke. He chortled is the only word

that describes it.

"
Oh, Julia's all right," he said as if the pro-

position had been contested ;

" she couldn't have

done better. Lambert is a thorough sportsman.
He's got plenty of ballast."

Relief, indeed, was the general emotion, as when

a notoriously capricious person has behaved much
more sensibly than would have been expected.

It struck me that this wasn't quite the most

flattering way to think of Lambert, but I suppose

that by this time he had learnt that his function

in the world was to be useful. I think that from

the first he understood that Julia had no romantic
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illusions about him, and that he was quite content

to be accepted for his solid character. Virtue is

after all its own reward.

The behaviour of the young people themselves

was altogether admirable. They knew that they
were in a position that is generally the signal for

chaff, and they carried it off with a good-humoured

dignity that was very becoming. Lambert, when

he had received the, I could not but feel,

rather grateful welcome of his future father-in-

law, came up to me with a manly determination

to face what he felt to be only moderate approval.

He was rather pale, but he looked me steadily in

the eyes and held out his hand in generous

anticipation of my congratulations. Oh, there

could be no doubt that Wilfrid Lambert was a

very fine young fellow and a good partner for

any girl, and I tried to say as much in my
handshake, and to assure him of my friendliness.

Julia had watched us under her brows, but rather

humorously than anxiously, with an eye on me
that seemed to say, "You've got to, you know."

If I didn't, the loss was clearly to be mine, good
friends as Julia and I had always been. This

was only right and proper, and I liked Julia all

the better for taking such a sane and serious view

of the precedence of her future husband over all

her friends whether they welcomed him or not. I

couldn't help wishing, however, that she hadn't
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reminded me just then that she was perfectly

well aware that I had " other views
"

for her, so

to speak, though the other views had never been

openly stated. Later Julia made an opportunity,

which I would gladly have avoided, to wring
from me a more explicit assurance of my satis-

faction with the great news.

"It's all right," she murmured, looking at me
in a droll sort of way, so that I couldn't be sure

if the remark was spontaneous or a humorous

quotation. Really the way the whole Kenwyn-
Brown family insisted on its being all right was

rather irritating; even Willie and Phil took pains

to praise the "
points

"
of their future brother-in-

law.
" He knows such a jolly lot about stamps,"

was one of them. It made me feel like a skeleton

at the feast. I said rather testily, "Of course it's

all right, and I think you're a very lucky girl."
" Honest Injun ?

"
she said gracelessly.

I laughed and said,
"
Well, don't you think you

are ?
"

"
Yes, I do," she said with emphatic gravity.

" He's a dear, and much too good for me, and

you're to be very nice to him. He likes you."
How much the little scene when I asked Julia

to come out to Morrison's had had to do in hurry-

ing up the affair I did not know. I don't think

Lambert, unless from George Cobden, had any
idea that Julia might be interested in another
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man; but I feel sure that Julia's flash of temper
disturbed him by suggesting a side of her that

might serve the purpose of a rival. That, indeed,

as Morrison acutely said, was the problem. It

was not so much two men as two Julias that

Julia had to choose between, and I am convinced

that nobody knew that better than Julia herself.

I am also convinced that she meant to abide

faithfully by her choice. I believe that, having

decided, she deliberately made things easy for

Lambert at the end.

Well, with just the little touch of disappoint-

ment that one feels when a brilliant youth, with

all the risks and agitations that brilliancy implies,

settles down to an ordinary career, I was very

glad that Julia had chosen. I don't like amateurs

of any way of living. "If you are born to walk

the ground, Remain there; do not fool around."

Regenerate or unregenerate, it was better that

Julia should not fool around. My part that

evening of course I had to stop to dinner, and

Mr. Brown insisted on champagne was to play
the general congratulator and to provide comic

relief. From what I can remember I rather

overdid the latter, and I believe that Mrs. Brown

thought I was a little drunk. She kept saying

to Lambert, "Uncle Gregory is so quaint."

It struck me as very natural that Julia should

now take a friendly interest in the Morrison lot.
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She had made herself safe. Mr. Brown, too,

could laugh at his late uneasiness. He didn't

talk about Holcroft, but he made knowing asides

to me about Morrison, wagging his head, protrud-

ing his lower lip and fingering his glass with immense

respect, as I have seen farmers do at a market

ordinary when the name of a very warm man

financially is mentioned. George Cobden was a

little annoyed; I believe he thought his father

had been put on to a very good thing in the way
of investments. Mrs. Brown was piqued for a

different reason ; she said that her husband

seemed to have got on very well with Mrs.

Willoughby, and in my character of funny man I

had to play up to Mr. Brown's assurance that he

should just about think he had. It was from

that time that Mrs. Brown's notion of my
"
quaint-

ness
" was mingled with disapproval. George

Cobden, who hated being mystified, said,
" Oh well,

they are very pleasant people, but I don't suppose

we shall see them again. Here's to our noble

selves !

" For once I agreed with the young man.

From the Kenwyn-Browns' point of view the

Morrison lot were better left alone. Julia had

settled down very comfortably, and though I

didn't doubt the completeness of her rejection of

"that sort of thing," curiosity is an inconvenient

emotion. I had the assurance of the Morrison lot

that they would not interfere when once Julia
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had made up her mind, but still the Morrison lot

were there, and the spectacle of Mr. Brown dancing

upon his volcano was not an engaging one. For all his

jocular bluff he didn't understand Morrison, and he

had reason to be afraid of what Morrison represented.

The honourable intentions of the Morrison lot

were confirmed on the following morning when

Julia, with Lambert in tow, graciously allowed

herself to be introduced to Di and Teddy on the

beach. Julia's matter-of-fact adoption of the

role of the engaged young woman was amusing,

and I could not help feeling that if her emotions

had really been touched she would have been

shyer. Teddy and Di felt that too, I think. They
were amused and friendly, but I could see that

they were no longer interested in Julia. She had

become one of the grown-ups, so to speak. Lam-

bert, I observed, was thoughtful and a little wary
of Di and Teddy. He didn't know anything
about them, but he felt by instinct that they

belonged to something hostile to his peace of

mind as Julia's lover. He reminded me of the

one person in a mixed assembly who sees that

social distinctions for the moment waived are not

abandoned. That the distinction in this case was

deeper than social, made me all the more glad

that the acquaintance between the Kenwyn-Browns
and the Morrison lot was ending to-morrow with

little probability of being revived in London.
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CHAPTER IX

DURING
the winter of 1906-1907 I was taken

up with matters of acute personal interest

that had very little to do with my story.

Anastasia's husband died in November, and we

were married in the following April. The delay

was tiresome and unnecessary, but, as Anastasia

said, her people had been so
"
awfully decent

"

about a friendship they might have frowned upon,

that it was only fair we should make some

concession to their sense of propriety in return.

Particularly since we had had to manage them

a little over the conduct of our friendship ; they

would have disapproved of the walking tour in

Cornwall, for example, if they had known about

it. Besides the delay, I had to submit as grace-

fully as I could to being entertained and, in a

sense, "coached" by Anastasia's people. Her late

husband having been for so long incapable of

looking after his and her affairs, which were of

some consequence, they had been taken over by
a sort of committee of uncles and brothers-in-

law. Anastasia herself, while more dependent
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than most people on the prosperous conduct of

affairs, had no notion of how to manage them.

I had to go up to Bedfordshire nearly every

week-end to be fed solemnly and talked to by

lawyers with that mixture of personal friendliness

and professional suspicion which makes one feel

that property must be profoundly demoralizing.

The matter was complicated by Anastasia's having
married a cousin. I did my best to follow the

game, to understand what I must administer and

what on the other hand, at peril of the utmost

pains of the law, I must hardly be aware of, until

in despair I suggested that, as the present arrange-

ment seemed to have worked very well . I

shall not easily forget the blank horror on the faces

of these most friendly military and legal gentlemen.

It was as if I had offered them bribes. They,

figuratively speaking, put their hands behind their

backs and looked the other way. Anastasia's

long-suppressed ripple of laughter, like summer

lightning, lit the gathering gloom, and then a dear

white-haired, pink-faced old gentleman, the most

provincial and most human of the lawyers, said :

" You see, Mr. Pinfold, when one marries a

woman of property one accepts a responsibility."

That I reflected uncomfortably was too evident.

Anastasia made it more pointed by saying with

gentle irony,
"
I am, so to speak, thrown in."

Then they all laughed, but said with sage
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appreciation that Mrs. Paget had made a very
acute remark. There could be no doubt that

property was the basis of marriage, and that in

a matter so important as the transference of title-

deeds, the disposal of a woman's hand was little

more than the signing of a document. Here

followed an interesting discussion about the origins

of points of ritual, the symbolism of the ring,

mensd et thoro, feme sole and feme couverte, and

the discrepancies between civil and ecclesiastical

law ; a discussion in which dead and gone Pagets

on the walls of the dining-room that sort of

council, by the way, always is held in dining-

rooms, I suppose to escape frivolity seemed to

become contemporary and to take part, so that I

felt like an intruder into several centuries, and

needed Anastasia's hand slipped into mine under

the port-reflecting mahogany to be sure that I

was gaining a live woman and not a mere flourish

on a parchment. Finally some sort of compromise
was arrived at, and I understood that by signing

a Power of Attorney I could in five seconds

transfer the weight of centuries to the white-

haired, pink-cheeked Bedford solicitor. This I

did between relief and remorse, wondering how he

would keep his colour in the labyrinth to which

I condemned him.

April set us free from all this musty, dusty

business, and we went to Italy and lived for six
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weeks on five lire a day in order, as Anastasia

said, that I might learn what she meant by com-

fort. It was obvious, however, that comfort

didn't mean King's Road for Anastasia or Chal-

grave Abbey for me. Nor did I really believe

that the compromise I half-heartedly suggested, a

flat in Kensington Road, would mean comfort for

either of us. At thirty-eight and forty-five one

does not escape whole from either Chalgrave

Abbey or King's Road. And anyhow, as Anastasia

said, "housekeeping is the devil." So Anastasia

went back to Chalgrave Abbey, where I generally

joined her for week-ends, and I went back to

King's Road, where Anastasia an admired though

slightly improper figure to my friends, and most

particularly to the Kenwyn-Browns occasionally

spent a week with me. Anastasia always declares

that Mrs. Brown was more disturbed at our not

living together now we were married than if we

had lived together before we were married.
" Whatever you do," she says,

"
you always have

enlightened Liberalism hanging on to your petti-

coats." This is not to say that Anastasia, as

might be supposed from her Paget ancestry, is a

high Tory; what she means is that on the whole

it is easier to deal with people who don't pretend

to be broad-minded than with those who do. It

would be idle for me to pretend that my relations

with the Kenwyn-Brown family were quite the
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same after my marriage as they had been before,

though we remained on very friendly terms.

Marriage always does make a difference to friend-

ship, and then Anastasia, while " nuts
"

to the

Kenwyn-Browns as an unfortunately-situated

grass-widow, an object of intelligent sympathy
whom stupid people might misunderstand, is, when

stripped of that romantic atmosphere, a person of

character. And is it necessary to say so ?

Anastasia does not very much like Mrs. Kenwyn-
Brown. She says that she is

"
just the ordinary

'bus-woman with the chill off," and quotes the

necessity of
"
drinking deep

"
or

"
tasting not

"
of

the Pierian Spring presumably of culture. There

was a difference at " Chez Nous" I wasn't present

about what I call
"
pots." Anastasia, who will lie

gaily about any of the more serious affairs of life,

has a conscience about pots, and I understand that

Mrs. Brown thought her "rather superior." Still,

as I said, I remained on very friendly terms with

the Kenwyn-Browns, and I must confess that now
that Julia was at peace in the bosom of her

family I had no particular wish for anything

beyond the occasional interchange of polite hos-

pitality implied. The Kenwyn-Browns rather

strenuously "made no difference," but I am

quite sure that the doubts of my being a good
influence awakened in Mrs. Brown's mind by her

husband's inconvenient pleasantries about Mrs.
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Willoughby were increased by my marriage. An
old bachelor with what Mrs. Brown was pleased

to call a "
romance," is one thing, and a husband

with " odd "
domestic arrangements is another.

The only outward change was that the young

Kenwyn-Browns left off calling me Uncle Gregory.

Mrs. Pinfold, said Mrs. Brown, might not like it ;

and on the remark reaching Anastasia she said

that "Uncle" was superfluous.

When in August Conrad Lowe "
dropped in

"

upon me this time he was burnt almost black

and dressed almost in rags from "
mucking about

with a donkey-cart in the Quantocks," as he

cheerily explained and proposed that we should

go and see "old Kenwyn-Brown," I hardly knew
what to say to him. Learning, however, that he

had been to Bosigran since I had last seen him

and presumably knew all about Julia's engage-

ment, I wisely said nothing but "
All right."

Conrad had, he explained as he deftly mended his

trousers with materials borrowed from my land-

lady, come to stop with me for a night or

two while he looked for a job. He was thinking

about a voyage to Japan. Nobody could have

looked less like a disappointed lover, and I began
to think that his friends and I had been taking

grotesque liberties with his name on grounds of

moonshine. When I told him that I was married

he said :
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"Yes, I know; Teddy told me. Mrs. Gregory
is a friend of Di's, isn't she ? Shall I be in the

way ?
"

He was quite unashamedly relieved when I told

him that Anastasia was not stopping with me

just then. "
Though, of course," he said, as he

made a great splutter in the wash-hand basin,

"I know it's all right."

By which I understood him to mean that he

knew that Anastasia was in general sympathy
with the Morrison lot.

We dined at
"
Roche's," where Conrad gave me

a frank though disjointed account of his doings

since he " chucked
"

the selling of typewriters.

He spoke as if he had given up a bad habit

under advice, though I don't think he quite

understood Teddy's scruples. Failing the voyage
to Japan, he was rather inclined to adopt Teddy's

suggestion of driving a taxi-cab. I had some

misgivings about our reception by the Kenwyn-
Browns ; it was difficult to grasp the idea that,

with the exception of George Cobden and pre-

sumably Julia herself, they had not thought of

Conrad as an ineligible suitor.

We found them, including Lambert, at the

game of "Pit." The uproar peculiar to the game

changed to cries of welcome on our appearance,

and I noticed that George Cobden in particular

advanced upon Conrad with both hands out-
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stretched. In spite of myself I had my eyes

on Julia, but I saw nothing, absolutely nothing,

to suggest that she had ever thought of Conrad

or he of her with sentimental feelings. Julia was

unaffectedly glad to see him and said so, and

reproached him for not having been to
" Chez

Nous "
for so long. It came into my head, then,

that I had once been present at the meeting in

public and before an incidental husband of a man
and woman secretly though irrevocably and for a

long time committed to each other, and they had

behaved just like that. So far from there being

any attempt to conceal a special interest and

liking, they had kept the room, including the

incidental husband, amused with a chaffing match

which was almost a flirtation. Putting what I

knew of Julia's character on one side, she was

incapable by sheer youth and inexperience of any
such duplicity, but the memory set me thinking,

and I felt rather sorry that Conrad had turned

up again.

I don't know if George Cobden had ever spoken
to Lambert of Conrad in relation to Julia, but I

noticed that in shaking hands, which he did

cordially, Lambert studied Conrad with a rather

grave expression. There was nothing hostile in

it, however ; indeed the impression I got was of

an interchange of confidences between these two

young men who had never met before. They
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seemed to understand and respect each other over

the heads of the Kenwyn-Browns. I had already

gathered that the Kenwyn-Browns rather bothered

and confused Lambert
;
he put up with them

because they were Julia's people.

The Kenwyn-Browns made much of Conrad, and

it was Julia in particular who pressed him to tell

his the word was her own " adventures." It

was as if from the security of her engagement to

Lambert she could now betray the liking she had

previously disclaimed for
" that sort of thing."

She listened eagerly, as Desdemona might have

listened to Othello, turning every now and then

to Lambert, as if she wanted to show off Conrad

to him. I thought with chagrin of the Kenwyn-
Brown superstition that I understood Julia. I

wished that Di Willoughby were there, or Anastasia,

to interpret this new and perplexing adoption of

Conrad. As a mere man I kept repeating to

myself,
" You can't eat your cake and have it,

young woman." When Conrad spoke of his hoped-
for voyage before the mast, it was understood to

Japan, Julia said with frank envy,
"
Oh, jolly ! Now

that's the sort of thing a girl isn't allowed to do."

Mrs. Brown thought it necessary to say :

"Well, Julia, it isn't very complimentary to

Wilfrid to want to," and Julia cocked her eye-

brow quizzically at Lambert, who smiled indul-

gently.
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"The quiet young man is quite sure of what

he has got," was the reflection that came into

my mind. Conrad, sitting with his hands between

his knees, regarded the pair with a broad grin,

and said :

"
Well, you could come as stewardess, if you

liked."

Julia, I regret to say, said
"
Right O !

" and

then she and Conrad were off on a fantastic

voyage of adventure, Lambert putting in a quietly

effective touch now and then. The odd thing

was the way Conrad seemed to bring Lambert

out ; the rather heavy young man showed an un-

expected humour and appreciation of Conrad's

whimsicalities. I had seen the same sort of thing

happen before, though in different circumstances ;

the immediate "catching on" between a very
hard-headed man of science and a poet of the

most extravagant and visionary type in a com-

pany that lionized both, but thought they

wouldn't "
get on," and that both a little good-

humouredly despised. It was a case of extremes

meeting, I suppose. If it is true that " the high

gods spot in a minute that 'tisn't the genuine

thing," it is equally true that the high gods
know the genuine thing of whatever kind when

they see it, and there will be some queer comrade-

ships in heaven. Altogether Julia, Lambert and

Conrad had it between them that evening. I
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was amused to see that George Cobden was un-

easily conscious of being left out. He tried to

"chip in" every now and then, but nobody took

any notice of him. If he had talked to Lambert

about Conrad it was evident that he must have

given him a wrong impression. Now he was try-

ing to row in both sides of the water, so to

speak, but both Lambert and Conrad refused to

recognize him as the genuine thing. They had

already fixed up an engagement to meet again, in

which he was not included.

The way the Kenwyn-Browns made much of

Conrad convinced me, if I needed convincing,

that they had never dreamt of him as a possible

danger to their peace of mind with regard to

Julia. They dearly loved unconventionality as a

decorative addition to life and a tribute to their

broad-mindedness, and nothing would have pleased

them better than to have Conrad dangling about

the house to make Ladbroke "sit up." His very
clothes delighted them. Mrs. Brown laughingly

begged him that he would never make himself
"

like a curate
" when he came to see them, and

Conrad said,
"
Oh, but perhaps I shall be a

curate next time." After a moment's hesitation

Mrs. Brown said,
"
Really ?

"
in such a con-

fidential tone that I perceived that Conrad might
have "

pulled her leg
"

to any extent.

Mr. Brown wanted to talk to Conrad about
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Morrison, but here Conrad though polite was firm.

He said, "Ah, yes, of course you went to see

Morrison when you were at St. Ives," but he

received all Mr. Brown's hints about Morrison's

being "up to
"

something with blank innocence.

Undoubtedly Mr. Brown had missed his chance.

Pleasantly as the evening had passed, it left me
with a vague anxiety. I was far enough from

thinking that an engaged young woman ought to

forswear the society of all young men, except her

future husband, and I had every confidence in

Conrad's "
playing cricket," as Di Willoughy said,

but I questioned if these young people quite

understood themselves. Julia had chosen between

her two .selves, apparently not without consider-

ation, but it seemed to me a bit early in the

day to turn round and trifle with the rejected

self, particularly when it was associated with an

attractive though ineligible young man. The

rejected self might get up presently and say that,

owing to circumstances, it had never had a fair

chance.

Conrad and I sat up late that night, and not

unnaturally our conversation turned upon mar-

riage. It had often struck me that Conrad was

remarkably not interested in girls. He didn't, as

the natural vagabond often does, dislike or fear

them ; as he said, they amused him. They came

into his stories, thus proving that he hadn't
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avoided their society, but only as minor char-

acters. Apparently he had never had anything
in the shape of a love affair. He said, however,

that he thought that marriage was "
very im-

portant." I asked him whether he meant in

general or in his particular case, and he said,
"
Oh, always," adding,

" Of course it was very

simple for you ; there were no complications."

It hadn't occurred to me that way, and I said

so. Conrad said airily,
"
Oh, I didn't mean out-

side complications ; they're annoying, but they're

not anything really; what I mean is that you
and Mrs. Pinfold always knew exactly what you
wanted. It was only a question whether you did

or didn't consider the other people."

I admitted that it was rather like that, but

said,
"
Supposing one knows and the other

doesn't ?
"

"I don't quite understand."

"Well," I said, encouraged by the personal

turn he had taken,
"
supposing you were des-

perately in love with a girl and she didn't

respond ?
"

He knitted his brows for a moment in con-

sideration and then said,
"

I don't think I could

be."

I said I rather doubted this, and he admitted

that perhaps he didn't know what being in love

was like. He hadn't thought of it that way.
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"What I mean is that I couldn't possibly want

a girl to chum together with me who didn't want

to," he said. When I tried to point out that

with most girls the question of
"
chumming

together
" was rather an afterthought, he said

emphatically,
"
Well, it oughtn't to be. That's

what I call sentimentality, and I suppose it

accounts for all the silly things one sees round

one. Nothing bores me more than to hear people

grousing at the consequences of their own soft-

headedness. If they didn't think they could stick

each other's ways, why on earth did they start

making love ?
"

His point of view was healthily sane, but

exacting. As I told him, he didn't seem to me
to make enough allowance for human nature.

"
Oh, human nature," he said vaguely.

"
Yes,

there's that. I expect you think me rather a

prig."

Not at all, I assured him ; but I thought he

was fortunate in not being very susceptible.
"

I don't know about that," he said.
"

I should

like a girl chum awfully ; but I should make

jolly sure she knew what she was in for."
" And if she did ?

"

He smiled swiftly, as I have seen a man smile

at the prospect of a jolly row, and said,
"
Well,

everybody else would have to get out of the

way." Then, as if afraid that I might make a
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particular application of the remark, he went on,
" Of course, in my case it would have to be a

girl of the people. Somebody strong and healthy,

and used to knocking about in all weathers."

One or two cases of that kind of mesalliance

came to my mind, and I quoted them warningly.
"
Well, what is a fellow to do ?

" he said

rather impatiently.
"
I know what you mean ;

one would like refinement, real refinement, and

intelligence, and all that. But you don't," he

laughed nervously, "find an Isopel Berners in

every village. What lady if one must use the

word would live my sort of life ?
"

The question was ostensibly a general one, but

it was asked in a tone and with a searching

glance that put me on guard. It was too

late in the day for me to quote the example that

I felt he was asking for. I was rather sorry we
had not kept off the subject of marriage, but,

somehow, when one is happy oneself it seems

curmudgeonish As Conrad said, it was very

simple for me. I hedged and said that if he was

using the word lady in the strictly conventional

sense, as a matter of fact I believed that the

higher you got in the social scale, among people

who were long-used to comfort and luxury, the

more likely you were to find both men and

women who would gladly give them up if they
interfered with what they felt to be their real
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happiness. Wishing to keep the thing general

and abstract, I talked learnedly about what we
called civilization being a disease that the race

had to become immune to by experience. I

quoted Edward Carpenter and spoke of Morrison's

relative success among what might be called the

upper class. In fact, I said, there was more than

an accidental connection between the words gentle

and simple in their social meanings. Conrad

interrupted me eagerly.
"
Yes, yes," he said,

"
that's what I've always

felt. That's what makes it so beautifully rare to

find
"

he broke off with a laugh and said,
"
Anyhow, I'm not likely to meet many daughters

of dukes and earls, so we may knock out the

'gentle' at the start." To my relief he didn't

proceed to a consideration of the "
simple

"
it

had occurred to me that he might be contemplat-

ing that old unworthy dodge of the disappointed

lover, the parading of an impossible object but

began to rail at the middle-class woman in general.

"As I'm always telling Di," he said, "it's the

middle-aged, middle-class woman with her poison-

ous ideas who is keeping things at a standstill.

They talk about ' smart
' women not having

children or neglecting them, but it's a thousand

times better that they shouldn't have daughters

(that was his only slip), or should leave them to

somebody young and sweet to bring up, instead of
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corrupting them with their own rotten standards.

The very worst are those that are by way of

being modern, who '

keep pace with their

daughters' interests/ as they tell you. They pick

up a few catchwords out of the newspapers, talk

about hygiene, open their bedroom windows, preach

against tight-lacing, encourage hockey and all the

rest of it, but it's the same old antimacassar
' Maiden's Prayer

' what are Mr. So-and-so's inten-

tions ? over again. What's the good of having an

airy house if you have a stuffy mind ? Now I'll

give you an example."
I jumped guiltily, but the example he quoted

was not the one my mind had been dwelling on,

though near enough to disturb me "in a fresh

place," so to speak.

In his casual visits to the offices of Kenwyn-
Brown, Deacon & Co. he had struck up a friend-

ship with one of the clerks, a young man named

Percy Slater. I had heard Mr. Brown speak of

Slater as a treasure, and I understood that he

occupied a very responsible position for his years.

I'm inclined to think that George Cobden found

Slater more useful than he would have liked his

father to know, and I gathered from Conrad that

there was more in Slater than came out in the

faithful and intelligent discharge of his duties to

the firm.
"
It would surprise you," said Conrad, paren-
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thetically,
"

if you went into one of Lyons' or the

A. B.C. places at lunch-time and heard the young
men talk. People think about them as black-

coated machines. So they are, on the surface."

Slater was married and lived at Ealing, where

Conrad occasionally went out to see him on a

Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Slater was a nice little

woman, but "
unfortunately," said Conrad, she was

the daughter of a builder and the house was her own.

"You know the sort of place. It is called 'The

Conifers.' There's a lawn at the back almost big

enough for tennis ; there are folding-doors between

the drawing-room and dining-room, and if you
throw them open it's almost big enough for a dance."

It was "The Conifers," he said, that was ruining

the Slaters. Their social circle was determined

not by their likes and dislikes, but by their being

the sort of people that lived in that sort of house.

Under the persistent encouragement of Mrs.

Slater's mother, who lived just round the corner,

they lived up to it ; they kept a servant they
didn't want, and Percy spent all his time from

the office in pottering about a garden that gave
him no pleasure. That wouldn't matter so much,

but for the fatal fact that while Mrs. Slater, under

the influence of her mother, believed in "The

Conifers," Percy didn't.

"There you have two young people," said

Conrad,
"
really in love with each other, but not
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allowed to know it because of the constant irrita-

tion kept up by the way they are living. It's

nothing but the house and the position it com-

pels them to keep up, that sends Percy to the

office every day when he'd much rather be paint-

ing little water-colours and keeping ducks down
in Surrey. Outwardly he's the hard-headed man
of business, but inwardly he's got the heart of a

child. And the exasperating thing is that Mrs.

Slater knows it, and it's the heart of the child

that she's in love with, but she daren't let him

see that, for fear he should do what her mother

calls
'

something rash.' The consequence is that

he thinks all his wife cares about is what she

calls his position, and so they never get within

hailing distance of each other. There's always the

house between them."

Allowing for Conrad's exaggeration I knew that

the situation was a not uncommon one that I

agreed with him in deploring. But I thought it

necessary to caution him against advising one of

Mr. Kenwyn-Brown's clerks to
" chuck "

his lawful

occupation.

"Oh, that's all right," said Conrad with a grin.
"
All I'm doing is to try to introduce the Slaters

one to the other. When two people understand

each other everything else settles down very

comfortably."

That was real wisdom, and I caught myself
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wondering why he hadn't made of it a more

personal application. Possibly he had, I reflected,

and he and Julia had somehow arrived at the

knowledge that she " couldn't face it," as Teddy
said. It was consoling, anyhow, to feel that

whether Julia and Conrad understood each other

or not, neither of them seemed likely to suffer

sentimentally from her decision. The affair had

settled down very comfortably.

A day or two later when I came home from the

laboratory, I found Anastasia and Conrad sitting

like a bird-of-paradise and a crow on the
" divan sort of thing

"
in confidential attitudes

over their tea cups. I could hardly have been

more disturbed if I had been a jealous husband.

Conrad said
" Hullo !

"
rather guiltily, but Anastasia

looked merely defiant. I appreciated George
Cobden's feelings when he saw Conrad and Lambert
"
palling up

"
together. I was quite sure that

Anastasia and Conrad had been talking about

Julia, and I knew that Anastasia is hopelessly

unprincipled in
"

affairs." She got up rustling, and

flung herself upon me with an ardour that was

almost improper ;
it was as if she were giving

Conrad an illustration of the joys that might be

his. I suppose I suffered the embrace rather

awkwardly, for Anastasia said,
" You wouldn't be

so grumpy with the woman that loved you, would

you, Mr. Lowe ?
"
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" So you've met," I said as I sat down.
"
Yes, wasn't it lucky," said Conrad, with all

the conscious air of the inexperienced tertium

quid.
"

I came in just in time to cart Mrs.

Gregory's traps upstairs and order tea." Made

frivolous as usual by Anastasia's influence, I said

darkly :

"
Oh, you needn't explain. I shall have to bear

it." Anastasia gave me tea and said, "As I am
a sorely misjudged woman you interrupted a

most interesting conversation about the simple life.

Mr. Lowe thinks that women are not worthy of it."

"
I didn't say that," said Conrad confusedly.

"
I said that it was better to accept them as they

are. But why
' Mr. Lowe '

?
"

" As they are," said Anastasia, turning up her

eyes reverently.
"
Conrad, you see, understands

women. He always knows exactly what they

mean even when they don't themselves, poor

dears. Isn't that fortunate ?
"

she added briskly,

enveloping the charmed but abashed young man
with a glance of maternal compassion. I said

that Conrad knew quite enough about women not

to waste his time trying to find a meaning when

there wasn't any.

Later, at a more private opportunity, I talked

to Anastasia seriously. She said that so far from
"
upsetting the apple cart," as I vulgarly called

it, she had given Conrad nothing but good advice.
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She had happened to speak of that jolly girl,

Julia Kenwyn-Brown, and Conrad said how glad

he was that she was going to marry such a good
fellow as Mr. Lambert. He talked quite a lot

about Mr. Lambert and said all sorts of nice

things about him.
"

I thought it just as well," said Anastasia

demurely,
"
to remind him that girls are some-

times bored at hearing their young men praised.

They are apt to imagine there's a reason for it."

"Now what on earth did you say that for?
"

I said.

"I don't know. It occurred to me," said

Anastasia sleepily.
"
It's funny too,

"
she added

after a moment as if struck with a new idea.

" That's just what Conrad said. He said didn't

I think that Julia would be very happy with

Mr. Lambert."
"
Oh, Lord !

"
I groaned, and I'll swear Anastasia

was laughing, though she made no sound. Then

she said :

" Of course, I said that nobody could tell

that not even Julia herself. It was then that

Conrad said that he was quite sure that Miss

Kenwyn-Brown knew her own mind."
" So she does," I asserted.
"
Well, all right,

"
said Anastasia composedly.

"
Anybody would think that you wanted to keep

the girl under chloroform until it is all over."
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I intimated that Julia was not the subject that

needed suppression.
"
Oh, I shan't interfere," said Anastasia.

I said that it would be sheer imbecility for

anybody to interfere, and I reminded Anastasia

that Mrs. Willoughby and the rest of Conrad's

friends were, like myself, persuaded that Julia's

engagement was the best thing that could have

happened and that Conrad would be quite

prepared, as Morrison said, to dance at the

wedding.
"The voice of Di," said Anastasia sententiously,

"
is the voice of Teddy, and everybody knows

that he is not of this world. However, they

ought to know best ; I know nothing about it

except what I have heard from you. I've never

seen the poor boy until to-day."

I laughed derisively. Really, I said, the only

suitable comment was " Rats !

"

"
Oh, I've not much sympathy with Conrad,"

said Anastasia. " He's much too cock-sure. He's

like all men ;
he thinks he knows. Some day

he'll find out. All the same the sooner he goes

to Japan the better. I don't think it's nice or

kind of him to be hanging about. What a fool

the mother is !

"

Here I positively declined to follow the subject.

I was more disturbed than I would allow

Anastasia to see. I would have given a great
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deal to have prevented that confidential half-hour

between her and Conrad. He, as I knew, to the

best of his powers would play cricket, but

Anastasia had not the most elementary notion of

the game, and he was an inexperienced young
man of twenty-six while she was a dangerously

persuasive woman of thirty-eight. Reflecting

upon my old simile of live matches and gun-

powder in the same drawer, Anastasia might be

compared to a rise of temperature or a nibbling

mouse. As a last word I said :

"
Anastasia, you are a dangerous woman."

She did not answer.
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CHAPTER X

f^ONRAD didn't go to Japan. Nor, on the

\j other hand, did he seem to be in any hurry
to take up taxi-driving. He said he wanted

to look about him a bit. At the end of a week

he left me to "look up" a succession of "old So-

and-so's." Occasionally he brought them to see

me, and amongst them Slater.

Slater I found rather disconcerting. He was a

man in the early thirties, tall and gaunt, awkward

in manner, curt of speech and terribly in earnest.

Whether or not under the influence of Conrad,

he had awakened late in life, and was now in

that curious mental state known to certain

religious bodies as
" under conviction." Not that

his troubled emotions were of a religious character,

though, as is usual in persons to whom ordinary

speech has been hitherto a means of conveying

exact information only, he expressed them in

ready-made religious phraseology.

His first greeting to me was,
" You have found

happiness ?
"

I said that I was pretty comfort-

able and trusted that he was the same. He
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admitted that his material circumstances were

what might be called flourishing, but wanted to

know what they should profit him if he lost his

soul. He quoted Matthew Arnold upon the

subject. He quoted a great many people on the

subject, and at first I thought he was merely

suffering from the sudden belated discovery that

people who wrote poetry sometimes meant what

they said. Conrad wouldn't help me a bit, but

lay on the divan smoking cigarettes, while Slater,

twisting his large hands together, fixed me with

a fanatical eye, and compelled me to stand and de-

liver my private convictions about the meaning of life.

This was the first time I had seen the Morrison

gospel in action upon raw material. Hitherto I

had only come in contact with people who, in

Slater's phraseology, were already
" saved

"
or

who, like the Kenwyn-Browns, were unsaveable.

It needed courage to face the situation. One

cannot lightly advise a not very young man with

a wife dependent upon him to throw up his

means of livelihood and, as Slater said, "follow

the light." Though, as I said, the question was

not religious, I was in the position of a man who
is suddenly called upon to decide between his Sun-

day and his week-day religion. It was impossible

to be other than honest with Slater, and like all

new converts, he would take nothing for granted.

If I were in his position what would I do ?
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There could be only one honest answer to that,

and I gave it, qualifying it rather feebly by

saying that circumstances alter cases.

"But if the circumstances are soul-destroying?"

he asked fiercely.

That wasn't quite what I meant. I hesitated

to talk about his domestic affairs, or even to let

him know that Conrad had told me about them.

But Slater had no such delicacy.

"I love my wife," he said. "Am I to keep
her like a Circassian slave among the flesh-pots

of Ealing, or treat her like a responsible human

being and take her out into the wilderness with

nothing but my love ?
"

Conrad explained that more precisely the

wilderness was a chicken farm in Surrey, and also

that Slater's love would be backed by a few

hundred pounds of capital.
" What does Mrs. Slater say ?

"
I asked.

"She says nothing," said the young man; "she

cries.

" Whenever I talk about going out of Ealing
"

he said it as he might have said
" out of Egypt

"

" she bursts into tears. It is not that she

loves Ealing, but Ealing has entered into her

soul. Her mother is," he hesitated for the right

description, and fell back upon "a very worldly

woman."

"You see," said Conrad parenthetically, "Mrs.
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Slater has never had an opportunity to know
what she really likes."

" She knows," said Slater, with a thump of his

fist on his knee, "but she is afraid. That," he

added gratefully,
"

is what I owe to Conrad. I

used to think that my wife was worldly, that she

loved my black coat and tall hat and the high

teas of the bank manager's wife. Until Conrad

came we were a house divided against itself."

"
I tell Slater," said Conrad,

" that he ought to

write to Morrison."
"
Will Morrison speak the truth ?

"
said Slater

eagerly,
"
or will he say smooth things ?

"

Conrad laughed, and we assured the painfully

earnest young man that Morrison could be trusted.

I, for one, was not sorry to shift the responsibility.

I hadn't seen Mrs. Slater and I didn't know if

she was the sort of person who, in Teddy's phrase,

could "
face it." It would be rather dreadful if

Slater was mistaken and she really loved the flesh-

pots of Ealing after all. I knew several people

who had risked all for love and a chicken farm :

it depended on the relative importance to Mrs.

Slater of the two factors in the combination.

After Slater had gone in an exalted frame of

mind and apparently with the determination of

writing to Morrison at once I asked Conrad what

made him think that Mrs. Slater could face it.

He said that, so far as he remembered, it all came
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out of tea in the kitchen. When he first went to
" The Conifers

"
Mrs. Slater used to entertain him

in the drawing-room, all among petticoated chairs

and tables, with polite conversation and the best

china. He found this very tiresome and thought

that Mrs. Slater was an awful nuisance to Percy.

But one Sunday Percy took him home when the

maid happened to be out, and after Mrs. Slater

had sulked a little over being taken unprepared,

Conrad, as he said,
"
chipped in

" and helped her

to get tea in the kitchen and wash up afterwards.

In this homely occupation he got a glimpse of

the woman that the suburban hostess concealed.

That gave him an opening, and with a little en-

couragement she dropped her airs and became

quite human. She talked to him about Percy

and regretted the things they "had to do," and

the way they
" had to live," and the house they

" had to keep up." Conrad tactfully pointed out

that there was no compulsion in any of these

things if they only had the pluck to live the way

they wanted to live. She dismissed this as an

unattainable dream of bliss because Percy
" had

to go to the City."

Of course I agreed with Conrad that if Ealing

and Kenwyn-Brown, Deacon & Co. were keeping

these two simple souls from understanding one

another, the sooner they "chucked" them the

better. It was better that they should go to
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smash as they probably would on a chicken

farm together, than prosper at arm's-length in

Ealing. At the same time I could have wished

that Percy's office hadn't been the office of

Kenwyn-Brown, Deacon & Co.

I did not see Conrad for some time after this,

and then I heard casually from Anastasia that he

was camping-out under a willow at Chalgrave

Abbey. Under a willow sounded like sentimental

regret, but Anastasia assured me that he was

very jolly and that she thought she was humaniz-

ing him. I never asked Anastasia any questions

about her methods, but from what I could make

out she used to sit with him in the twilight over a

bonfire. There, anyhow, I joined them at a week-

end. The impression I got was that Anastasia

was playing the part of one of the less austere

incarnations in the "Faerie Queene" and that

Conrad was a very incorruptible young man. He
was more than ever convinced that women ought
to be treated as responsible human beings.

"You may say what you like," he said, thus

indicating past confidences, "but I don't believe

in influencing people against their wills."

It did not strike me that this was precisely the

effect that Anastasia wanted to produce, until

Julia began to complain.

We had been to hear Paderewski play the
" Waldstein Sonata," and were now sitting alone at
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what might be called
"
aesthetic tea "in an upper

room with an open hearth, beams painted and

sporting prints hung on the white-washed walls,

brass candlesticks on the valanced is that the

word ? mantelshelf, and milkmaids in attendance

who were said to be Irish peeresses in disguise.

Julia said she liked the place, only she couldn't

get her legs under the table. She whistled the

call from high up the mountains in the last

movement of the sonata we had just heard, and

then said bluntly:
" Why does Anastasia snub me so ?

"

"I'm sure she doesn't mean to," I said.

"She does," said Julia, without emotion, "and

Wilfrid has noticed it, too. I don't mind, but he

does."

I could only say that they must be mistaken,

though I had noticed that Anastasia had not re-

sponded as warmly as she might to Julia's

advances. Anybody who knew Julia would have

appreciated the special favour. I thought that

Anastasia's holding back was due to her dislike

of Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown, which was stupid of me,

because Anastasia never allowed her feelings

towards one person to reflect upon another, how-

ever closely they were connected.
"

I suppose," said Julia,
"

it's because I wouldn't

go to see her friends at Bosigran."

I said that was absurd. Except Mrs. Wil-
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loughby, they weren't particularly friends of

Anastasia's.
"
No," said Julia,

" but it's all that she's trying

to shut us out of."

For the second time I found myself reflecting,
"
Well, you can't eat your cake and have it,

young woman." At the same time I mentally

agreed with Julia that Anastasia needn't have

rubbed it in. I didn't say so, however, because

I began to recognize, with alarm, Anastasia's

object. It was suggested in Julia's next words.

"What annoys Wilfrid," she said, "is the way
Anastasia influences Mr. Lowe. Wilfrid likes Mr.

Lowe and so do I. He was so jolly and natural

before he met Anastasia. Now ' we never see

anything of him, or- if we do he is stiff and self-

conscious. Of course," she added, "I'm not so

silly as to mind people liking each other."

It struck me as an odd remark. I don't think

Julia quite knew what she meant. I said that

she must be fancying things.
"
No," said Julia stubbornly,

" I'm quite sure

that Anastasia has said something to Mr. Lowe.

I think it is unkind." Her voice remained

steady, but I saw that her eyes glistened. After a

pause she went on, "I should have thought that

Anastasia would have understood me better."

That was the nearest approach to a confidence

that Julia had yet come to.
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"You know that Anastasia likes you very

much," I said rather hastily.

"Yes, I know she does," said Julia. "It's

Wilfrid."
" But she likes him."
"

I know she does," said Julia again.
"

It's us

both together. That's what he feels. He said

that our engagement has made a difference. I don't

mind, but I'm not going to have him worried."

All along her attitude to Lambert struck me as

curiously maternal. She took him under her

wing, which was remarkable, considering what a

very capable young man he was.

I did my best to persuade Julia that it was

only Anastasia's "way." She received my assur-

ances good-humouredly but without conviction.
"
Anyhow," she said,

"
it can't be helped. I

should have thought Anastasia would have seen

that. You can't please everybody, and the

sooner you make up your mind what you are

going to do, the better. It's now or never."

I did not attempt to translate these not very
lucid remarks. I felt that Julia had got on to

the wrong track somehow, but there was nothing
to be done except to make it as smooth for her

as possible. All tracks lead finally in the same

direction, and it never seems to me worth while

considering might-have-beens. At the same time

I wished that Julia, as she looked amusedly
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about the white-washed room, very much as she

had looked about her at the Huts at Bosporthennis,

wouldn't keep whistling softly that call from high

up the mountains out of the last movement of

the "Waldstein Sonata." It reminded me, as I

think it reminded her, of all the things I didn't

want her to think about : Bosigran and the hills

above Zennor, and the Huts at Bosporthennis and

the little ruined house down by the sea at the

mouth of Landewednack valley, and, by implica-

tion, Conrad. Julia had made up her mind ; why
would she keep looking over the hedge ?

"What do they do, those people?" she asked,

presently, colouring faintly over her dusky skin

as if she had asked an improper question.

"You mean at Bosigran?" I said cheerfully.

She nodded. I said that they were just

Morrison's friends who came down there for a rest.

"
Is she going to die that pretty woman ?

"

The question startled me, but somehow I couldn't

prevaricate with Julia, and I said that I was

afraid Mrs. Willoughby wouldn't live long.

"How jolly," said Julia.

This wouldn't do at all. A great healthy girl

of less than twenty-two, engaged to be married,

with every prospect of a long and happy life

before her, ought not to say things like that. I

said that cheap pessimism was out of date.

"Oh, I'm not pessimistic," said Julia; "I mean
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that, if it's got to come, it's jolly to come that

way." She waited a moment and then said,

"They don't care if it snows."

This crude paraphrase of the Morrison gospel

interested me, but it wasn't what I wanted Julia

to think about just now. I asked her didn't she

think it was dreadful to lose somebody one cared

for very much ?

"Oh, yes, I know," said Julia, with her sleepy

smile; "but that's there. You couldn't have done

anything, and you've had the best you can get.

Besides," she added, "you don't lose them."

I could only feel that it was a simplicity that

I hadn't the key to that made her enigmatic.

We were talking across a wall. She smiled at

me in the shy way of a stupid child that fears

it has not used the right words, though I knew

that it was I that was really stupid.

I told Anastasia that she was hurting Julia.
"
Ah, the dear thing !

"
she said in remorse, and

caught impulsively at my arm. But immediately
she changed her tone and, with an affectation of

indifference, said, "What can you do with a girl

like that ? Besides, I'm horribly afraid of her.

You never know what those large, black, reserved

creatures are going to do when they get moving."
It struck me that Anastasia wanted to goad

Julia until she "got moving."

"Anastasia," I said, "you are a little devil."
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She showed the tip of her tongue for a moment
and then said, "Your Julia's all right. Nobody
else," she slightly emphasized the words,

"
will do

anything."
I grunted, unconvinced. Thereafter I was

haunted by the picture of Julia, enormously

enlarged, rising slowly from her chair and "Chez

Nous
"

falling in pieces about her like a house of

cards.

Meanwhile I cultivated Lambert. In all this

uncomfortable atmosphere he at least was an

innocent person, and I was determined that, so

far as I could manage it, he should have fair play.

Lambert was not exciting, but he was not stupid.

He was perfectly well aware of a disturbed

atmosphere, but he was strong enough to weather

it. Every time I saw him his head seemed to

have settled down more firmly between his broad

shoulders. He looked neither to the right nor the

left. My sympathies were oddly divided ; if ever

a man deserved to be happy in his love, Wilfrid

Lambert deserved it, but Anastasia had excited

me. Lambert sometimes talked about Julia, but

he was too loyal to her and too considerate of me,

and perhaps too proud, to betray in words his

evident anxiety. It came out, though, in spite of

him. "
Julia's people don't understand her," he

said once after one of the long silences that were

common between us. That seemed fairly obvious,
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and I said something non-committal and he went

on,
"
She's always been treated as if she were

rather eccentric, but in reality she's one of the

most practical people I've ever met. I've had

men like that working for me. They don't seem

to have to learn ; and the only way to treat them

is to leave them absolutely alone. I've found that

out. If you make them do things the orthodox

way and by rule they only get confused. I think

that Julia has been confused half her life. She

needs somebody to tell her that it's all right."

That I said was what I had always felt about her.
"
Yes, she owes a lot to you," he said, with a

grateful glance that made me ashamed. Anybody,
I said, would be proud of Julia's confidence.

"Confidence," he repeated thoughtfully ; "she

has two sorts of confidence. She isn't exactly

reserved, but she'll always do what you want,

you know," he said impulsively,
" and sometimes I

wish she wouldn't. I say to her,
'

Tell me what you
would really like,' and she says,

'

Oh, I like anything.'
"

This, as I knew, was a propos to the arrange-

ment of their future home. They were to be

married in the spring and were to live at Bromley.
I said that I thought he might safely take Julia

at her word, and he seemed relieved to hear it.

"
I had the sort of idea," he said,

" that there

might be something she cared about quite a lot,

and that I had missed it so dreadfully that she
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didn't like to hurt my feelings by suggesting it.

You don't know of anything you have never

heard her say, I mean, that there's anything

particular that one could do ?
"

There was nothing I knew of, I said. Julia was

very adaptable.

"Adaptable, yes," he said in a dissatisfied tone,
" but that's just what I don't want."

It occurred to me that it was just what he

would have to be contented with and he would be

wise to make the best of it. The other sort

of confidence, as he called it, would never be his,

but, if I knew anything at all about Julia, it

would never be given to anybody else when once

she was married. I couldn't say this in so many
words, but I hinted that Julia was not a person

to be bothered with questions. Take her at her

word and keep your eyes open, and you would

soon see if she was comfortable in her surround-

ings. On the whole Lambert seemed satisfied,

though, as he said, there was no information to

be gathered from Julia's life at home. So far as

he could make out she just dodged it.

" Her brother says that it's only that she's

taken a long time to grow up," he said,
" but I'm

afraid he's not very reliable."

It was shortly after this that Conrad and

Lambert met at my rooms. Again it was im-

pressed upon me that whatever might be said
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about the rest of us in this coil about Julia, these

two young men understood each other thoroughly.

They might have been two young men going in

for the same scholarship except that Conrad, in

spite of Anastasia's machinations, was determined

not to compete. The contrast between them was

extraordinarily interesting. There was Lambert,

the product of institutions, of the public school and

a dignified profession, at its best ; slow of thought,

scant of speech, steady in habit, reliable in action.

By reference to the standards you knew exactly

what he would do in any emergency. He never

questioned his orders. On the other hand there

was Conrad, a creature of his own growth, swift,

voluble, freakish you had to take him absolutely

on trust. Like the little girl in the song, "When
he was good he was very, very good ;

But when he

was bad he was horrid." He would be good or bad

his own way and not according to the rules. As

they looked at each other, the two young men

might have been saying, "That's your way; this

is mine ;

'

all's right. Are you content ? Why, so

let things remain '

!

"

Conrad, who had come to the end of his

money, was going down to Cornwall. He had

engaged himself to work for a friend of his who

was market-gardening at Lamorna.

"He stands the racket, you know," said

Conrad, "and I have a cottage on the cliffs and
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my hash. He's a regular nigger-driver, but there's

some satisfaction in working for a man who knows

what he's about."

I chaffed him about settling down to an agri-

cultural life, and he said :

"
I hadn't thought about that. One must live,

and I am rather sick of town. I shall stop at

Lamorna until I get bored."

Before Lambert, Conrad talked quite freely

about Morrison, as he would not before the

Kenwyn-Browns. But then Lambert never pre-

tended to be enlightened or broad-minded. It

was not for him to support or to reform the

social edifice
; when the plan was altered he

would, so to speak, get a copy and study it ;

meanwhile he did his job. Conrad said that

Morrison had lately been up to see Lord Amble-

side, who, as a result, had removed his interest

from a manufactory of small arms. Lambert said

that he could not see the use of that, because

there was always somebody else to take one's

place. That, of course, had to be admitted, but,

as we pointed out to Lambert, for the future

Lord Ambleside would have nothing to lose by
the maintenance of peace. We talked a good
deal about the question of war ; the extraordinary

power of non-resistance and so on. Conrad said

that he believed that an organized army of men

pledged not to fight would be irresistible. As a
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rule, however, Conrad was not interested in

general ideas. He was the born, the natural

Morrisonian ; he had not reasoned things out. I

think that was why Morrison found him so useful

and encouraged him to go about among all sorts

of people. He was the privateer, and he influenced

people not by what he said but by his personal

attractiveness. He made them Mr. Kenwyn-
Brown, for example ask themselves questions.

They wondered what he was "up to
"

; what

secret he had found to make him so happy.

At the moment, said Conrad, Morrison and Mr.

Holcroft were alone at Bosigran. Teddy was

lay-reading with Joe Dylke and helping him with

his boys, and Di Willoughby, as I knew, was

stopping with Anastasia. I had been down to

Chalgrave Abbey for the week-end and found an

Anastasia I had not seen before ; Anastasia the

consoler. Di, who was getting near the end of

things, had suddenly lost pluck and was harassing

herself with unanswerable and generally futile ques-

tions : whether she mightn't have done more for

her husband, whether she had any right to be

happy, and so on. But for the pathos of the

thing, there would have been something irresistibly

funny in the pretty creature's efforts to look

down her nose and, as Anastasia said,
" Go back

on the purpose for which God made her, as if a

wood anemone wanted to flavour mutton."
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Anastasia, however, was far from being amused.

With Di she was tender and patient, but she

lived in a white rage. I would find her storming

up and down the room that was always to me a

little alarming in its implication of a range and

certainty of knowledge and taste in regions where

I could only plunge, muttering to herself and

flinging out her hands in helpless protest against

a world that, as she said, "lived in, and judged

by, and sacrificed everything to its sacred

stomach." Upon me, as the representative by sex

and tradition of that world, she poured out the

vituperation she spared its victim.

His people, if you please, had been " at her."

They thought she ought to see him. He was re-

formed, if yeu please his liver had gone wrong.
"Here's this priceless thing joy wounded and

ashamed because a man must have his bottle.

Do for him? Hasn't she been?"

Anastasia didn't think very kindly of Teddy.
Her answer to my view that he had behaved

very well in difficult circumstances and that Di

wasn't the person to take her own line as was

proved by her present grief amounted to " Damn
his consideration !

"
though not in those words.

" He might have given her something to cry

about if she must cry. I've no use for dis-

embodied spirits." She would have none of your

squire of dames. "Chivalry? What it all comes
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back to is respect for the sacred rights of the

stomach. You all hang together."

Here, I reflected, as I sat in my room listening

to Conrad and Lambert, was the old, old opposi-

tion of joy and the sacred stomach. Anastasia

had sharpened up the vague regret that lay be-

hind my practical satisfaction in the settling down
of Julia. That the stomach was a sober one and

would perform its functions decently was at any
rate a consolation, and so was the thought that

Julia was of tougher fibre than Di Willoughby.

Julia would be all right. But I could understand

Anastasia's uneasiness and her crafty, though I

believed useless and therefore inconvenient, at-

tempts to aggravate joy.

One thing I hadn't allowed for was the awaken-

ing conscience of the stomach. I ought to have

thought of this, for wasn't our one hope as good
Morrisonians in the first faint intimations to that

member and its ally the purse that all was not

well with the empire they ruled ?

Before abdication voluntary abdication, which

is the only one that matters you must have

the conviction of unfitness to rule. Anyhow,
I hadn't thought of it, not in this particular in-

stance. Therefore it was with a shock of surprise

and extraordinary interest that, at the time of

parting, I heard Lambert ask Conrad why he

never came to " Chez AT
ows." It was no idle
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question passed on by the Kenwyn-Browns out of

politeness ; it was asked with a purpose ; it was a

demand. Lambert asked it with head slightly

lowered but looking steadily under his brows, a

little white about the lips. Of course it may not

have been conscience ; it may have been the natural

dislike of a proud and self-reliant man to getting a

woman by the forbearance of another man. For by
this time that was how the situation presented it-

self to me, and I saw that it was so understood

by the two young men. I had always seen that

they liked and respected each other, but I now
saw that they liked and respected each other

through and because of Julia. They had no

quarrel with each other or with Julia, but they had

a very long score against the Kenwyn-Browns,
and particularly, I surmised, against that engaging

youth, George Cobden.

Well, Conrad flushed all through he was less

composed than Lambert, but it must be remem-

bered that Anastasia had been "
at him " and

said that he had been oxing about, but that he'd

look in some time. Lambert said :

"Well, you ought to look them up before you

go down to Cornwall."

Conrad considered him for a moment. I could

see that he didn't agree, and I admired the

friendly way in which he gave a personal turn to

the matter :
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" You think I ought'?

"
-he said.

"
Yes," said Lambert doggedly,

"
I think you

ought."
"
Very well, then," said Conrad.

After Lambert had gone Conrad, who was

stopping the night with me, walked the length

of the room twice and then said :

"It isn't exactly fun for me."

I said nothing. The remarks of the unfavoured

swain, like the explanations of the retiring

batsman, are seldom edifying. Not that Conrad

wanted to make moan ; on the contrary, he

laughed and said :

"I'm not asking for sympathy, I'm asking for

advice."

I intimated that it was rather late in the day.

"You needn't rub it in," he said cheerfully;

"Anastasia has done that. But I don't think a

woman can understand the enormous difficulty."

I accepted the intimation that I could

understand the difficulty, but said that all the

same I thought he ought to have tried his chances.
" There was the confounded cheek of the

thing," he said.

"It always is confounded cheek," I said, "but

it doesn't seem to me particularly flattering to

Her to assume that the cheekiness is determined

by chairs and tables."

I didn't quote my own case, but he said
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quickly,
"
Ah, but you knew all along. Besides

you could provide at least a roof."
"
Well, couldn't you ?

"
I said.

The baffling
"
coming from outside

"
look

came into his eyes, and he smiled and said coolly :

"
I might and I mightn't. But I wouldn't have

that a condition."

I called him Mr. Arrogance.
"
No, indeed, Gregory," he said hastily,

" that

isn't it. But I wouldn't leave anything to be

afraid of. And I'm sure," he continued eagerly,
" she understood that. She knew why I held off."

That was Di's opinion, and I admitted that it

was probable.
"
But," I said unguardedly,

"
I don't say that

she approved of your holding off."

" What !

"
he said, lungeing forward ;

"
you

mean "

I said that I didn't mean anything, except that

every woman claimed the privilege of saying
" No."

I think he was glad that I pulled him up, for

he laughed awkwardly, and said :

"
Well, anyhow, it all amounts to the same

thing. But about this visit of ceremony. I shall

have to go."

There, of course, I agreed, and I'm afraid it was

as much the psychological interest of the situation

as friendship which made me agree to accompany
him.
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CHAPTER XI

THE
psychological interest of the situation was

deepened and complicated by the fact that

we went to "Chez Nous "
on the evening

of the day on which Percy Slater had decided to

follow the light. Whenever I look back over the

way things worked out, I am reminded of the

saying about earthen vessels ; we certainly owed

a great deal to the Slaters.

We found Mr. Brown talking to a rather bored

looking family party, including Lambert, about

the process of disintegration.

"Of course, I have always known it was going

on," he said ;

" one has been able to give it a

name. Rank Socialism. But what is this ?

What are you to call it ? How are you to meet

it?"

Nobody answered him, but George Cobden said :

"Don't worry yourself, dad; let the fellow

go."

George Cobden, I reflected, had his own reasons

tor being angry with Slater.
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"Oh, but I can't do that," said Mr. Brown.
" Let a man who has served me faithfully for

nearly twenty years commit social suicide ? It's

wicked."

I will say that for Mr. Brown. The personal

inconvenience of losing Slater annoyed him, but

it was nothing to what he called the principle of

the thing. It was true that when he talked

about the social order he meant particularly the

business of Kenwyn-Brown, Deacon & Co., but

that was, so to speak, religious ; what he felt for

the business was reverence and love that asked

little in return. He believed in it as he believed

in God, or in the virtue of his wife. And, after

all, love is love. It is human to need a concrete

example. One cannot, even Mr. Brown could

not, get up much enthusiasm for the social order

in the abstract.

It will be perceived that the situation was not

comfortable for Conrad and myself. On our

entrance Julia had glanced at Conrad with a look

of slightly cruel satisfaction, as if to say,
" Now

you're going to catch it," and Lambert looked

apologetic.

It was evident that everybody knew Conrad

had been talking to Slater. Conrad, I could see,

was amused. I knew that Mr. Brown wouldn't

abuse us in his own house, but I had the insane

idea that we ought somehow to get up and declare
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ourselves. I needn't have worried. Mr. Brown's

large-mindedness made every allowance for the

quaint and the decorative. He could appreciate

in a play, or a novel, or a picture an attitude to

life that he wouldn't have tolerated for a moment
in practice. He thought Raffles a rattling good

play, and was not " Chez Nous," with its photo-

gravure reproductions of "The Rokeby Venus
" and

"Olympia," and its daintily bound literature of

revolt on the bookshelves, a monument to en-

lightened freedom in art ? Unlike Slater, Mr.

Brown hadn't made the disconcerting discovery

that poets sometimes meant what they said. His

Sunday and his weekday religion, so to speak,

were things apart. As if to reassure us, he presently

made this clear, for he said, with an indulgent

smile :

"Of course I know that all this sort of non-

sense is rather a hobby of you fellows. But you

know, Gregory, it shows how careful one ought
to be. One has to remember the audience.

What's all very well for you, or me, or Cobs, is

apt to get into the heads of people like Slater.

He takes it all literally."

George Cobden tried again to change the con-

versation. He said he was sure we didn't want

to be bothered with that silly ass Slater. The

effect of his uneasiness, as I saw, was to excite

Julia's curiosity. She didn't say anything, but she
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was evidently in a mood when she wanted several

people to "catch it." She wanted to see Conrad

forced to declare himself, and she saw that her

brother, for some reason of his own, wanted Conrad

to be kept in the background. Thus, while Mr.

Brown talked chiefly, I felt, to drown his fears,

there were all sorts of undercurrents at work.

"I'm only using Slater as an illustration," said

Mr. Brown ; "he brings it home. There's this

poor chap now ; steady, industrious, intelligent,

happily married, with a nice little place out at

Ealing. As I told him, few young men at his

age in a business house have better prospects.

All at once some of these ideas that are floating

about in the air get into his head and he becomes

practically insane. Do you know what he said to

me this afternoon ?
" He lowered his voice and

looked round impressively.
" He said he wanted

to find his soul !

"

"
Oh, it's all right, pater," said George Cobden

irritably, "it's nothing new. They always talk

like that. It's all mixed up with these New

Theology and Christian Science things. Of course

there's a germ of truth
"

"Germ," said Mr. Brown, as if he had caught
one ;

"
that's what I mean. The thing can be

reasoned out scientifically. You know, Willie,

and you know, Phil, that all the diseases that

ever were are more or less present in the air we
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breathe in the form of germs. But so long as

we live sensibly, you know, cold baths, plenty of

exercise, good food, and so on, they can't hurt us ;

they can't find a suitable soil in our bodies. So

with the germs of diseased ideas in a Pickwickian

sense, Conrad in an atmosphere like this they're,

so to speak, sterilized, they're innocuous. We live

healthy mental lives, you see; everything gets

well discussed, well ah, that's it, well ventilated.

You might open the window a little more, Willie.

That's it. Well, as I was saying, our minds

are well exercised, well nourished
"

"Really George," said Mrs. Brown, with her

slow beautiful smile, "this is all very interesting,

but
"

She stopped and looked round the room,

and shook her head. "You men, you men," she

said compassionately,
" and you call yourselves

practical ! Just you leave it to me." She paused

again, and then added liltingly :

"I'll talk to Mrs. Slater."
" You've no right to interfere, mother," said

Julia in a fighting tone.
"
Julia !

"
said Mrs. Brown. To the day of my

death I shall never forget Mrs. Brown's "Julia!"

It was softly spoken, with hardly a trace of

reproof. The word itself with its liquid syllables

came out of her full throat as if it were her

natural note like the coo of a dove. A whole

chapter might be written about Mrs. Brown's
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"
Julia !

"
It summed up the whole Kenwyn-

Brown atmosphere ; it showed me better than

anything what Julia would have had to
"
face."

"I can't help it, mother," said Julia in a curi-

ously dry tone; "it's nobody's business but theirs."

"
Now, my dear girl," said George Cobden, in

the tired though coaxing tone of one who

anticipates a storm. "Nobody wants to interfere.

Nobody cares a brass farthing about the private

opinions of a half-baked fanatic like Slater. Only
the pater doesn't like to see a good servant make
a bally fool of himself."

Julia took no notice of him. Lambert pulled

at his moustache uncomfortably, but I don't think

he wanted to suppress Julia.

"You see, Julia," said Mr. Brown, looking at her

curiously, "there's a big principle involved. It's a

grave responsibility for me almost as if it

happened in my own family. It's putting a

weapon into the hands of the the forces of

reaction. They will say,
' This is what your

Liberalism leads to ; this is the result of your

popular education.' Those of us who are pioneers

in the cause of true democracy must be very,

very careful that our ideas are not misinterpreted ;

that we are not made the cat's-paws of anarchy."
"

I don't understand all that," said Julia simply ;

"but why shouldn't Mr. and Mrs. Slater do what

they like ?
"
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"But they don't know what they are doing,"
said Mr. Brown.

" How do you know ?
"

said Julia.

"By the way Slater talked/' said her father

rather crossly.
" He was silly to talk," Julia admitted.

"I'm thinking about this poor little woman,"
said Mrs. Brown. " What does Mr. Lowe say
about it ?

"
she added, smiling upon him.

"I think the Slaters are doing a very wise

thing," said Conrad.

"In a Pickwickian sense," said Mr. Brown in-

dulgently, with his head on one side.

"
No, I mean practically," said Conrad.

"
Ah, but then you're not married," said Mrs.

Brown gaily.
"
No," said Conrad.

" Conrad's a wise man," said Mr. Brown, who,

I guessed, was tactfully reserving what he had to

say to Conrad for tampering with one of his clerks

for a more private occasion ; "he keeps himself

free to live the simple life. Well, in my opinion

it's a mistake in any case ; it's an evasion of

citizenship ;
but Conrad knows what I think, and

there's nothing like having things well ventilated.

Audi alteram partem, don't you know. However,
we're not discussing ourselves."

"But that's where you're not practical, prac-

tical," said Mrs. Brown. "We ought to put our-
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selves in other people's places. Use our imagina-

tions. If you were married, Mr. Lowe ?
"

"Aha!" said Conrad easily, "I'll tell you when

I am."

"There you are!" said Mrs. Brown triumph-

antly.
" When it comes to the pinch, you all

sheer off."

I thought Conrad had extricated himself very

neatly, but Julia was in a mood that could only

be described as cantankerous.
"
No, we don't," she said rudely,

"
only Mr. Lowe

never will condescend to explain himself."

"I thought you didn't like talking," said George
Cobden.

" Then why does he go about upsetting other

people ?
"

said Julia.
" That's not fair," said Mr. Brown breezily ;

" he

didn't want to upset anybody, but, as I said, one

doesn't always remember one's audience."
"
Besides," said Mrs. Brown,

"
I thought you

agreed with Mr. Lowe that the Slaters are doing

a wise thing ?
"

"
I agree with Mr. Lowe ?

"
said Julia hotly.

"
I

don't know what he means, to begin with. And
as for the Slaters, I don't say they're right and I

don't say they're wrong. I only say that they

ought to be let alone."
" To make a mess of their affairs ?

"
said George

Cobden.
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"
If they like it," said Julia.

"
It's all very well to sit here in a comfortable

room," said Mrs. Brown, "surrounded by every

luxury and refinement."
"
Well, haven't the Slaters got a comfortable

room ?
"

said Julia.

"That's just it, you silly girl," said her father

impatiently, "but they won't have. They'll soon

run through all their money. What do you say ?
"

he appealed to me.

I said I thought it was quite conceivable.
" At any rate, they'll have had a run for their

money," said Conrad.
" But do you mean to say," said Mr. Brown

seriously,
" that you advise everybody to to

realize their capital and take to poultry farming ?
"

"
I don't know about that," said Conrad.

"
I

haven't thought it out."
" What's the good of talking to Mr. Lowe,

father," said Julia.
"
He'll only talk to people he

thinks good enough."
Conrad smiled good-humouredly. Mrs. Brown

murmured,
"
Really, Julia, you are very rude to-

night," but Mr. Brown was too perplexed to

notice the uncomfortable atmosphere. He wanted,

as he would have said, to get at the root of the

matter, but Conrad would not talk before Julia.

He preferred to be thought light and irresponsible.

I don't think he understood any more than I
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did exactly what Julia would be getting at.

Apparently she only wanted to set people by the

ears. In search of light, Mr. Brown made Conrad

tell him what he was going to do in Cornwall.

Julia listened for a few minutes with an intensely

bored expression and then said, "Well, I'm going
to bed." I watched her as she said " Good

night
"

to Conrad. In spite of her late rudeness

she was not in the least embarrassed.

"Try not to despise us when you're feeding

the pigs," she said lightly. Conrad laughed and

said,
"

I only despise people who feed pigs when

they don't want to." "Ah," said Julia, "you're
too clever ; you know what everybody wants."

Conrad laughed again, but I think he was a little

disconcerted. Lambert, too, looked disturbed, and

glanced at Conrad sympathetically and question-

ingly as Julia went out of the room. I thought
I understood him ; he wanted Julia, but he did

want to be quite sure that she didn't want

Conrad. Conrad was quite sure that she didn't ;

that was where he and Lambert tacitly agreed to

differ. It was understood between them, I think,

that Conrad wanted Julia. At least, that was

how I worked the thing out. There seemed to

be no way of getting at the truth. Lambert, as

he was quite capable of doing, could ask Julia

point blank if she wasn't in love with Conrad,

but her answer in any case would be a furious
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denial. If anything could have proved the incon-

venience of a social order based on ulterior

motives, I reflected, it was this absurd situation.

Conrad's very tame account of his job in Corn-

wall seemed to relieve Mr. Brown.

"That's what I say," he said. "I've every

sympathy with young people looking about a bit,

and getting all the varied experience they can

before they settle down. It broadens the mind.

Something like the German students' wander-

year."

Conrad could have said a lot, but he wouldn't.

"You see," Mr. Brown went on, "you've no

encumbrances." I saw the swift malicious smile

on Conrad's face at the appropriateness of the

word, but he made no comment. " But it's

different with Slater."

Here Mrs. Brown interfered. She thought we

had all heard enough about the Slaters ;
the

matter was quite simple ; she would talk to Mrs.

Slater.

To me, at a later occasion, Mr. Brown talked

very seriously about Conrad. He came to my
rooms for the purpose.

"It's all very well, Gregory," he said, "but a

young man like that is what I call dangerous.

He makes people dissatisfied. After all, life isn't

a game."
There seemed to be a question in the last
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sentence. But the idea of corrupting Mr. Brown
was almost sacrilegious.

"Oh, Conrad's all right," I said; "you've got
to take him as he is."

"Yes, I feel that," said Mr. Brown; "that's

why I let him off easily about this Slater

business. If anybody else came to my office and

upset my clerks he upset me a little," he paused
and looked at me oddly.

"
I like the fellow," he

said emphatically ;

"
that's what it comes to, I

like the fellow." I took the opportunity to say

that I didn't think Conrad had "
got at

"
Slater

any more than I had. Slater had asked our

opinion and we gave it.

"No, I don't think he did," Mr. Brown
admitted.

"Then what it amounts to," I said, "is that

you think Conrad ought not to be himself, as you

might say that a pretty woman has no business

to be so pretty."
" Of course it sounds silly when you put it

like that," said Mr. Brown,
" but what I mean

is well, I'll put it this way : I like a good novel,

and the more, the more romantic the better.

It's a relief, you know, after the serious business

of life. But I don't mix up the two. One's

fact ; the other's fiction. Well, Conrad comes

along, and somehow he makes you feel that the

novel sort of thing is fact and the other is
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fiction; that it's all a made-up thing. Now that

isn't right. It must do harm."

I asked him how.
"
Well, there's Slater. He doesn't believe in it

now."
" In what ?

"

" In the business. He didn't say anything

disrespectful ; I don't mean that. He said it was

all right for me." Mr. Brown stopped, and then

said, "Pretty cool that, though, if you come to

think of it."

"
Oh, Slater talks too much," I said hastily.

" He's got the lawyer's mind. He wants to

justify himself. Did Mrs. Brown talk to Mrs.

Slater ?
"

"
Yes," said Mr. Brown,

" but it wasn't any

good. It isn't as if they thought they were

bettering themselves. They've got something, the

beggars !

"

"They?"
"
Why, Conrad, the Slaters, Morrison, and all

that lot. There's something that doesn't come to

the surface. I felt it all the time I was out at

that place at Bosigran. But they won't say what

it is. You don't seem to notice it."

My difficulty was that I couldn't persuade him

how simple the thing was. If I had told him to

do something extravagant, to give up his

business, sell
" Chez Nous " and go and live in a
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cottage, he would have protested, but he would

have understood me. I began to see why
Morrison didn't want one to proselytize.

"It's something to do with the back to the

land idea," said Mr. Brown tentatively. I said

I didn't think so. Conrad had merely taken the

first thing that turned up.
"
Well, I give it up," said Mr. Brown. He

drummed on the table for a few minutes, and

then said, "Julia gave him beans the other night,

didn't she ?
"

I said that Julia seemed to like ragging Conrad.
"
Yes," said Mr. Brown ;

"
she's got some sort

of grudge against him. Pity, too, because Wilfrid

likes him. How differently Julia has turned out

from what we expected," he went on; "she seems

to have lost all her imagination. I should have

thought
"

" Yes ?
"

I said encouragingly, though I half

guessed what was coming.
"
Well," he said in a shame-faced way,

"
I should

have thought that a chap like Conrad was much

more likely to appeal to her than an old sober-

sides like Wilfrid."

"Wouldn't have done," I said, watching his

face.

"No, of course not," he said; "though I must

say I like a little more romance Oh, Wilfrid's a

good fellow."
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That was the exasperating thing about Mr.

Brown. He wanted to eat his cake and have

it.

"There's a thing I notice about the young

people of to-day," he went on reflectively,
"
they're more how shall I put it ? more

rationalistic than we were. There's Cobs now.

A good lad, a very good lad, and a good business

man. A little too good, if you understand what

I mean. Of course you've got to be keen in

business nowadays, but he's hard. There isn't

the dignity, the sentiment about business that

there used to be."

It was the killing the Boers but not killing

them too much, again, I reflected, but I didn't

say so. I said that youth was inclined to be

hard.
"
Well, then, on the other hand there's Conrad,"

said Mr. Brown in a dissatisfied tone.
" Of course

he's all wrong, but upon my word, there seems

to be nothing between cynicism and moonshine.

The old ground of commonsense Liberalism seems

to be falling away from under one's feet, and a

man doesn't know which way to jump."
To this day I am haunted by a picture of Mr.

Brown hesitating which way to jump. It must

be terribly distracting to have both a taste for

moonshine and an interest in the concern.

Being curious to learn how what Mr. Brown
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called moonshine was working in the case of the

Slaters, I went down to see them after they had

got settled. The jerk of uprooting had shaken

some of the unction out of Slater, and he was

now badly scared. He was feverishly anxious for

my assurance that he would succeed in his poultry

farming. This, of couse, I was not in a position

to give, though he seemed to have set about the

business in a very practical way. But the moment
I saw Mrs. Slater I knew that it didn't matter

a bit whether they succeeded or not. The woman
that generally lies nearer to the surface than the

man had emerged. Presently Slater would emerge
from the doctrinaire stage that followed his

awakening, and a man and woman together can't

fail in life whatever hash they make of their

affairs. I wished I had known Mrs. Slater before,

because her emergence was a very pretty spectacle

and I should have liked a comparison. As I

found her, she was a graceful, eager young woman,
with a startled conviction that the days weren't

half long enough. She was newly shy at least, I

felt that she hadn't been shy in Ealing as if she

had left behind her some armour. Indeed, she

had altogether the look and the manner of having

only just come out of the shell. Bits of it, so to

speak, still clung about her, and she was always

remembering, with a funny little gesture of the

hand and a laugh, things that she needn't say and
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needn't do any more. "
It's all right, Percy, it's all

right," she kept saying.
"
Tell him it's all right,

Mr. Pinfold." There was a story she told me at

tea and again at supper for they would have me

stop the night about a young woman of her

acquaintance who sat on the stairs and cried all

day because the doctor had ordered the
"
open-

air" treatment for her consumptive husband.

"She wasn't crying about him, poor dear, but

about her blessed carpets and curtains that had

to be turned out. Now that's just how I was,

Mr. Pinfold."

Mr. Morrison, she said, was " an old dear."

When Percy wrote to him he wasn't satisfied

with answering the letter, but came up to see

them.

"He made me feel that nothing could happen,

though I can't remember what he said," said

Mrs. Slater,
" and I am wondering now what it

was that I was afraid of. I seemed to be driven,

somehow."
"
Percy worries a bit," she said later when he

had gone out to lock up his birds for the night,
" but I tell him that we can't eat more than one

meal at a time. And if you're thinking about

the next one you don't seem to enjoy the one

you're eating, do you ? That's where the differ-

ence is
; everything tastes new and looks new, as

if you had been in too much of a hurry to notice
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it before. Oh, Mr. Pinfold/' she cried, clasping her

hands, "it's such a lark!"

Wherein, I reflected, she differed from Mr.

Brown, who thought life was not a game. I may
add that up to the present the Slaters have

found it not only
" a lark

"
but a practical

success, with regular meals for two and a baby.
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CHAPTER XII

DI
WILLOUGHBY lived until March. "His

people
" had persuaded her to see him again,

and Anastasia gave the necessary invitation,

stipulating that he should only come down at

week-ends when I could be there to entertain

him. My memory of that winter is chiefly of

dodging Captain Willoughby at St. Pancras, so

that I should not have to travel down to Bedford

with him.

"Why," as Anastasia said, "are wicked people
so unutterably dreary ?

"

This did not mean that Captain Willoughby
had not "reformed." He no longer drank, and

he was living clean, though expensively, in

Jermyn Street. But he had had Di and he had

broken her ; hence, as Anastasia said, he was a

wicked man. It was not only the bottle ; there

had been other things. Sometimes when Anastasia

had been more than usually abusive I had, for

the sake of my sex, to put in a word for him. I

said he was chiefly stupid. Anastasia said, "My
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dear Gregory, have you lived so long and not

learnt that they are exactly the same thing ?
"

Certainly the devils that had left Captain Wil-

loughby had left him the emptiest creature it

has been my misfortune to meet. If he had got

no more fun out of his vices than he did out of

his reformation his boon companions must have

been very patient. In spite of his past, he was a

well-kept looking man in the early forties, always

very carefully dressed, with an expressionless face,

cold blue eyes, a large round chin which he must

have shaved three times a day, and a flat, patter-

ing voice.
" Grrr ! he makes me go like that !

"
Anastasia

would say with a shudder whenever he left the

room. As is often the case with self-indulgent

people, he left the impression of icy coldness.
" He's been dead a long time and they won't

bury him, and she !

" And indeed to think by
contrast of that fragile and yet so eager life going

out in a confused smile, as if asking "Why?"
was harrowing. Anastasia said that Di always

made her think of a child that had gone to pat

a large dog and got snapped at. She couldn't

believe that she hadn't done something to deserve

it.
" And it seems a shame to tell her it's the

nature of the beast." Now Di was dreadfully

afraid of her husband ; more afraid, I think, than

she had been before he reformed. Then there
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was always somebody, if it was only the law, to

interfere for the sake of public decency. Now

public decency told her to trust in her husband's

reformation. None of us doubted that, by the

way, but we were not cheered by it, and we

knew, none better than Di, that his attendance

on her dying bed was only part of the reformation.

It was a pious duty. As such she accepted it

bravely, though, in spite of her pluck, shrinkingly,

and she wouldn't be alone with him.

Except for these cruelties of ceremony
Anastasia made them coincide with the cod-liver

oil, an arrangement which, oddly enough, seemed

to gratify him I had him on my hands all Sunday.

I had to go to church with him in the morning,

and at lunch-time he repeated the sermon to

Anastasia. The one spark of humour for me in

the whole dreary business was his unconquerable

delusion that Anastasia liked him, and her speech-

less "behaviour
" when I told her so. He said she

had a serious mind, and he intimated that such

a woman might have kept him "straight." As

I told Anastasia, there was a certain glimmer of

truth in that. Poor Di, he said, was always so

childish and frivolous. She had no influence.

" Influence influence of God's youth !

" was the

only quotable thing that Anastasia said when I

repeated the remark to her. To show his humble

appreciation of Anastasia's serious mind, he
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frequented auction rooms and would bring her

catalogues marked "sweetly pretty," "very
chaste," a "real gem," and so on. In the house,

out of respect for Anastasia's carpets, he went

about in patent-leather shoes he was proud of

his small feet and he was painfully learning to

call her pictures and her bibelots by their right

names and descriptions. Once he picked up some

small ivory thing, and Anastasia shrieked at him

in a convulsion, "Put it down! Put it down!"
afterwards explaining her involuntary outburst by

saying, "It's cracked, Captain Willoughby."
On Sunday afternoons I took him for long

walks at a tearing pace. But the man was un-

tirable ;
he seemed to glide along without effort, he

took small steps, and all the time the flat voice

went pattering on over the history of his
"
case."

He enjoyed nothing, he saw nothing, he was as

Anastasia said, though less obscurely, a Mani-

chaean. I shall never see the suave Bedfordshire

landscape again except through the small grey

circle of that man's soul. Anastasia said the ex-

perience was good for mine ; that it was a paying
for my Cornish walk with her ; that I should

now have a proper appreciation of my privilege.

It was not only his soul he talked about
;
he

was interested in all his functions ; he had a

mania for bodily cleanliness that, as Anastasia

said, made the subject dirty, and a scrupulous
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regard for hygiene in diet that made meals a

degradation.

And all the time there was Di going out like a

disembodied smile, a smile of innocent perplexity

at the muddle called life. For a time we played

up to her make-believe that she didn't want

and oughtn't to see Teddy ; but one day
Anastasia found her crying with a handkerchief

bitten to rags in her hand. When Anastasia

came out of the room she came up to me with

glaring eyes and made an indescribable noise

through her closed lips, and I saw the veins swell

out in her neck. At dinner she said, in a voice

I had never heard :

"Captain Willoughby, I'm going to send for

Edward Elton to stop."

He said, softly, and with sincere humility, "I'm

so glad."

I thought Anastasia would have flung a knife

at him. Teddy came at once and soothed us

all. He made even Anastasia ashamed of her

hate. I didn't see the first meeting between him

and Captain Willoughby, which happened on the

Monday, but I saw them together when I went

down for the week-end which was to be the last

for Di. Teddy was unaware of Captain Wil-

loughby in a way that would have been an

artistic triumph if it had been assumed. But it

was quite genuine, and Captain Willoughby saw
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that it was, and behaved well under it, though
he made little childish, almost pathetic, attempts

to recall his reformation and his relation to Di

to Teddy's mind. Teddy would listen to him

politely and at an opportunity excuse himself

to go to Di's room. Captain Willoughby told

me that he had never distrusted Teddy, which

I thought superfluous and not strictly true,

because there had been the little intrusion with

pistols, though, to be sure, he was drunk at the

time.

That was a very mild Sunday. After lunch

Teddy carried Di out to the lawn which, between

cedars, commanded the slow Ouse and an aerial

distance flushed with silver birches. There were

bells, I remember, and the birds sang madly.

Always for me that particular afternoon is recalled

by the second variation in the second movement

of the Sonata Appassionato,. I'm glad we none

of us knew it was to be the last afternoon

together or we could not have been so quietly

gay. Anastasia has remarked since and I

understood the amende implied that we none

of us knew anything about each other except

what we were at the moment ;
it was as if we

had just met without introduction for a pleasant,

stolen afternoon out of the dust and muddle of

life. Di wanted to talk about the peaceful way
the many-linked Ouse went out of the picture,
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but Anastasia wouldn't let her, and instead, with

golden chuckles, read snatches out of a little violet

book that had lately fallen into her hands. There

was something for each of us except Teddy. I'll

only quote what she commended for my benefit.

"Don't have the wandering eye. Your eye

belongs by all the laws of courtesy to your

partner."

"When keenly interested in conversation not

addressed to you, hide it from the person who is

entertaining you with platitudes."
"

I say," said Captain Willoughby,
"
that's a

bit too thick !

"
so I suppose it really was justified.

Between keeping him "
off the tram-rails," as

Anastasia said, and Di from dwelling on the way
the river went out of the picture, we had to

exchange a good many impertinences. My last

recollection of Di is of her lying back with folded

hands, watching a white butterfly with a puzzled

smile. She might have been wondering what the

butterfly a creature with wings
"
so wonderful,

so wide, so sun-suffused
" had left undone, to be

taken for a symbol of the aimless and wanton,

and what it ought to have done to redeem its

character.

She went out, smiling to the end, on the

following Thursday. If I had to write her

epitaph, I should write, "She smiled." That, it

will be remembered, was the first impression of
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her I got from Conrad ; how she stood, very

floppy and traily, with one foot in the gutter and

smiled at the women she couldn't move in Ken-

sington High Street. By her own apologetic wish

there was a cremation, and then they took a

little urn down to Bosigran. In the sunniest

granite wall of the "
Parlour," Morrison had a

hollow made, and the urn was put there, and on

the covering slab he carved with his own hands

the single word, "Joy." You have to move the

roses to look at it.

Teddy went back to Joe Dylke and his boys.

As Anastasia said half scornfully, half enviously,

he was the only one of us that hadn't lost any-

thing. Anastasia talked in a way that made it

advisable to keep her down at Bosigran for a

month or so. She said it was the strain of enter-

taining Captain Willoughby. He, by the way, is

still reformed ; I have seen him staring out of club

windows, and sometimes he sends Anastasia a

catalogue marked, in a hand like a shop-walker's,

"sweetly pretty," or "this is a real gem."
Circumstances wouldn't allow me to stop with

Anastasia at Bosigran, but besides Morrison and

Mr. Holcroft, there were two or three people

there to keep her mind occupied. There was a

Russian woman who had lost her husband in

Siberia, and there was a girl artist who did funny

pictures for children's stories. Besides, there was
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the Cornish spring, which, unlike the spring of

other places, comes not from above, but out of the

ground. It is late. It is a relenting. The granite

softens in outline, the sea flushes, and the cliffs

exhale the hawthorn breath of squill. Presently,

on a sudden day, the gorse is like the sound of a

gong, and the world is wide awake and laughing.

You look back startled over the last month, too

keen in the moment and the future for regret, but

with a half-sense that you have lived through an

exquisite mood of the earth with only half

appreciation. You never know the Cornish spring

until it is over.

Before I went back to London I walked over

to Lamorna to see Conrad. I had a little wondered

why he hadn't been to Bosigran, but supposed

that, as he would have said,
"
there was nothing

to say." He was not at Lamorna ; his cottage

was locked up, and woodpeckers laughed at me
from the elders that cowered over the garden at

the cliff's edge. Stott, the man he worked for,

told me something that disturbed me. Directly

Conrad heard from Teddy that Di was dead

Teddy's having written was in itself a little

unexpected he said that he must go walking.

Stott supposed that he was walking now.
"
He'll come back when he's walked it off,"

said Stott comfortably, blowing a cloud of smoke

from his beard. Mrs. Stott said nothing. I think
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she guessed, as I did, that it wasn't on account of

Di that Conrad had to go a-walking.

I said nothing to the others at Bosigran beyond

remarking that I had unfortunately missed Conrad

at Lamorna. When Tom Lander told me casually

that Conrad had been over to Bosigran by night,

that he had met him coming up out of the cove

in the small hours of the morning when he was

about some mysterious business of his own, I

said that he had better not say anything either.

I went back to London feeling that something
was about to happen.

Three days later I was at "Chez Nous" in the

evening when Conrad walked in. He was smiling

but wild-eyed, and splashed with mud from head

to foot. I have seldom seen a more disreputable

looking object, and Joe Dylke's description of

" Conrad in his bare bones
"

jumped into my
mind. He nodded in a friendly way to the room

generally, and went up to Julia, who backed away
from him and caught hold of Lambert.

"Well, I've thought it all out," said Conrad

quietly to Julia,
" and it isn't good enough.

Which would you really rather do ; marry Lambert

or marry me ?
"

"Don't be silly," said Julia ; and Lambert said,

"Steady, old man."

Lambert, I observed, wasn't surprised to see

Conrad, and I, after the first shock, was very
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glad, though I wished it had happened earlier. The

others, for a moment, stood round gaping, and

George Cobden said something, I can't remember

what, angrily. Then Mrs. Brown got hold of the

situation. She motioned to Willie and Phil to leave

the room, which they did backwards, and then

went up to Conrad and said very gently:
" My poor boy !

"

"
Oh, I say, I forgot to say how d'you do,"

said Conrad engagingly.
"
We'll excuse you," said Mrs. Brown with a

see-how-I-manage-him glance at us ;

" won't you
have some coffee ?

"

"No, I don't think so; no, thank you," said

Conrad, as if he had said
" Don't bother me," and

turned to Julia again. She had pushed Lambert

behind her, and now stood as if protecting him.

"What do you mean, coming here and upsetting

things?" she said furiously. "You ought to be

ashamed of yourself! Of course I want to marry
Wilfrid, and I'm going to."

"
Julia !

"
said Mrs. Brown.

"Oh, it's all very well to say 'Julia!' mother,

but how would you like it ?
"

Mrs. Brown whispered something, and Julia said,
"
No, he isn't ; he knows jolly well what he's doing.

I believe he did it on purpose."

By which I understood her to mean not his
"
doing it," but his having put it off. George
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Cobden began to speak, and I'm sorry to say

Julia said,
" Shut up !

"

"
It's a beastly nuisance, I know," said Conrad

apologetically to Lambert, "and I deserve my
head punching. It was Di, you know," he added

in a lower tone to Julia.
" We have such little

time. It really isn't good enough."
"
Why don't you kick him out, Wilfrid ?

"

said George Cobden in a tone of assumed boredom.

Julia said,
" You dare !

"
but not to Lambert.

Lambert said quietly,
"

It's all right, Lowe, but

you ought to have left it to me. Come away
now "

But Julia caught Lambert's arm.
"

I know what you're going to say," she said ;

"
you're a pig. And you're not going to back out

of it, so don't think it. If he wants somebody to

marry him why didn't he ask Mrs. Slater to marry
him ?

"

I believe that it was this absurd speech that

made Conrad sure of Julia, for he laughed and

said to Lambert,
"
All right, old chap."

"
It's no good ; you'll both stop here," said

Julia ;

"
it's nobody's business but mine. I won't

be pushed about from one to the other like this."
"
Julia

"
began Conrad.

"I'm not listening, I'm not listening," said

Julia, putting her hands over her ears.

Lambert came forward and said gravely to
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Mrs. Brown, "Good night." She, in spite of her

admirable assumption of being mistress of the

situation, was quite prepared to let him go. She

took his hand and absently repeated the valedic-

tion. But Julia said :

"
It's no good your running away. It doesn't

make a bit of difference."
" Can't you take him away ?

"
said George

Cobden savagely to me in an undertone. I pre-

tended not to hear him ; I agreed with Julia ;

it didn't make a bit of difference who went or

stayed, though I saw, as Julia didn't, that Lambert

wouldn't marry her now on any account. But

it was just as well that everybody should say
what they had to say, and Mr. Brown, under

constraint of his wife, hadn't spoken yet except

in confused exclamations.

Julia said to Conrad :

"
It's no good standing there like a great

donkey. I thought you had more common sense.

We're nothing to do with you. I'm going to be

married now. Even if I wasn't it would be too

absurd to think of such a thing. You don't know
what you're talking about."

It was like one child telling another that it

couldn't come out to play.

Conrad said :

"Yes, I do. It's quite simple if you'll only
make up your mind."
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"I like that!" said Julia, adding, "I suppose
Anastasia put you up to it ?

"

"Julia, dear," said Mrs. Brown, with great

tact,
" hadn't you better run away ?

"

Julia obeyed, though not literally. She reached

the door in three long strides, and stood with her

hand on the knob.
"
Mind, mother," she said, raising her other

hand, "you're not to let them have a row.

There's no need to make any fuss or bother

about it. If I meant to do it I should have

done it long ago, and he knows that jolly well,

and I can't think why he came here upsetting

people after everything's been arranged."
"
Ssh, Julia !

"
said Mrs. Brown, blinking and

smiling comfortably.
"
Shall I come ?

"
she added,

raising her voice and her chin confidentially.

"Don't be silly, mother," said Julia, and left

the room.
" Well !

"
said Mrs. Brown, looking round with

a little laugh. Both Lambert and Conrad looked

immensely relieved at Julia's disappearance.

George Cobden leaned sulkily against the mantel-

piece. Mr. Brown, I thought, looked apologetic ;

he had been going into the rights of the matter,

I suppose, and was bothered by the discrepancy

between his Sunday and his weekday religion.

All looked to him to speak, and he said to

Conrad :
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"This is very er unusual, you know."
"
I know," said Conrad, with profound remorse.

The simpleton must have thought that Mr. Brown
understood him, for he added, "You don't really

mind, do you ? It was much better to have it out."

Mr. Brown laughed indulgently, and said,
"
Well, well, my boy, we'll talk about that some

other time. Come to see me at my office."

Conrad stiffened and his head went up a little.

"
Is Julia part of the business ?

" he said.

"My dear, good fool," said George Cobden

compassionately,
"
that's just where you make a

mistake. You've been reading novelettes."

"Cobs, your father is speaking," said Mrs.

Brown. " Do sit down, Mr. Lowe."

Conrad sighed impatiently, but sat down. Mr.

Brown said to Lambert,
" Wouldn't you like ?

"

but Lambert said, "I've nothing to say." Then

Mr. Brown, with unconscious mimicry of his

wife's humouring tone, said to Conrad, "I under-

stand that you're very much in love ?
"

"I don't know about that," said Conrad. " I'm

rather tired of hearing about love. If you don't

mind, we needn't talk about that now. We've

got to be practical."

"Practical!" said Mr. Brown, with a laugh of

relief. He looked at me as if to say, "This is

where I come in," and settling his pince-nez,

pursued the Socratic method.
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"
Well, to be practical," he said,

"
putting

everything else on one side are you in a posi-

tion to support a wife ?
"

"
Lord, no," said Conrad cheerfully.

"
Support-

ing a wife means this sort thing, doesn't it ?
"

He waved his hand to indicate the treasures of

" Chez Nous."

"This sort of thing," said Mr. Brown with

dignity,
"
represents comfort without ostentation.

A reasonable luxury
"

"
Oh, we'll be able to have our little bust now

and then," said Conrad.

In the shocked silence George Cobden spoke up.
" Leave him to me, father," he said ;

"
you

don't understand this sort of fellow." Then he

went up to Conrad and stood over him. " Look

here," he said,
" we don't want to have any bother.

I will give you three minutes."

He spoke with suppressed elation. When Conrad

had gone, I reflected, George Cobden would have

a great deal to say to his parents in the nature

of "I told you so." Conrad smiled up at him

and said in an undertone,
"

I say, old chap, I

wouldn't do that. I'm very strong."

George Cobden laughed easily and looked at his

father.
"
Shall I tell him ?

" he said, with engaging

modesty.
"
My boy," said Mr. Brown proudly,

"
got his

Blue in
"
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He was interruped by a cry from George Cobden,

"Don't, you damn fool! Let go! Oh, I say!"
I did not quite see what happened. Conrad

had not moved from his chair and George Cobden

slowly bowed over him until he lay comfortably
across his knees. Conrad smoothed down George
Cobden's coat tails and smiled across at Mrs.

Brown.
" Shah1

I let him go, Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown ?
"

he said merrily.
" Oh dear, yes, let him go," she said with a

little hysterical laugh. Let go, George Cobden

adjusted his collar and began to explain. First

to his father. "You see," he said, holding out

his hands in illustration,
"

I was just going
"

But his father turned away gloomily. An illusion

had been shattered, and from that day I often

heard him question whether public-school and

university education was worth the expense.

There seemed to be a lack of resource in dealing

with emergencies, he said. George Cobden then

explained to his mother, with gestures, and I

saw her nodding gravely, and heard her say,
"
Yes, yes," with little giggles in between.

"You see," said Conrad, "it is much better

to be practical." It was as if he took Mr. Brown

by the hand and led him back to his own ground.

Mr. Brown accepted the challenge. Conrad must

understand, he said, that he discussed the case on
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general principles and without any personal feel-

ing. He could see what was at the bottom of

Conrad's fallacy and he would presently expose it.

Meanwhile Conrad was mistaken in supposing
that he had any sympathy with the marriage of

convenience. He had seen too much of the

marriages of Mayfair and here, I fancy, a reference

to Di Willoughby was intended. On general prin-

ciples he approved of the love match. But there

was reason in everything. To return to the

Socratic method, and for the sake of argument,
what regular income ?

Conrad said that he had quite a lot of money,
and he produced it then and there. It amounted

to seven pounds, fifteen shillings and eightpence.

He could get more when he really wanted it, he said.

Mr. Brown checked his wife's disposition to

giggle. He was beginning to enjoy himself, though
I don't think he quite understood that Conrad

was taking him in good faith. Conrad was quite

sure of Julia. There were only the details to be

settled. I would have persuaded Conrad to come

away only I saw that Lambert wanted the two

to understand each other, whatever explosion might
follow. And Lambert deserved the first consider-

ation.

"Assuming then," said Mr. Brown, "that as a

married man you would not actually starve, what

provision for a home have you made ?
"
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"I get the cottage rent-free," said Conrad

eagerly,
" and I've got a table and four chairs, and

a bed, and any number of cups and saucers."

I was reminded of the way he enumerated his

possessions when I first met him in Gillan Creek.

You have to begin at the beginning to feel the

joy of even chairs and tables. Mr. Brown was

not a cruel man, and sheer compassion prevented
him from keeping up the joke any longer.

"
My dear boy," he said,

" we aren't living in

a fairy tale; we're living in the twentieth

century."

Conrad rose swiftly.
" Then it's no use talking,"

he said, and I think he was relieved. He didn't

want, as he would have said, to have any truck

with the enemy.

"Talking," said Mr. Brown rather sorely; "my
only purpose in talking was to induce you to

take a more practical view of life. I might," he

added in a more genial tone, "have talked to you

very differently, mightn't I, Gregory? Coming
here at this time of night and upsetting the whole

house with a comic-opera proposal ! Take him

away, Gregory, and try to talk a little sense into

him."

I didn't feel disposed to explain to Mr. Brown

that unless I was very much mistaken the fairy

tale was going to be a troublesome reality, so I

took Conrad away. He came cheerfully. Mr,
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Brown's parting words to him were,
"

I don't

think you'd better come here again for the present,

you know. It wouldn't be comfortable. I'll make

your apologies to Julia, and I don't think she'll

bear you any ill-will for the fright you gave her.

I'm sure Wilfrid doesn't."

Wilfrid said that he didn't.
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is not an apology for Julia, and therefore

1 I shall not try to explain why she behaved

as she did. To begin with, I haven't the

necessary information; I don't know what Wilfrid

Lambert said to her, or what her parents said to

her ; but I am quite sure that what Wilfrid said

was kind and sensible, and that what her parents

said was kind but mistaken. It is understood,

admitted, that she treated Wilfrid Lambert very

badly, but that was in the nature of the case.

People who, whether it is their own fault or not,

belong to an obsolete order of things are likely

to be treated badly when the children of to-day

begin to arrange their affairs. As Mr. Brown

would say, "Something has got to go." That is

what I am always trying to impress on the "little

men "
in trade when they complain about the

growth of trusts and monopolies. As I tell

them, you might as well cry about the loss of

your tail or the possession of an opposable thumb.

Having settled with Lambert and, I hope, expressed
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her contrition, Julia had nothing to do but to

arrange her affairs in the way that seemed best

to her. With all the good-will in the world I

could not get up any sympathy with her family.

They would not understand that it is to-day ;

that the tables are now turned ; that just as

what they would have been pleased to call "the

romantics" used to be the mild joke of practical

people, so now the practical person is the mild

joke of the romantic. The practical person is

exploded. Tom Hood wrote a poem about the

last of the fairies ; very shortly somebody will

be writing a poem about the last of the practical

people to amuse the children. I suppose we

shall keep a few business men in a sort of Zoo,

and let them play with their stocks and shares,

while their wives play at housekeeping. Indeed,

Stevenson anticipated this in one of his books,

I forget which, but I remember that there was a

splendid noise, and that it was all about counters ;

exactly, in fact, as it is on the Stock Exchange

to-day.

However, to return to Julia. The first thing

that happened was that Conrad got a letter from

Lambert intimating that he was no longer to be

considered. I liked his letter ; there was no

pretence of "all for the best," or "take her, my
brother," about it. He was evidently sore and

disappointed, but, unlike the Kenwyn-Browns, he
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did recognize the facts of the case. He did

understand that kissing goes by favour. Conrad

waited a day and then wrote to Julia. He got

no answer to his letter, nor to the next, or the

next. Then he went round to
" Chez Nous " and

asked to see Julia, but he was not admitted. I

called on Mr. Brown at his office, but, though he

was perfectly civil, he refused to discuss Julia or

Conrad. He said that he was a practical man.

I wasn't very worried, because I knew that

Julia really was practical. If the Kenwyn-Browns
had only played cricket the thing would have

been settled comfortably; they would have been

saved a severe fright and we a great deal of

trouble. After I had seen Mr. Brown, I guessed

correctly what was happening : they were stopping

Conrad's letters. I have always noticed, by the

way, that whenever anything "sensational"

happens it is always the fault of the so-called

practical people. As somebody said, it is the

mathematicians and chess-players who go mad.

Here were a young man and a young woman who

meant to have each other, and the rational thing

to do was to stand on one side and just see to it

that youth and inexperience did not make un-

necessary complications.

That is what I tried to do, and as a first step

I kept Conrad with me. I made him promise

that, if he met Julia by chance, he would not run
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away with her. It was not that I doubted his

"intentions," but I thought that he might easily

do something, or leave something undone, that

would cause inconvenient conversation. Conrad

cheerfully agreed to consult me before acting, and

then took the wind out of my sails by saying,

"By the way, I thought it would be just as well

to get this." "This," which he produced from

his pocket, was a special licence. I asked him

where on earth he had got the money. He said,
"
Oh, I wrote to Morrison at once, telling him it

was all settled."

Clearly there was nothing to do but, as Conrad

said, to "sit tight." We sat tight, and then,

late on a Saturday night, George Cobden rushed

in to say that Julia was gone. His astonishment

at finding Conrad with me, pulled him up and,

as is usual with practical people, finding one clue

at fault he was completely at a loss for another.

Conrad wasn't; he looked at his watch, opened
the window and whistled for a taxi. On the way
to Paddington, George Cobden told us that nobody
knew when Julia had left the house.

" When did you find out ?
"

said Conrad.

George Cobden said it was about eleven when

Julia should have come into the drawing-room to

say "Good night." We gathered that lately she

had been in the habit of sitting in her own room

after dinner.
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"She probably caught the nine-fifty," said

Conrad, and then began to call me every kind of

fool. I asked him what was the matter, and he

said
"
Saturday," and then I remembered that on

Saturday there was no midnight train to Cornwall.

After a moment I laughed, and then Conrad

laughed too. It occurred to us both that Julia

had chosen Saturday on purpose so that there

should be no immediate pursuit. Nobody could

reach Penzance from London until seven-thirty

the following evening. It has always seemed to

me the most humorous touch in what might
have been a serious business that Julia should

have made use of the imbecilities of a practical

generation to further her plans.

Thinking about the imbecilities of a practical

generation, I reflected, as the taxi stood protest-

ing in the road, that if we went on to Paddington,
we could find out if Julia had really gone by
the nine-fifty and could also wire to have her

stopped at Penzance. But I didn't see any
reason why I should remind George Cobden of

these facts ; Julia deserved her start, and she

was quite capable of taking care of herself at

the other end. I gathered from Conrad's silence

that he was thinking the same thoughts, and he

presently said in an "I leave it to you, partner
"

tone to George Cobden :

"Well, what shall we do?"
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George Cobden said we'd better go home and,

understanding him to mean " Chez Nous," I

directed the disapproving driver to take us there.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenwyn-Brown were far too much

upset and too grateful for any assistance to have

any reproaches for Conrad. Indeed, they greeted

his appearance with a "There!" of relief; un-

like George Cobden, they had refused to believe

that Julia would go to him. I fancy George
Cobden a little regretted having shown so plainly

that he was prepared for Julia to go to Conrad.

Even in the midst of their trouble his parents

reproved him for "jumping to conclusions,"

obvious as those conclusions were to anybody
who recognized that it was to-day. The proba-

bility, which they accepted on trust, that Julia

had gone to Cornwall, did not strike them as

the same thing; as Mr. Brown said, "Conrad is

not in Cornwall ; he is here."

It was the fact of Julia leaving home that

seemed to them so shocking. "As if we had

locked her up," said Mrs. Brown. She was very

bitter against poor Wilfrid Lambert ; Julia, she

said, couldn't get over the slight he had put upon
her ; that was why she had run away. I had to

check Mrs. Brown in her confidential account of

the defects she had "always noticed" in Wilfrid

Lambert; he was obstinate, he was reserved, he

was slow and he had no sense of humour. All
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this was interesting, but I wanted to know what

the Kenwyn-Browns had done, and what they

proposed to do. They had, said Mr. Brown

triumphantly, found out exactly what Julia had

taken with her, and had made out a list. What she

had taken confirmed my notion that the step had

been deliberate ; she had taken,
" besides the

clothes she stood up in," George Cobden's riick-

sack, plenty of underclothing I forget how many
pairs of stockings Mrs. Brown described, as if by
their names "her old serge skirt," a jersey

"that the woman knitted in St. Ives," "the

brown leather hat she got at Liberty's," Lewis

Hind's "
Days in Cornwall," a small brown loaf,

some ham, a tin of sardines and some apples.

Had she any money ? I asked, and was reassured

to learn that she ought to have about eleven

pounds, as it was the beginning of the quarter,

and "
I will say that for Julia, she never gets

into debt." All this in disjointed sentences from

Mrs. Brown, with interpolations and corrections

by Willie and Phil, who evidently thought the

whole thing a tremendous lark.

"And," said Mr. Brown, "we telegraphed to

her aunt at Fittlebury."

Where Fittlebury is and why they telegraphed
there I haven't the remotest idea.

What they proposed to do they allowed me to

tell them with eager
"
Yes, yeses

"
of approval.
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I would go down to Penzance in the morning
and take Julia to Bosigran. Anastasia, I

reminded them, was there. That was the first

time, I believe, that the Kenwyn-Browns saw

"the sense" of my marriage. "Anastasia is so

sympathetic," Mrs. Brown said. I have often

wondered why it is that people who value

sympathy always seem to assume that it will be

on their side. It did not seem to occur to the

Kenwyn-Browns, and I was careful not to

suggest to them, that I might have some difficulty

in finding Julia. Mrs. Brown said gladly to the

children,
"
Julia has gone to Cornwall," as if that

ended the matter. In spite of their having, as

they admitted, stopped Conrad's letters, they, with

the exception of George Cobden, did not yet seem

to grasp the importance of Conrad, and I didn't

think it necessary to tell them that Conrad

would come to Penzance with me. They must,

as Anastasia said of Julia, be kept under chloro-

form until it was all over. We left a cheerful

house with the exception of George Cobden,

who, however, had his own reasons for not inter-

fering. How much he was responsible for Julia's

aberration into orthodoxy and her foolish en-

gagement to Wilfrid Lambert, I don't know ; but

from things Julia has said since, I believe he

smudged Conrad in her mind by associating him

with the kind of behaviour she heard hints of at
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the Slade. An elder brother can do a great deal

of mischief in a girl's mind if he likes. I half

expected that George Cobden would turn up at

Paddington in the morning. If so, he would not

enjoy his journey to Penzance.

I thought it as well to call at Paddington to

pick up traces of Julia before we went home,

though Conrad assured me it wasn't necessary.

I have never seen a young man so cock-sure as

Conrad when once he had made up his mind.

It wasn't his own attraction, though, that he

was sure about ; it was Julia's determination to

have a jolly life. He only came in as the boon

companion and, though he believed that Julia

would marry him, and was not so foolish as to

suppose that any other sort of boon companion-

ship was possible, he knew that Julia had not

run away to get married as a first intention.

Julia wasn't a person who could easily be

overlooked, and at Paddington we found a porter

who had attended to a tall, dark young lady in

a long grey coat, wearing what he described as
" a knockabout hat

"
of brown leather. She

walked up and down like a school-boy, he said,

and whistled as she stood at the bookstall with

her hands in her pockets. She went by the

nine-fifty to Penzance and her luggage was a

kit bag.
" Kit bag

" was a little disconcerting

until the man explained that it was like a
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sailor's, only dark green with shoulder straps.

He had taken particular notice of it, because the

lady wouldn't have a pillow, saying that her bag
would do. It was stuffed like a sausage. He

thought she must be a hunting lady.
" She is !

"

shouted Conrad so that the roof rang,
" and her

name is Di Artemis !

"

I understood the check and alteration of the

name, and later, with the pleasing egoism of the

lover, Conrad said what a pity it was that Di

had missed all the fun. He wondered if she

knew and was glad where she was. It was

Teddy's letter that made him see that he was

risking the one thing that mattered; he had

walked he didn't know where, and then he had

gone by night to Bosigran and down to the place

where he had last seen Di, a rose among the roses.

Teddy had told him about the little urn, but

not about the inscription, and looking about in

the moonlight, he had come upon the newly-
carved word, "Joy."

"It was like a message she had left behind

her," said Conrad,
" and I saw that everything

else might go if you only held on to that.

People talk about duty, but duty generally means

that you're afraid."

That was what Morrison meant, when you got

to the bottom of it. What you had to get rid

of were the kill-joys, whether they were material
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possessions, imaginary duties, social obligations,

occupations, vices, or what not. It was so simple

if people would only see it. There was this

question of drink, now ; people got up with one

set of arguments, and then another lot of people

got up with another set of arguments, until they

didn't know where they were. You could prove

anything with arguments. The way he looked at

it was this : drink kills joy ; therefore drink is

damned. That was the question you had to ask

yourself; that and no other. It was what the

religious people meant, really, only they were in-

clined to wrap it up too much. " Get right with

Joy," was the motto he'd stick up in every home.

It was the same in little things as in big :

" The

Conifers
" was a kill-joy for the Slaters ; let it

go.
" Chez Nous "

well, he didn't know about

that
;

he supposed the Kenwyn-Browns got joy

out of
"
Chez Nous." All right if they did.

But Julia didn't anyhow. What a lot of things

love made you understand. It made you
brother to all the world. Because it made you
understand not only lovers but artists of every

kind, people who died for lost causes, people who

went into monasteries even. That was what they
were after : joy. If they weren't they might as

well save themselves the trouble; their sacrifices

do no good to anybody. It wasn't a discovery

of his own ; lots of people had said the same
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thing. There was Stevenson's pound of tobacco ;

there was, "Is it accepted of song ?
"

That

wouldn't be a bad test question whenever you
were in doubt: "Is it accepted of song?"

It will be perceived that I had what may be

called a night of it. But I let him run on, and

I was careful not to betray the problems that

were occupying my mind, such as, What would

Julia do when she found he wasn't at Lamorna?

Early next morning, remembering the imbecilities

of a practical generation in the matter of Sunday

telegraphic service, I wired to Humphrey Stott,

Anastasia, Joe Dylke and without telling Conrad,

because of the implication of unguarded mine

shafts to Tom Lander, telling them to look out

for Julia. Anastasia was the only one that

answered; her telegram was handed to me at

Paddington, and it consisted appropriately and

characteristically of the words, "Oh, joy!"

George Cobden didn't turn up at Paddington,
and we had an uneventful journey down to

Penzance. As I expected, my telegram to

Humphrey Stott was delivered just about half an

hour too late to be of any use.

On inquiry afterwards, it turned out that the

youth who carried it from the office at Mousehole

had actually met Julia coming away from

Lamorna. Stott went to Conrad's cottage below

Rosmoddress at once, and, from a cliff-wandering
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farmer, learnt that only about three-quarters

of an hour earlier a strange young lady had

asked him if he knew where Mr. Lowe had

gone. He was unable to tell her, and after

consulting a map she had gone off up the valley.

He had noticed how well she stepped under the

heavy knapsack she was carrying; when she

dumped it on the ground to find her map she

had patted his dogs, and he had to call them

back from following her.

Apparently Conrad had expected to find Julia

sitting on his doorstep, and Stott and I had rather

a bad time with him. This was about half-past

eight in the evening, and growing dusk, and

Conrad wanted to set off at once and harry the

moors. With twelve hours' start, there was no

saying where Julia might be by this time, and we

persuaded him that it would be wiser to stop the

night at his cottage, in case Julia came back. I

was not seriously alarmed about her, though to

come tired at the end of a long journey, with love

in her heart, to a locked door and a smokeless

chimney, must have been disconcerting. I thought
she had probably gone to Bosigran, and I sent a

note to Anastasia by one of Stott's men on a

bicycle. Anastasia sent back word that Julia

hadn't turned up, but that people were on the

look-out, and she was quite sure we needn't

worry. Julia was a very practical young woman.
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She led us a pretty dance. In the morning I

telegraphed again to Joe Dylke, and received

answer, that nothing had been seen of Julia up
there. Should he come ? Hardly thinking, I said

that he might as well go down to Bosigran. The

more searchers the better. To leave nothing to

chance, I then sent a message to a painter I knew

at Landewednack, telling him to watch the cliffs

above the little ruined net-house down by the sea

that Julia had sat and looked at on the day when

I first met her. There was just a chance that

she might go there. But it seemed most likely

that she would be hanging about somewhere in

the neighbourhood of Lamorna or Bosigran, and I

thought that she would be regretting that she had

missed the opportunity of making Morrison's

acquaintance in August. Probably she didn't know
that Anastasia was at Bosigran, and shyness

would prevent her going to a strange house and

asking for Conrad.

Conrad wouldn't stop at Lamorna. He said

that if Julia was anywhere in that neighbourhood
she would have tried the cottage again before

now. So we left one of Stott's people in the

cottage in case she turned up, and set off to walk

across country to Bosigran. On the way we

picked up traces of Julia that were more often

confusing than helpful. Stott had set in motion

a regular intelligence department, with the usual
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results of fact and fancy; Julia had been seen at

about the same time at places as wide apart as

Marazion and St. Just ; she had been found by a

farmer, eating turnips in a field ; she had escaped,

after a severe struggle, from two coastguards at

Penberth. The men showed scratches. To this

day there are wild legends in West Cornwall about

the tall, dark lady with a green bag who was
" wanted "

for various reasons. She was a German

spy ; an Italian princess fleeing from her lover.

There could be no doubt that she had passed

through Vellansagia and Sancreed ; this was not

her nearest way, but she had followed the valley.

At Sancreed she had bought milk, and later on

we learnt that she had had tea at Lanyon farm and

made inquiries there about the people who were

stopping at Bosigran.
" Brav'n 'an'some and

dearly loving children," the woman at the farm

described her.

At Bosigran there was no news of her. There

were two telegrams for me from Mr. Kenwyn-
Brown, which Anastasia had opened and answered,
"
Julia all right. Don't worry." Anastasia, I

could see, was thoroughly enjoying the situation.

She wasn't in the least alarmed about Julia. As

she said to Conrad :

" My dear boy, if Julia isn't capable of looking

after herself, how on earth do you think she's

going to get on with you?
"
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Morrison said nothing, but left nothing undone

to help the search. At this moment Joe Dylke
was out following the coast in the direction of

St. Ives. Late in the evening I got a telegram,

forwarded by Stott, redirected to me at Lamorna,
from King's Road, Chelsea,

" Where's Conrad ?

Julia." It had been sent off at nine o'clock that

morning from Zennor. Conrad and I walked out

to Zennor, and from the woman at the post office

got a convincing description of Julia.
" A very

determined young lady," the woman called her.

This time there was no green bag ; evidently Julia

was stopping somewhere in the neighbourhood.

She had called at the post office that afternoon

to see if there was any answer to her telegram,

and had bought a pot of jam and a quarter of a

pound of cream. Another gentleman had been

inquiring about her only a quarter of an hour ago.

The other gentleman, of course, was Joe Dylke,

whom we met a few minutes later coming out of

the inn. I sent him and Conrad back to Bosigran
and went up to see Tom Lander. Tom had been

scouring the country, but had seen nothing of

Julia, and had lost a favourite pup. I ought to

have seen the significance of that missing pup.
It was in the morning between sleeping and

waking that I thought of the Huts at Bosporth-
ennis. I jumped out of bed and went to Conrad's

room. He had not slept or taken off his clothes,
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and he greeted me with a forced cheerfulness that

made me feel what he was suffering. I told him

about the Huts, and my having taken Julia there,

and when I had dressed, we sneaked out of the

house into a golden April morning. Conrad didn't

know the Huts, but from his polite silence I think

he felt sure that we should find Julia there, and

wished not to rub it in that I ought to have

thought of them before. We cut across country

below Hannibal's Carn, and presently were running.

An infantile
"
yap-yapping

"
told me all I wanted

to know, and unworthily I took advantage of my
more exact knowledge of the place, and pushed
first through the gorse.

At the mouth of the Hut sat Julia, with crossed

bare feet, her black hair about her shoulders, one

hand on the bulging-eyed spaniel-setter pup and

in the other a large slice of bread and jam and

cream. She began in a tone of extreme contempt.

"Well, you are
" And then she saw Conrad.

I was whirled aside and they were in each other's

arms, while the infuriated pup worried Conrad's

legs. But there was no maudlin sentiment about

Julia. Releasing herself, she began at once to

abuse Conrad and me. Principally me. She had

been sitting there for ages and ages and ages;

hadn't I got her messages ? I said that I had

got her telegram, but it didn't say where she was.
" Do you think I would be so silly as to put it
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on paper ?
"
she asked.

"
Anybody might have got

hold of it." No, she had sat there and "willed,"

and she appealed to the now pacified pup to know
how many times she had said aloud,

" Come to the

Huts at Bosporthennis."

"He would have known where to find me if he

had ever brought me to the Huts." I admitted

that was very likely ; it has always been one of

my regrets that Julia's use of
"
wireless

"
didn't

come off though perhaps it did when I was

between sleeping and waking that morning. I

suggested this, and that the reason why it hadn't

succeeded before was that I hadn't really slept

since her disappearance, and so my subliminal

self But Julia interrupted me with scorn :

"He hasn't slept, poor boy, and look at the jam
on him ! Did urns !

" And then there were more

assurances that it was really true, with more

yapping on the part of the pup, and then more

abuse and explanations why she hadn't answered

Conrad's letter.

I reminded them that there would be breakfast

at Bosigran. Being assured that none of her

family was there, Julia did up her hair and

packed up her riick-sack with alacrity. There

were gorse prickles to be got out of her feet, and

scratches to be kissed " And Conrad's face is

nearly as bad, he wants shaving so." The shame-

less creatures didn't mind me a bit.
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So, with Julia murmuring,
"
Tea, tea, tea ; in

five minutes I shall really drink tea," we three

and the pup walked back to Bosigran. Anastasia,

they said, must be told first. So we approached
the house very quietly, and I, knowing Anastasia's

habits, flung stones at her open window. She

appeared in her blue Chinese dressing-gown, and

said coolly,
"
Oh, there you are, you sillies ; Julia,

you look like Una and the lion. I'll come

down."

She came down as she was, with a noble appear-

ance of calm, which went to pieces the moment

Julia pounced upon her. To this day it is a

matter of dispute whether Anastasia kissed Conrad

or not.

Julia clamoured for a bath, so Anastasia took

her upstairs, and Conrad and I knocked up Joe

Dylke, who slept late. We had some difficulty in

making him understand the news ; he kept saying,
"
Oh, shut up, you fellows," and feeling aimlessly

for his pipe. When he did take in that we had

found Julia, he said,
"
I knew something was going

to happen because I dreamt I was chivvying

bishops about Piccadilly Circus with a pack of

motor 'buses. Lord ! how their little fat legs

did twinkle !

"
Of Conrad, he said that he looked

as proud as a boy who had been spoken to by
a man on an engine.

We were the jolliest party at breakfast.
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Morrison, who came in with a flower in his coat,

humming through his nose, betrayed no surprise

at seeing Julia. He said she was a " Goot girl,"

and kissed her. Altogether, when I look back,

there seems to have been a great deal of kissing.

Morrison asked Julia if she would like any message
sent to her parents, and her face fell and she

looked at Conrad. I said I would see to that,

and then she looked grateful. I thought that the

Kenwyn -:Browns had better be kept under

chloroform a little longer. Joy is a priceless

thing.

Julia gave us a full account of her escape and

wanderings. Of the former she said simply, "It

was no good waiting or talking, was it ? If I

waited for ever and ever they wouldn't hear of it,

so I just came away." When she found that

Conrad was not at Lamorna she came straight to

Bosporthennis : "And there I should have stopped
until he turned up." She didn't think much of

Tom Lander as a scout. Early on Monday morn-

ing he had passed within twenty yards of her

hiding-place while she lay chuckling. But as the

pup
"
put her up," she supposed that Tom thought

she was only rabbits. Miss Argent, the artist girl,

by the way, did a delightful drawing of Julia and

the pup as Una and the lion.

Matter-of-fact as Julia was in coming to her

mate, she wasn't prepared for immediate marriage.
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Indeed I don't think she recognized that she was

in love with Conrad. She wanted to be with him,

she treated him as her property, but she probably
would have associated being in love with some-

thing mawkish. Conrad, too, as he said,
" funked

"

that part of the business.
"
It seems such beastly

cheek," he said. I said that beastly cheek or not

it had to be done, or else I should take Julia

straight back to her parents, and why on earth

had he got a licence if he didn't mean to use it?

He said sheepishly, "Oh, well, I thought you or

Morrison would ask her about that."

Having consulted Joe Dylke, who said he was

quite prepared to
"

tie them up," I left the rest

to Anastasia. I have never been able to get

from her a full account of her private interview

with Julia. She said that there are some sim-

plicities that are just too beautiful to be talked

about.

So Joe Dylke married them in the "Parlour,"

with Di, as it were, looking on. It was too early

for roses, but there were daffodils and primroses,

and for wedding guests Morrison collected every-

body within reach, including Tom Lander, who had

come down to see if the young lady had been

found. The pup, which behaved very well during

the ceremony, was Julia's only wedding present.

Joe Dylke in his priestly function was anything
but flippant ; his homily was one of the most
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impressive combinations of idealism and good
sense I have ever heard.

When it was all over and Julia and Conrad

had set out to walk over the moors to their home
at Lamorna, I wired to Mr. Kenwyn-Brown :

"
Julia

and Conrad married this morning."
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CHAPTER XIV

R. KENWYN-BROWN took it very well. Of

course we had to have a solemn interview,

in which he said that I had betrayed his

confidence in me, had been a false friend, etc., etc.,

but I felt all the time that he was only fulfilling

his duty to the social edifice. His guns were

spiked, to mix the metaphors recklessly, by that

fatal taste for moonshine. What he needed, what

he still needs, what indeed the immense army he

"stands for" needs, is just the courage to plump
for moonshine. At the bottom of his heart, I

believe, he is glad that in the end he was not

asked for his vote. His anger against me, and he

was really angry at the time, always reminds me
of the anger of financial newspapers against the

company-promoter who has given the show

away.

Practically, he made the best of both worlds

the past and the present. He put a notice in The

Times: "On April the i7th, at Bosigran, by the

Rev. Joseph Dylke, Conrad Lowe, of Lamorna, to
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Julia, elder daughter of George Kenwyn-Brown,
of

' Chez Nous,' Ladbroke, W.," but he also went

down to see the Lowes at Lamorna and spent,

as he admitted, a very pleasant three days there.

The accommodation was rough, he said, but he

rather liked roughing it for a holiday. What he

couldn't grasp was that Julia and Conrad liked

it, as the Americans say, all the time. He could

understand Conrad's declining a berth in the

office, because, as he said, everybody isn't suited

to a sedentary life, but he couldn't understand why
Conrad wouldn't accept his offer of capital to go

into partnership with Humphrey Stott. "Just
the sort of life that would suit him, I should

have thought," he said. Stott didn't make it any
clearer to Mr. Brown by saying that the notion

was immoral. "This is my game," he explained;

"it isn't Conrad's. The moment you begin to

take it seriously you're doing the wrong thing."

When Mr. Brown pointed out that Conrad was

working happily now, Stott said, "Ah, Conrad

enjoys doing the work. He wouldn't, like me,

enjoy making it pay."

"They talk," said Mr. Brown to me afterwards,

"as if duty and pleasure were the same thing."

Well, as I said, we don't proselytize. Unable

to talk sense into the pair, Mr. Brown insisted

on making Julia an allowance, which of course

goes into the general fund that Morrison
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administers. The Lowes didn't stop long at

Lamorna ; they soon began to be bored by cranks

who thought they were living the simple life.

That, of course, is one of the nuisances to which

as Morrisonians we are exposed ; people are

always imagining that we are growing turnips, or

making boots, or building houses, or cooking

dinners, or painting pictures, to
"
prove something."

It is the hardest thing in the world to persuade

people that you are doing this, or living that

way, because you like it. I suppose the reason is

that for so long people have always done things

with an ulterior motive of one sort or another.

So far from Julia and Conrad living the simple

life with intention, I have spent very gay

evenings with them in the more sophisticated

haunts of pleasure; but, on the other hand, I

have known them hard put to it for the next

meal. Since leaving Lamorna Conrad has driven

a taxi, been a super at Drury Lane, and kept

books for a doctor. Julia has generally some

mild sort of artistic work on hand, such as

almanacs or Christmas cards. At this moment

they are camping out with their baby-girl some-

where in Gloucestershire. Conrad is "hauling"
for a local quarryman and Julia is dressmaking.

I don't want to leave the impression that what

for convenience I call Morrisonism necessarily

means living a vagabond life. Julia and Conrad
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happen to be vagabonds. But Morrisonism at

the moment there are seven thousand, four

hundred and seventy-nine names on Morrison's

list includes churchwardens and high school

mistresses. What it means, roughly, in the

language of the practical man, is holding on to

the main chance. What the main chance may be

varies in individual cases. A doctor friend of

mine once attended an old gipsy who was camp-

ing out in bad weather in a miserable tent on a

Cornish moor. My friend asked the gipsy if he

had never thought of giving up his roving life

and living in a house. "Sir," said the gipsy,
"

I am an old man and I cannot afford to play
tricks with my health." Morrisonians have decided

that they cannot afford to play tricks with their

health, bodily, mental or moral; and when you
have decided that, it is surprising what a lot, in

Mr. Kenwyn-Brown's words, "has got to go."

Contrariwise, it often happens that quite a lot

has to be accepted. "Fay ce que vouldras" as a

motto cuts both ways. Doing what you like,

when you come to consider what you are I don't

mean yesterday, but now implies considerably

more than taking your "licence in the field of

time." It keeps Teddy and Joe Dylke, for

example, sweating among the sailors at Plymouth.

They go at it, the Liberals and the Conservatives,

with the I.L.P.
"
chipping in," as George Cobden
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would say, and there is a splendid row; but

presently, it may be sooner, it may be later, they
will look round and discover that the darkly

spreading armies are not there; that they have

piled arms and are playing skittles.

THE END.

Printed at The Chapel River Press, Kingston, Surrey,
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reminds one of Pierre Loti in his "Madame Chrysantheme." Indeed,
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Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 16s. net.
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aroused curiosity and speculation for the past one hundred and
fifty years, and to deal fully with a subject which has so far
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Pendered has been fortunate in accidentally obtaining certain

first-hand knowledge of the
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Fair Quakeress

" about whose
name and fame legend has been so persistently industrious.

She has, moreover, critically weighed and sifted the evidence
for and against the claim made for Hannah Lightfoot, that
also she was legally married to George IV., and should have
been Queen of England. The book is well illustrated with

portraits, including that of the Fair Quakeress herself, from the
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Queer Things
about Egypt
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Queer Things about Japan,"
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In one large vol., demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 21 S. net.
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"
Queer Things about Egypt

"
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successful book,
"
Queer Tilings about Japan." A large part of it deals with the

humours of Egypt and the Egyptians, chiefly modern, but to the extraordinary
fascinations of Egypt, with its mediaeval glories and ancient monuments, Mr. Sladen

gives special attention. He takes the spectacular and romantic side, which the general
public can understand, and avoids difficult ancient Egyptian names and the ancient

Egyptian mythology. The simplicities and curiosities of native life, and the delights
and experiences of the Englishman travelling in Egypt are fully described.

Mr. Sladen spent his entire day in the open air, notebook and camera in hand,
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and watched in the bazaars of Cairo or the ruins of Karnak as he rode in the desert
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"
Queer Things about Egypt
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is the book which Mr. Sladen really went to Egypt
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Mr. Douglas Sladen has written a brilliant book on Egypt. Mr. Sladen knows
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Of the first edition of
"
Biding and Hunting

"
three impressions were required to

meet the demand which has steadily continued since the work was first published.
It has been found to supply a want, and a thoroughly revised edition brought up-to-
date is sure of a good welcome. Mr. Hedworth T. Barclay, so well known in hunting
circles as one of the finest horsemen in Leicestershire, has kindly undertaken the
work of revision, and his additions will prove of the greatest value. Aja. interesting
feature of the new edition will be a chapter on Military Biding by Major W. H. King,
Biding Master of the Royal Horse Guards, who has dealt in a very thorough and clear
manner with the subject on which he is so eminently competent to speak with authority.
It includes a description of the requirements of the army horse, his breeding and general
training, the training of recruits, the military seat, officer's riding and riding in the
ranks. There will be a number of new photographic illustrations, which have beea
taken specially for the new edition.
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A BOOK FOR HORSE OWNERS AND STUDENTS

By Captain M. H. HAYES, F.R.C.V.S.

Illustrated by numerous Reproductions ofPhotographs taken specially for this

work. In one volume, demy 8vo. Price 12s. net.

" The work of an exceptionally competent authority, who thoroughly understands
his subject, and is able to make the results of his practical knowledge clear to readers."

Badminton Magazine,

In the Press.

ANEW AND REVISED EDITION, ENLARGED.

The Horsewoman
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BY ADDISON M. POWELL
With 30 full page Illustrations on Art Paper from Photographs

In large crown 8tx>, cloth gilt. 7, 6d. net.

A record of the author's ten years of trail-making and exploring
in the Copper River District of Alaska, a country which up to

the present has received comparatively little attention, and is one

of the greatest copper regions of the world. This region is, moie-

over, where the white tourist may stand amidst the largest group
of high mountains in the world where flowers bloom beside the

most wonderful glaciers ever seen by man ; where he may look

upward at the perpendicular precipice of Mount Sanford's southern

face, a mile straight above, where eagles flying in front of their

nests resemble sparrows ; he may watch the spiral smoke and
steam of Unaletta's volcano ; or gaze at the rainbow-coloured

waterfalls that descend, apparently, from the heavens.

A Vicarious Vagabond
BY DENIS CRANE

Author of
" The Life Story of Sir Robert \V. Perks," etc.

With Illustrations

In Crown. 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

The remarkable experiences of one who voluntarily descended

into London's underworld, eating the bread and sharing the pillow
of Society's

"
off-sccurings." Assuming the role of a match-

seller, a station tout, an out-and-out cadger and a peripatetic news-

vendor, the author made valuable investigations into the life and

opinions, the morality and amusements, of the London outcast.

His experiences in remote slums, shelters for homeless men, and a

typical Casual Ward, throw a new and sensational light on modern
methods of poor relief and other kindred questions of the day.

The book will be of absorbing interest to the general reader, but

to the student of humanity and those interested in social questions
will make a special appeal.
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The O'Flynn
BY JUSTIN HUNTLY MCCARTHY

Author of "Tbe Gorgeous Borgia," "The Gkxl of Love," etc.

Mr. Justin Huntly McCarthy's new novel,
" The O'Flynn,"

is a tale of love and war, with a somewhat novel environment

as far as recent fiction is concerned. The scene is laid in

Ireland in the year 1689, the year when the Boyne battle

gave so disastrous a blow to the hopes of James the Second

and his adherents. The time was a brilliant one. Irish

soldiers of fortune with delightful names did splendid deeds

against desperate odds, and fair Jacobite ladies moved

graciously through the glitter of a transient court at Dublin.

Flynn O'Flynn is one of these soldiers of fortune who returns

from the foreign wars to an impoverished estate and a ruined

dwelling known to the countryside as Castle Famine. His

love for the beautiful Lady Benedetta Mountmichael is the

main theme of the story, and for her sake the O'Flynn does

many gallant actions and renders rare service to the un-

happy king whose cause is hotly championed by the heroine.

Adventure succeeds adventure, incident follows incident, till

in the end, though the Stuart cause is lost in the waters ol

Boyne river, the O'Flynn, fantastically exalted from ruin to

opulence, wins the heart and the hand of the woman he had

so loyally served and so fondly worshipped. The fact that
" The O'Flynn

"
is now being performed by Sir H. Beerbohm

Tree with great success should largely add to the popularity
of this book.



TWO REMARKABLE NOVELS.
Each in crown 8vo. cloth gilt, 6s.

Sixth Edition.

The Tragedy of the

Pyramids
By DOUGLAS SI-ADEN

Author of "A Japanese Marriage,"
" The Admiral,"

"My Son Richard," etc.

With a frontispiece in colours by Benton Fletcher.

" Reaches a high level of excellence." Standard.
" The '

Tragedy of the Pyramids
'

is an admirable story,
told with nerve and elaborate care. It is quite enjoyable."

Daily .Chronicle.
"
Mr. Sladen has succeeded uncommonly well and given

us a story which is extremely exciting. No one can read
' The Tragedy of the Pyramids

'

without interest." Morning
Post.

Seventh Large Edition.

Poppy :

The Story of a South African Girl

By CYNTHIA STOCKLEY
Author of "

Virginia of the Rhodesians."

"
Cynthia Stockley is a writer of unusual ability. She

has written a remarkable novel." Observer.
" A very remarkable performance. There are moments

in reading this book when we have the odd feeling that Miss
Braddon must be collaborating with Miss Olive Schreiner
to produce the result.

'

Poppy
'

is a book to read." West-
minster Gazette.

" A clever, entertaining, and vivid story. There is not
a dull page in the book, and though it is long we are in no wise

tempted to skip a line of it." Daily Telegraph." There is no denying the cleverness. The book is clever.

Its author is an artist ;
she has sought to set before us a

strong personality, strongly influenced for good and bad by
its environments, and she has stopped at nothing to make
her picture live." The World.



NEW e. NOVELS.

An exceptionally fine novel by
a new writer.

A Sinner in Israel

BY PIERRE COSTELLO

A powerful and realistic novel of modern Jews, a

phase of life singularly neglected of late by the novelist.

The author writes with intimate knowledge, reverence

and keen appreciation of the great race, and of the problems

fraught with immense interest to modern Jewry.

It is a book which everyone will read, a book which

is bound to create widespread interest, if not, indeed,

sensation.

" A Sinner in Israel
"

is the first published book of

Mr. Pierre Costello, and it places him in the front rank of

forceful dramatic writers. The novel has the virility of a

Zola. It teems with incident, and the characters in the

story are living men and women.
" A Sinner in Israel

"
is in no sense of the word a

religious work, nor does Mr. Pierre Costello hold a brief

for any particular religion. At the same time, it is obvious

that his sympathies are with the Jewish people ; but, like

Mr. Zangwill, he is not blind to their faults. Quite apart

from this particular interest,
" A Sinner in Israel

"
is a

fascinating and intensely thrilling story, which chains the

reader's interest at the first word. One thing is certain,

every Jew will read it.

ir



NEW 6s. NOVELS.

Now.
By CHARLES MARRIOTT

Author of " The Intruding Angel,"
" The Column."

" Now "
is a story of the immediate future. The

narrator, a middle-aged professional man, assumes that the

present social, and particularly the present commercial

epoch, is incapable of further development on its own

lines. It will be ended and mended. However, not by
socialistic or other political methods of reform, but by
the simple process of desertion. Already from every class

of society people are dropping out to stand on one side and

let the stream go by. Under the influence of a Jewish

ex-financier named Morrison, an association has been

formed of
"
droppers out" as the basis of a new social

order composed of people who have nothing to lose.

Among them, is a young vagabond named Conrad Lowe

whom the narrator meets in Cornwall living in a house-

boat. Conrad comes in contact with Julia Kenwyn-Brown,
the daughter, and mentally, though not physically, the
"
ugly duckling" of an extremely enlightened middle-class

business family. The central theme
:

of the story is the

development of Julia and her hesitation between the

influence of the past as exerted by her people, and the call

of the future, and^of her sub-conscious nature in the

attraction of Conrad Lowe, who remains carefully passive,

until she has made up her mind. This finally she does in

a hurry, with disconcerting consequences to her family.
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THE IDES OF MARCH

A YOUNG MAN FROM THE COUNTRY
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By Percy White

By Justin Huntly McCarthy
By Madame Albanesi

By Mrs. B. M. Ooker
By Mrs. Baillie Reynolds

Author of "
Thalassa," et.

By Madame Albanesi

By Mrs. C. N. Williamson

By Mrs. B. M. Croker

THE BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED

New 6d. Copyright Novels
For 1910

BY WELL-KNOWN AUTHORS
INCLUDING THE MOST POPULAR OF EDNA LYALL'S NOVELS

NOW FIRST PUBLISHED IN THIS CHEAP FORM

Clearly printed from New Type on Good Paper
and bound in Attractive Covers

By EDNA LYALL
Donovan In the Golden Days
Won by Waiting We Two

M. E. Braddon
Lucas Cleeve
Tom Gallon

J. Middleton Macdonald
Mrs. Fred Reynolds
Morley Roberts
Beatrice Whitby
Curtis Yorke

Percy White

THE CONVICT
WOMAN AND MOSES
JIMMY QUIXOTE
THUNDERBOLT
LOVES MAGIC
THE FLYING CLOUD
BEQUEATHED
A MEMORY INCARNATE
THE HOUSE OF INTRIGUE
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New 6d. Copyright Novels
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ALBANESI (Madame)
15 Marian Sax

ALEXANDER (Mrs.)
36 A Crooked Path

ASKEW (Alice A Claude)
42 The Orchard Close

BARR (Robert)
28 A Rock In the Baltic

35 The Triumphs of Eugene Val-
mont

BRADDON (M. B.)
29 Dead Love Has Chains
33 During Her Majesty's Pleasure

1 The White House

CAMBRIDGE (Ada)
38 A Happy Marriage

CRAIK (Mrs.)
19 John Halifax, Gentleman
21 A Brave Lady
24 A Noble Life

25 A Life for a Life

26 Hannah

CRORER (/Mrs. B. M.)
30 The Company's Servant

FARJEON (B. L.)
44 The Tragedy of Featherstone

GALLON (Tom)
37 Fortunes a Begging

QORON (M. F.)

2 The World of Crime

GRAND (Sarah)

32 Emotional Moments

HUME (Fergus)
40 The Mother of Emeralds

KERNAHAN (Coulson)
39 The Red Peril

LE QUEUX (William}
4 The House of the Wicked

The Man fro m Downing Street

MACDONALD (Dr. Geo.)
13 Alec Forbes of Howglen
11 David Elginbrod
12 Robert Falconer
14 Sir Gibbie

MATHERS (Helen)
27 Pigskin and Petticoat

OXBNHAM (John)
17 God's Prisoner

PHILLPOTTS (Eden)
7 Folly and Fresh Air

"RITA "

31 A Man of No Importance
41 Saba Macdonald.

SERGEANT (Adeline)
34 Caspar Brooke's Daughter
33 Sir Anthony

SOMERSET (Lady Henry)
5 Under the Arch of Life

"THE DEVIL'S PBBPSHOW"
(by the Author of)

3 A Time of Terror

"THE VIEWS OF CHRISTOPHER"
(by the Author of)

6 The Showman
" THE YELLOW ASTER "

(by the
Author of)

23 He for God Only

TYNAN (Katberlne)
18 A King's Woman

WATTS-DUNTON (Theodore)
20 Aylwin

WHITBY (Beatrice)

9 The Awakening of Mary Fenwick

10 Mary Fenwlck's Daughter

WILLIAMSON (Mrs. C. N.)

22 The Silent Battle

YORKB Curtis)

8 Bungay of Bandlloo
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